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EXPL.c;N.~TORY !.mhlOR..\NDOM 
l. A comparative ex'lmination of the laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions in force in the !!!ember States in the sector of lifting a.nd 
mechanical handling appliances shows important differences not on1y 
between the technical requirements oonceming the manufacture, exami--
nation and testing of these applia.nees but also between the adminis-
trative procedures to be followed in order to place them on the market. 
2. This situation compels manufacturers of lifting and mechanical handling 
appliances to adapt their production and stocks of spares to the va.r,ying 
technical requirements laid down by the laws of the Member States for 
which these appliances are intended. This applies on a market which, 
for many of those appliances, is already very international; subcontrac-
tors are faced with the same problems. 
3. What is more, in cases where administrative proceduresfor the placing 
of these appliances on the market exist in one or more Hember states, 
mcnufaoturers are obliged to comply with the approval procedures in 
--
force in those States and methods of examination and testing often differ 
greatly. 
4. National laws are 1 however, justified in that Mem~er States are 
responsible for protecting users of lifting and mechanical handling 
appliances - in particular workers - and third parties. Consequently 
the approximation ot. these law.s, e~pecially as regards the general 
principles and procedures, appears the most sui table means of elimi-
nating the harmful effects resulting from the differences noted; 
the various categories of lifting and mechanical handl~g appli9nces 
will then later be covered insofar as is necessary qy soparate Direc-
tives fitting into the framework already defined. 
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5· The sector of lifting and .mochanictll handling appliances is included in-
the third stage of the "Gener3l Programme for the elimination of technical 
-. . .... . -. . ..... '. .. 
barriers to trade which result from disparities between the provisions laid 
down by law, regulation or administrative action in X.tember States". ., 
This p~gramme wa.s approved by the Council on 28 Ma¥ 1969. In .i;t$ .r,esolu-
tion on industrial policy of 17 December 197 3, the Council re~ested the 
Commission to forward it by 1 January 1975 a proposal for a. directive on 
the sector covo.red by this Directive with a view to its adoption b-efore 
1 Jan~ary 1976. Tho .. te~hnical complexity of the first separate Directive, 
-- whi'ch is ~f very. g'rea.t importance, obliged the Commi.ssion to cielS\Y slightly 
the forwarding· or' its proposal to allow it to complete its work. 
6. The purpose of this Directive is therefore to eliminate the teclmical bar-
riers to trade by the approximation of the relevant laws. The legal basis 
is 1\.rticle 100 of the Treaty. 
7. The Commission has· set up a. Working Party of l'la.tiona.l experts, industrial 
·associations and representatives of EUropean standards and inspection 
bodies in order to obtain technical advice. It has also mS.de the .,necessary 
contacts with consumer representatives. 
II. Rll.BMON'IZATION. !!El'HOD 
The harmonization method proposed in the Directive is the "optional" method. 
However, this does not mean that some of the separate Direoti vee cannot be 
based on the complete harmonization method, involving replacement of the 
national provisions in force by Community prOvisions. This should ·only be 
done if pa.rt,icularly important safety problems arise a.nd insofar as the 
definition of a. minimum a&fety level ia·essential. 
III~ COMMmTS ON THE PROPOSAL li'OR A DiruOOTIVE 
The proposal'for a Directive on lifting and mechanical handling appliances, 
together with the proposal for a separate Directive on eieotrically operated 
lifts, is· the outcome of consultations at several meetings of the_ Commission's 
Working Party; most of' the experts a.ro in agreement with it in principle. 
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Although Commission sto.ff have been uno.ble to iron out some differences of 
opinion that emerged during the discussions, the Commission has endeavoured 
to submit a. Community solution meeting with the assent of most of the eXperts 
consulted and in a. form as close as possible to the other outline Directives 
already forwarded to the Council. 
The outline Directive is divided into sevoral Chapters and contains general 
provisions on lifting and meo~~ica.l handling appliances such a.s the princi-
ple of the free movement of these appliances <md their components if they 
conform to Community requirements, tha adjustment of the Directives to techni-
cal progress ane a safeguard clause. 
It also l~s down a number of Community procedures which lifting and mechani-
. cal handling appliances and their components oan undergo if so stipulated by 
the separate Directives. 
This Directive draws a clear distinction between : 
a) Ere type-approval : the procedure certifying that a type of appliance 
conforms to the l"6quirements of the relavant Directive; 
b) EJ00 . component type-approval t the procedure certifying that a. type of 
component satisfies the requirements of the relevant ~rective; 
c) EEC inspection, the purpose of which is to check that appliances or 
their compouents conform to the model or type for which approval was 
granted. 
The first two procedures are virtually identical, they only differ in 
their field of application. 
The lamexos show the Community symbols for EEC type-approval and EEP component 
type-approval that have to be affixed by the manufacturer to each appliance 
or component in conformity with the ralevant directives. Lifting and mecha-
nical handling appliances or their components that have been granted EEC 
type-approval or EEX:: component type-approval ~d boar the required symbol 
oon be placed on the market, installed and used without restriction • 
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In the case of approved components incorporated in an appliance or installar-
tion, it is understood that a.coeptanco checks carried· out by the relevant 
national departments - on the spot, before entr,y into service - should 
essentially be limited to a visual check on the approval symbols, without 
need for the component to undergo further examination ·or testing. However, 
this does not prejudice the right of these departments to ca.rr,y out tests, 
for example, or to request replacement of the components in question if there 
are dimensional discrepancies. 
The Directive also specifies that it is up to the competent a.uthorities in the 
Member States to gr3llt an applicant EEX:l type-a.pproval or EDJ component type-
approval. However, this does not in azJ.Y w~ restrict the practices adopted · 
by the Member states of instructing duly authorized bodies of their choioe to 
carry out the examinations and tests prior to a decisi,on to grant type-appro-
val or component type-approval. 
Because of the special features of the lifting and mechanical handling· appli-
.anoe sector, the EEC inspection procedure is entirely dependent on prior 
moo type-approval or EllX:: component type-approval'. Unlike other outline dire<>-
tivea, this proposal for a Directive makes no provision for independent EEC 
. inspectio~ carried out on the sole responsabil;ty of tho manufacturers. 
Some experts, however, considered EEC insp~ction to be superfluou~ in the 
proposal for an outline ~rective, as it will prob-a.bly be applied in only 
ver,y few oases. Consequently these experts felt it preferable to provide 
for this procedure only when it was found nec~asary, by incorporating it in 
the separate directives. 
On the other hand the Commission and most of the experts consulted felt it 
a.dvisable to retain the EJro inspection procedure in this Directive as an 
available administrative and technical instrument. This does not in any WS3 
prejudice practical application of this principle, which will be laid ':lown 
in each case in the separate directives~ 
In order to ensure that Member States are kept informed of the cotlpetent 
authorities and inspection bodies responsible for the examinations, tests 
' . 
and inspections, ea.ch :.iember State must forward to the other states and the 
·c~mmission a list of the authorities and bodios competent to engace in thosa 
activities on its territory. It must also give notification of any subsequent 
amendments made. 
The Commission, with the support of most of the experts, thoucht it useful, 
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following the practice adopted in other directives, to establish a number 
of criteria that the Uem'!)er states had to ta.ke into consideration when 
appointing the va.rious inspection bodies, This list can obvious~ on~ give 
a limited number of basic criteria and does not limit the rights of the 
autilori.ties and a.C.ministratiOJ"J.s in Member States to select and supervise 
such inspection bodies in accordance with existing national structures, 
especially o.s regards acoure.te and faithful implementation of the provisions 
resulting from Community directives. 
In order to ensure th3.t the Annexes to this outline Directive and to the 
separat~ directives on lifting and mechanical handling appliances can be 
adjusted flexibly and rapidly to technical progress, it is proposed to 
adopt the Committee procedure for amendments~ The Committee has &J.:::-ea.dy been 
set up, i!1 the ntifting }\uipment" sector by Council Directive on the a;pproxi-
mation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of th·J Member 
:J'tates I'(1lating to the certification and mc1.rking of wire-ropes, che>.~.ns and 
hooks. 
IV~ COf.rMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL FOR A SEPlJt..\TE DIRJ!XJTIVE ON ELECTRIC~\LLY OPERATED LIFTS 
Electrically operated lifts were selootod as the first sector for implementation 
of the outline directive because of their economic and social impeot and because 
genuine obstacles to their free movement had been noted. 
They are used by the whole population ru1d several hundreds of th<>us&lds of lifts 
are installed annually in the Community. 
Apa.rt from medium-sized firms with a malnly local market, lifts are produced 
mailly by a few very large dooent·ra.lized firms which generally manufacture or 
have manufactured., in a number of factories throughout the Community countries, 
each of the components required for the appliances, which are later assembled 
in another factory~ 
. 
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Tho differing desitn ana safoty specifications required by national authorities ( 
• are therefore the cause of a. subst~tia.l increase in production costs, which is 
obviously reflected in the final cost. The inoree.se is a.rouncl 8 - 10 %. 
"' Beoauso of this situ.etion, which ha.s lozg existed, the IntcmationaJ. Commission 
for Lift ReffUlations {CIR\) ~rew up, in 1969, a recommendation in the form of 
sa.i'ety directives for the construction and installation of electrical lifts 
and good.s hoists~ 
.;. 
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The Eu.ropean l•!echanioal Handling ConfeC!.eretion {FEr.1) in its tum drew up in 
1971, on the ba.sis of the· CIRA document, drn.ft safety directives taking 
account of the si tua.tions prevailing in the }:lombor States of the Community 
at· that time. 
These directives were then taken over, supplemented and amonded by the 
European Committee for Standardization (Cl!l-l) in order to prepa.ro a European 
standard for electrical lifts and goods hoists. 
The work on lifts ha.s now reached its final stage. In view of the progress 
already made in ha.:rmonizlltion and standardization· for lifts, the Commission 
felt it advisable to base the teclmion.l ~1\:nnexes ot this Diroo:l;ive on the· CFN 
draft standard~ If the draft is adopted. by CEW before the proposal for an 
~ Directive is oxam~ned by the Council, the Commission is prepared to 
~place the teclmical jnne:x:es and to refer in full or in part to the European 
standard, so a.s to out down the technical content of· this l)ircctive. 
It should be noted that some experts would tike the complete em d.ra.ft stan-
dard to be incorporate(!. as an l'.nne:x: to the Directive, while others have m6.de 
a. number of requests for amendments to the .. mne:x:es or htwe expressed reserva.-
tions. The em' which ho.s been closely o.ssooiatad in the work. op. the finali'!O" 
~· • • • ~ •' ~ .. •• ' .. ..t •• -~ ··.'- ~· •••• •• ..... - • 
zi!tfon of the' proposal for a Directive, will endeavour to take these into 
account in . the . final version of the draft ·standard. 
Of the various procedures provided for in the outline Diractiv!3, the separate 
Directive on lifts adopts only ElOO component type-approval for certain compo-
nents and does not incorporate EJOO type-approval and E:lm inspection as the 
Commission, with the support ot the experts, did not consider these suitable 
for this type of appliance. 
Only five major structural components of vitcl importance for the safety of 
t~e equipment and its installation h~ve to 1mdergo EIOO component type-approval. 
These are : 
- locking devices for landing doors; 
- fire resistance of landing doors; 
• safety gears; 
- sp~ed governors; 
- hydraulic buffers. 
The harmonization method adop~ed is ·the 11 optiona.l" one. 
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The Commission staff felt it advisable to abide by the opinion of the 
majority of the experts consulted. However, it shoWd be noted that some 
of them, together with the representatives of the industrial circles con-
sulted, are in favour of aonr,i)lete harmonization either by direct a.pplic~ 
tion or with transitional periods of five years, for example, in order to 
eliminate possible distortion of competition a.s a result of the implements,. 
tion·of the optional harmonization method. 
The technical specifications in .l'..nnex I to this Directive cover the complete 
installation of lifts anl are based solely on the CEN draft standard. 
Those s;:ecifioa.tions cover only lifts and their installation, func'tionif18 
and ir..spc,.3tion~ These provisions do not in erry w~ prejudice r6~.d.rements 
conce:rni.ng the construction of the building or the fire prevention measures 
to be takan which exist in the l!ember Sta.tes or are the subject of Communi-
ty provisions. 
V ~ CONSULTATION OF THE EUROPEi'.N PJ'\RLI • .V.f.rnT AND THE ECONOMIC 1\ND SOCIAL COIOOTTEE 
Pursuant to the second paragraph of .'\rticle 100 of the Treaty, the opinions 
of these two bodies are required because the implementation of tho provisions 
in the two Directives will, in all Hcmber States, involve the amondment of 
legislation. 
'· . 
( 
PROPOSAL FOR A C<lJNCIL DIRECTIVE 
ON THE APPROXIMATICN OF THE LI~.WS OF THE MEMBER ST:l.T~S REL..'lTING 
TO COM!!ON PROVISICliS FtR LIFTING AND ~HANICAL HANDLING APPLI.llNCES 
THE COUNCIL OF ·THE EUROP~ COl:ll.ruNITIES, 
Having regard to t-he Treaty establishing the Europoa.n Economic Conmrunity, ·' 
and in pa.rtioula.r Article 100 thereof, 
Having regard to tho proposal from the Commission, 
Ba.vin.g re~a.rd to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the Op~ion of tho Economic and Social Committee, 
Whereas ~p. each Member st.ate mandatory provisions determine_ the technical 
design, -inspection and/or operating. cila.roo"eristics· of -lifting -a.pplicanoea; 
whereas these requirements diff~r from one r1ember State to ano~heJO; whereas 
these differences hinder t~e and ~ create unequal conditions of ccmpeti-
' tion within the Community; 
Whereas these hindrances to tho establishment and functioning of the Common 
Market can be reduced and eliminated if the same requirements apply in 
Member States either in addition to or in place of their existing laws; 
Whereas compliance with these technical requirements must be checked in · orde.r 
to provide effective protection for users and third parties; whereas existing 
inspection procedures differ from one Member state to another; whereas in 
order to achieve free movement of lifting and mechanical handling a.ppli~ces 
within the Common Market and obviate multiple inspection procedures which 
hinder free movement of these applia..'lces it is necessary to provide for 
mutual recognition of inspection operations among Member States; , 
Whereas ~ order to facilitate this mutual recognition it is also necessary 
to establish appropriate procedures for ~ type-approval, EID component 
.;. 
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-type-approval and EEXl inspection for lifting and meohan.ica.l bandl i "€-appli--n 
a.nces and to harmonize the criteria. to be considered when appointing the . 
inspection bodies responsible for the ohecks; 
Whereas in each Hember State· thc:f rel31)ot'Isability of the bodies carrying out 
the checks is defined differently, making harmonization necessar.y; 
lfuerea.s the presence, on a lifting or mechanical handling appliance or com-
ponent, of En£ symbols or marks showing that it has undergone checks indicar-
tes that it satiaf'ios the relevant technical requirements and therefore when 
the appliance is imported it is unnecessary to repeat the checks that have 
already been carried out; 
Whereas national rules oonoerning lifting and mechanical handling appliances 
cover numerou~· categories of lifting and meoha.nio~l handling appliances of 
VeflY different uses, capacities and loa.ds; whereas this Directive should ley 
down the general provisions dealing, in particular, with EEXJ type-approval, 
EEC component type-approval and EIC inspection; whereas separate directives 
for ea.ch category of lifting or mechanical handling appliance will l~ down 
the technical requirements as to design, inspection procedures for the appli-
ances and their components anC. where appropriate, the conditions under which f 
Comrmmity technical requirements are to replace the national provisions in 
foroe; 
'!rlherea.s teobnical progress requires .prompt adjustment of the requirements 
specified in the ·directives relating to lifting and mechanical handling appli-
.ences; whereas in order to fa.oilitate the implementation of the measures 
necessary to this end to ensurQ close cooperation between the Member States 
and the Commission within the Committee on the Adjustment to Technical Pl'o-
gress of the Directives on the Remova of Technical Barriers to Tr:'a.de in the 
Lifting Appliance and Equipment Sector; established by the Council Directive 
of 19 November 1973 on the approximation of the la.ws, regulations and adminis-
trative provisions of the Member States relating to the certi:f'ioe.tion and 
marking of wise-ropes, chains and hooks (l)J 
Whereas lifting or meohanical handling applianoes placed on the market, although 
conforming to t~e requirements of the separate Directive relating to them, 
might nevertheless consti, tute a safety ha.za.rd; whereas it is therefore a.dvi-
s~ble to provide an appropriate prooedure to mitigate such danger; 
./. 
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?ROPOSAL :BUR ._\,.COUNCIL DI~TIVE 
' "• .. . ~ . - . "" 
on the approximation .of the la.~s 'of,J-tember :states relating 
to common provisions for lifting and mechanical handling appliances 
Defin'ition and scope 
1. For the purposes of this Directive, lifting and mechanical handling appliances 
mean all lifting and mechanical handling a.ppli·a.nces which are electrically, 
· hydraulically or mechanically operated, such as ·lift a, civil engineering hoists, 
goods lifts, cranes, conveyor belts and fork-l'ift tl'llO~. 
2. For the purposES of this Directive, a component means any component· or part of 
a lifting or mechanical handling appliance as defined in the separate direoti-
vas. 
3. This Directive does not cover lifting or mechanical han~ing .. a.pplia.noes espe-
'oially designed for military or research purposes nor those used on ships 
prospecting for oftldloro on,· in mines or for the handling of radioactive 
materials. 
. .. 
1. The separate directives on the various categories of lifting or mechanical 
handling appliances 3lldj o~ their components shall 1~ down technical design 
requirements and inspection, control a.nd· test·i~ procedures. 
2~ In particular, they may la.v down rules 'for design and assembly. to be satisfied 
by lifting or mechanical handling ~ppliances. and their. components. 
3~ They ma3 also specify : 
- for categories of lifting or meo~ical handling appliance~ concerned I 
•. 
whether they must undergo moo type-approval or ll:J!X} type-approval and . 
~ inspection; 
- for the components concerned 1 whether they mu~ underg.:> EEC corqponent 
type-approval· or El!n component type-3pproval and _m inspe~tion. 
--- .. ~ - :···, .. ··_'~~'~· "'"':·"·.-. ;;._,c .. f ·-:~~ ~~ .. ,....,;J,.,.,..,._ :~-~ ... _ .,. 
"" ,- ~ . ~ . . "" . 
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4. In addition they mey specify the da.te on which national provisions confor-
ming to the sepr.ate directive for a specific category of lifting or mech~ 
nical handling appliance are to replace completely the national regulations 
hitherto in force. 
Article J 
No Member State. IDa\Y prevent, prohibit or restrict the placing on the market, 
' 
use or entry into service, for a purpose for which it is desicned, of any 
lifting or mechanical handling appliance or component thereof, on grounds 
relating to its construction or to its inspection., ,examination or testing, 
as defined and specified in this Directive, if, in a.coordanc~ with the 
requirements specified in the relevant separate directive : 
1. for a lifting or mechanical handling appliance subject to EEC type-appro-
val or a component subject to EJro component type-approval, the appliance 
or component conforms to the respective model or type; 
2. for a lifting or mechanical handling appliance not subject to Ero type-
approval and a component not subject to E!OCJ component type-approval, the 
appliance or component conforms to the requirements of the relevant 
separate directives and is aceompanied by a certificate of conformity if 
required by the corresponding directives. 
t..rticle 4 
The Uember States shall attach the same value to EID type-approval, to Ero 
component type-approval and to ~ inspection as to the corresponding natio-
nal, measures. 
The duties of the competent authority in the Member States that grants an 
EEC type-approval certificate for a lifting or mechanical handling appli-
ance and/or an EEC component type-approval certificate for a component of 
an appliance or the inspection bo~ that carries out EEC inspection shall 
be limited to the proper execution of the examinations, verifications and 
tests specified in the relevant directives. 
./ . 
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CHAPTER I& 
Ellil type-approval 
Article 6 
1-. ElOO type-approval means the procedure whereby the competent authority in 
a. l.lember state confirms and certifies - after inspection and technical 
tests - that a model of a lifting or mechanical handling appliance satis-
fies the re¢rements in the relevant separate directives. 
2. Upon application by a. manufaot~rer o:l' his authorized ~presentative, the 
. oompet.ent authorities of the Member States shall issue l!::En type-approval 
for any model of a lifting or mechanical handling appliance satisfYing 
. . 
the requirements in the relevant separate directive. 
~ . . . 
3~ The Member States shall take the necessary measuref.J to ensure that, for 
the same type of lifting or mechanical handling appliance, the application 
for ElOO type-approval is submitted in only one Member State, 
4, Member States shall keep each other informecl of applications for EJOO type-
approval in accordance with the provisions in item 1.1. of 1\nnex I. 
5~ The competent authorities of the Member States shall carry O'\lt EEX: type-
. approval in accordance with the prQvisions .of this Chapter and items 1 and 
2 of Annex I, 
6~ Ero type-approval constitues a preliminary to 0:: inspection referred to 
in Article 12 and the following . articles where ElOO inspection is required 
by the separate directives. 
Aftiole z 
1~ If the results of the examination described in item 2 of llnnex I and laid 
down in detail in the various separate directives are satisfactory, the 
competent authority of the Membe·r "State which has carried out this exami-
nation shall draw up an EEC type-approval certificate _and notit.y the applicant 
without del!zy. 
The applicant sha.ll then be required, on his own responsa.bility, to affix the · 
. . 
EEC .typ~a.pprova.l ~ol on eaoh lifting or mechanical handling appliance 
and if so required by the separate directive relating to a. certain category 
of lifting or mechanical handling ·a.ppliartce, to issue a c~rtifioa.te of con-
formity for each lifting or mechanical handling appliance concerned. 
./. 
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2. The provisions relating to .t~·.Q~rt~f'icate, the approval symbol and the 
publication of EJro type-approval a.re set out in items 3, 4 and 5 of 
Annex I. 
3. The separate directives m8\}' lll\Y' down that E.llX: type-approval is dependant 
on certain conditions or limited in time. 
4. If the separate directive so requires, the manufacturer shall inform the 
competent authority when a. model of an appliance which ha.s received ElOO 
type-approval is put into mass production. 
Article 8 
1. The Member State which has granted EEX:: typo-approval mey withdraw that 
approval if it establishes that the lifting or mechanical han~ling 
appliances for which the approval W3.S granted do not conform to the 
approved model or to the provisions of the relevant separate directive. 
2. The Member State which has granted EEC type-approval must withdraw it : 
a) for a.t:plbnoes that have to undergo ElOO inspection, if it finds that 
appliances constructed nooording to an approved model reveal a defect 
in design or in construction method specified in the EEC type-approval 
that is liable to endanger safety; 
b) in the oases covered by paragraph 1 of this Article, for appliances 
that do not have to undergo ElOO inspection pursuant to a. separate 
directive, when tho manufacturer, after being warned, fails to rec-
tify his production. 
3. If that Member sta.te is informed by anothe.r Member state of the occurrence 
of one of the oases covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, it 
shall likewise 'take the measures provided for in those paragraphs, after 
consulting with that other state .• 
4, If the advisability or necessity for withdrawal of EEC type-approval is 
the cause of a. dispute between the competent authority of the Member 
State which has granted ~ type-approval and that of another Member 
state, the Commission shall be kept informed. 
5· E1ro type-approval mf\V only be withdrawn by the competent authority of the 
Member State whio,h granted the approval. It shall immediately inform the 
:. ' 
. competent authorities of the other )!ember states and the Commission. 
./. 
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CHAPIJR III 
EEC component type-approva.l 
- · · tgiiole 2 
1. Elro component type-approval means the procedure whereby ·the competent 
authority in a l-4ember State confirms a.nd certifies - attar inspection 
a.nd teobnioal tests - tha.t a type of a. component for- a. lifting or 
mechanica.l handling appliance satisfies the requirements in the rele-
vant separate directives. 
2. Upon application by a manufacturer or his authorized representative, 
the competent authorities of the Member states shall issue &EX:: compo-
nent type-approv3.l for a.ll 't!ypes of components of lifting or meohani-
. .. 
cn.l handlint; appliances satisfying the requirements in the relevant 
sepa.ra.te directive. 
3. The Member States ~hall take the necessary measures to en.sure tha.t, tor 
the same type of component for a lifting or mechanical handling appli-
ance, the application for EJro component type-approval is submitted in 
only one z,~ember State. 
4. Member states shall keep each other informod of applications for EEO 
component type-approval in accordance with the provisions in item 1.1. 
of .Annex II. 
5. The competent authorities of the Membor states shall carry out EJro 
component type-approval in accordance with the_ provisions of this 
Chapter ·and items 1 and 2 of·.~ex II. 
6. EEl': component type-approval constitutes a. prelimina.r;y to EEO inspection 
referred to in Article 12 and the following o.rticles where EIOO inspec-
tion is required by the separate directives. 
Article 10 
l. If the results of the examination described in item 2 of .Annex II and 
laid down in detail in the various separate directives are sa.tisfacto-
;cy, the competent a.uthorit7 of the Member state which carried out that 
examination shall draw up a. c~rtifioa.te of ElOO component type-~i>roval 
and notify the applicant without delaur. The applicant shall then be 
required, on his own responsibility, to affix the symbol of EIOC: compo-
nent type-approval on each component of a lifting or mechanical handling 
appliance and if so requi;-ed by the separate 'directive relating to a 
certain category of lifting or mechanical handling appliance , to issue 
·a certificate of conformity for eaoh component concerned. ./. 
\ 
~: 
.. 
2. The provisions relating to tbe certificate, the approval symbol and 
the publication of EEC component type-approval are set out in items 
3, 4 and 5 of :.nnex II. 
3. The separate directives m~ la3 down that EEC component type-approval 
is dependent on certain conditions or limited in time. 
4. If the sepa.ra.te directive so requires, the manufa.cturer shall inform 
the competent authority when a type of a component which has received 
EEC component type-approval is put into mass production. 
1'.rticle 11 
1. The Membezo state which has granted ElOO component type-approval mey 
withdraw that approval. if it establishes that the components of a. lif-
ting or mechanical handling appliance for which the approval was gran-
ted do not conform to the approved type or to the provisions of the 
relevant separ~te directive. 
2. The !.!ember State which has granted EEC oomponent type-approval must 
. wi thdz:aw it : 
a) for components that have to undergo EEC inspection, if it finds 
that oomponents constructed according to an approved type reveal 
a defect in design or in construction method specified in the EEC 
component type-approval that is liable to endanger· sa.fety; 
b) in the cases covered by paragraph 1 of this Article, for components 
that do not have to undergo ElOO inspection pursuant to a separate 
directive, when the manufacturer, after being wa.med, fails to recti-
fy his production. 
3. If that Member State is informed by another Member State of the oocu-
rence of one of' the oases covered by paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, 
it shall likewise take the measures provided for in those paragraphs, 
after consulting with that other state. 
4~ If the advisability or necessity for withdrawal of EEC component type-
approval is the ca.u.se of a dispu"tE between the competent authority of 
the l<iembe~ ~at~ which has grented :mm component type-approval and that · 
of another Member State, the Commission shall be kept informed. 
5~ EIOO component type-approval. rney only be wi tlldre.wn by the. competent 
authority of the I\fember state which ctra.nted the approval. It sha.ll 
immediately inform the competent authorities of the other Member states 
Qnd the Commission. ./ .. 
• . ) 
.. "', 
t f \ • ; 
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<fl¥J!£1J.l_ IV 
l .. ·, 
E!OO iiispeotion 
Article 12 
1. The purpose of El:IOO inspection is to confirm that ma.ss-produoed. lifting 
or mechanical handling appliances and their components conform to the 
approved model or type. 
2. The tnanufacturer must apply any method considered advantageous to ensure 
that the mass-produced appliances or components conform to those for 
which approval wa.s granted and to the requirements of the relevont sepa-
rate directive. 
3~ EIOC: inspection is carried out and certified in accordance with the 
procedures described in Annex III to this Directive 311d the requirements 
of the relevant separate directive. 
Article 13 
1. The manufooturer sh!lll make available to the inspection body registers, 
reports or any other information indicating tha.t the lifting or mechar-
nioa.l handling appliances or components have been inspected. 
I 
2. The manufacturer ~ not refuse the inspection body access to hie 
I 
production premises when such access is essential for the proper execu-
tion of the tasks ·entrusted to that body. 
Article 14 
The separate directives shall specify for each category .of lifting 
·· or mechanical handling appliance the procedures to be followed by 
1he inspection body for EEC inspeoti.on depending on whether ElOO type-appro-
val. or ElOO component type-approval ha.s been granted for a model of appli-
ance or for a type of component • 
.p.rticl2 15 
1. The inspection body must, in accordance with .Articles 13 and 14, be in a 
position to execute any inspection considered necessary to ensure that 
the verifications carried out by the manufacturer are satisfa.otory. 
2. If· so required by a separate directive, the inspection body sh~l .issue 
a certificate ~cording'the cheeks made and the results. 
. /. 
, . 
Article 16 
The sepsrate directives m~ stipulate that mass-produced lifting or 
mechanical handlinti appliances ilrld their components be numbered for 
identification purposes. 
Article 11 
Having verified the conformity of each liftinB or mechanical handling 
appliance or its components to thlil approved model or type when the 
relevant sepal\:"l.te directive does not t1n.ke provisi.on for ESC inspection, 
the manufacturer shall, on his own responsability, affix the symbol 
descri.bed in item 5. 2. of !.nnex I or II on each lifting .or mechanical 
ha.ndling appliance or its components. 
./. 
·' 
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CHAPTER V 
Provisions common to EEX} type-3-pprovo.l, Emn component type:-a.pproval 
'and EEC inspection 
Article 18 
1. Conformity of an appliance or c~onent with the approved model or 
type onall be ce1~ified by aff~xing the corre9ponding s,ymbols laid 
dovm in Articles 7 and 10 a..Yld whera appropriate in Article 17 of 
this !'ireoti·.ra. 
2. The Me.;nhcl.'" States shall tn.ke all necessary mea.Rl'tl;'es to ensure that 
lifting or me.Jhanical handline a.pplia.ncos required to unC:.ergo ~ 
type-a.pprov:l.l and conponen.t o ~qr.1ired to unclere·o Em oomp,onent type-
approval do not bear any mark, sign or inscription liable to be can-
fused with the F...'IDJ symbols. 
:ma.oh M0mber State shall furnish the other ~Iember states and the Commie-
s;i.on with : 
a lil:$t of the authorities competent to crant EEC type-~ap!)roval 
for lifting or mechanical handling ~ppliances; 
a list of the authorities competent to grant EEC con~onent t~~e-approval 
for lifting or mechru1ical hendling appliances; 
a list of the inspection bodies destgnate~ by the competent authorities 
Of' the ![ember Sta·~es to carry out exo..:ni.nationa and te-:Jts : 
a) prior to the granting of ~ .type-arprovn.l or ElOO component type-
b) provided for as pert of EEO inzpection; 
e..nd an~r later ~e11d.':Jents to these licts. 
The Member States mey designate illi'lp.:;ction bodies and entru!'Jt them wi"th 
the ta.sks speci.f:i.0d in this Direo";ive and in the eepe.rate direotives 
only 1; thee~ ir~spe~tion bodies satisfy t~e crit~ria set out'in !~n~ IV • 
. /. 
.. 
• 
10 .. 
CH.'l.Pl'ER VI 
.ldjustment of the Directives to technical progress 
Article 21 
1. Amendments to Annexes I, II and III necessary to adjust this 
Directive to technical progress shall be mo.de pursuant to 
Article 5 of the Council Directive of 19 November 1973 on the 
approximation of the laws, N£,1llations and administra.ti ve pro-
visions of the !·iember States relating to the certification and 
marking of wire-ropes, chains and hooks~ 
2. The separate directives rela.tine to lifting or mechanical handling 
appliances• as defined in Article 1 (1) shall specify which of the 
provisions of theit- technical annexes mq be adapted by this pro-
cedure. 
./ . 
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CJWlTER VII 
Sa.:f'eguard clause 
·Artiole 22 
1~ If a. Member State establishes, on the ba.sis of a. detailed statement 
of grounds, that a lifting or mechanic.9l handling ~plia.nce or a. 
component thereof, although conforming to the requirements of this 
Directive and of tlle separate directives, is a safety haz:ll'd, it 
, may temporarily prohibit or impose special conditions on the pla.oin!S 
on. the, market, use and entry into service of that appliance or 
component, on its territory. It shall immediately info~ the 
Commission and the other f.!ember States, giving the reasons for its 
decision, 
.. 
2. Within six weeks the Commission·sha.ll hold consultations with the 
. ' 
Member States concerned and shall then issue its opin~on forthwith 
and take the necesser.y steps. 
3. If the Commission considers tha.t teclmica.l adjustments to the 
Directive are necessary, these adjustments shall be adoptQd either 
by the Commission or by tho Council in a.ocorda.nce with the procedure 
set out in 1'..rtiole 5 of the Council Directive. of 19 Novem~er 1973 on 
the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions of the Member States relat~ng to the oertifioation and m:.l.I'king 
of wire-ropes, chains and hooks. In this oaee, the Member Sta.to 
which had adopted the safeguard measures ~ maintain them until 
the ontry into force of the adjustments. 
../. 
J 
.. 
.. 
• 
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CHAPTElt VIII 
Final provisions 
Article 23 
All decisions taken by a Member state in application of the present 
Directive and the separate directives, involving a. refuaa.l to grant 
EEl:: type-11.pprova.l or EEC component type-approval, the wi thdra.wal of 
~1ch approval or the prohibition of the sale or entr,y into service 
of liftinc or mechanical handline appliances, shall state the 
reasons on which they are based. Such decisions shall be notified 
without daley to tho po.rty concemed1 who shall a.t the same time 
be informed of the remedies ava.ila"Jle to him under the laws in force 
in tha.t M~mber State and of the time limits allowed for the exercie.r 
of such remedies. 
1. Mem"Jer States shall put into force the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions needed in order to comply with this 
Directive within eighteen months of its notification and shall 
forthwith inform the Commission thereof. 
2. Mem'!:>er States shall communicate to the Commission the text of 
provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered 
by this Directive~ 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
fJ ,, 
': 
j 
·' 
~ 
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ANNEX I 
. ~ typ~~proval 
1. pPplication for EEC tzg~!Eproval 
1 .• 1. The application and the correspondance relating to it shall be drawn 
up in the official language (or one of the official languages) of the 
state to which the application is made. This Member State has· the 
right to require that the o.nnexed documents should also be drawn up 
in the same offiob.l language. 
The competent authority of the !.!ember state receiving the application 
shall immediately forward a. copy of it to all competent authorities of 
the other Member states. 
1.2. The application shall contain the following infomation : 
- name and a.d.iress of t!'le manufacturer or the firm, or his or its 
authorized repre'sentative or of the applicant, 
- the category of lifting or mechanical handling appliance, 
- the tntended use, 
- the technical characteristics, 
- the commercial designation if any. 
' ' 
1.3. The application shall be accompanied by : 
1.3.l.the documents necessary for its examination, in triplioate1, in accor-
dance with the specifications of the separate directives and ~ other 
information laid down therein; 
1.3.2.a. declaration to the effect that no other application for EEC typo-
approval has been submitted for the same model of appliance; 
1.3.3.where appropriate, documents relating to national approvals a.lre3Qy 
granted and components used that have undergone ~ component typo-
approval and where applicable ~ inspection. 
2. Examination for EEC tyRe-a.pproval 
2.1. The examin9.tion for EEC type-approval shall be carried out on the basis 
of the manufacturing design and on the model. 
This examination shall c;:ompr1se all the examinations and tests laid down 
in the separate directives. 
i: -Intended for the competent 9-Uthority, the body responsible for the 
·examination and testing and the applicant. 
./. 
,! 
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2. 2. The separate directives for the various categories of lifting and 
mechanical handling ~ppliances shall determine, if necessar,y, the 
rules of construction and the coefficients to be used for calcula-
tion al)d shall specify the nature and the quality of the materials 
that ntey' be us~d in the manufacture of these lifting or mechanical 
handling appliances. 
3. Certificate and !Yffibol,of EEC type-~R2roval 
3.1. The certificate shall give the results of the examination of the mo-
del and ~hall specify the other requirements to be satisfied. It 
shall be accompanied by the descriptions, drawings and plans necessa.r,y 
to identify the motel and where necessar,y to explain its functioning. 
The ~pproval symbol provided for in f~icle 7 of this Directive shall 
be a stylized letter£ conta.inins : 
- in the ~pper part• the distinguishing capital letter of the State 
which granted the approval (B for Belgium, D for the Federal Republic 
of Germany, IK for Denmark, F for France, I for Italy, IR for Ireland, 
L for Luxembourg, NL for the NetherlMds, UK for the thited Kingdom} 
and the last two digits of the year of a.pvroval; 
- in the lower part, the distinguishing symbol of the competent autho-
rity which granted the approval followed by the tdentification number 
of the EEn type-approval. 
Ex:o.mplas of the approvals symbols are shown in items 5.1 and 5. 2 of 
this Annex. 
3.2. The aymbols referred to in the previous item, which are affixed by the 
manufa.oturel" in accordance with the provisions of this Directive, must 
be easily visible, legible, irremov~ble and indestructible on each 
lifting or mechanical handling appliance concerned. 
4. Publication of EEC type-a~proval 
g, type-approvals shall be published in a special .t.nnex to the Official 
Journal of the European Communities. 
4.2. At the same time as the party concerned is notified, copies of the EEC 
certificate of approval shall be sent to the Commission and to the other , 
competent authorities appearing in the lists notified in aocordance with 
Article 19; these authorities m~ also obtain copies of the reports on 
the examination and tests carried out. 
.;. 
' 
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1iNllmle I 
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4.3. Wi thdra.wa.l of Ere type-approval sha.ll be notified to the pa.rty 
concerned who shall also receive copies of the reports on the 
examinations and tests. Wi thdrawa.l sha.ll also be notified to 1the 
Commission and t~ the other competent authorities appearing in the 
list$ notified in aCCOrdance with Article 19. 
. . 
4.4. A competent ~thority which refuses to grant.EEC type-approval 
sha.ll inform the party concerned who mcy also obtain copies of the 
reports on the examinations and tlie tests. The co'mmission and the 
other competent authorities appearing in the lists notified in 
accordance with Article 19 shall also be informed. 
5. Mtffibols r~ting to Em t;y;pe-a.nro~!_ 
5.1. ~bol of EEC type-approval followad by ~ ~nspection& 
~ type-approval eranted. by the competent authority of the 
Federal Republic of Gennany in 1971 (see item 3.1. first 
indent). 
Id.entifica.tion num'.Jer of the li.l1iXJ t;y-pe-a.pproval (see item 
3.1. second indent). 
5.2. ~bol of EEC type-a.p~roval for appliances exempt from EEC inspection: 
!x~l~ : EEC type-approval granted by the competent authority of the 
(fi ·fi·\ Federal Republic of Genna.ny in 1971. 
~ /Identification number of the· EIOO type-approval. 
5.3. The separate directives m~ est~blish the dimensions and positions 
of the symbols relating to EEC type-o.ppro7a.l. 
Unless o·therwise specified in the sepa.ro.te directives, the actual 
clia.meter of the circles described about the symbols shall be 6. 3 mm or 
12.5 mm. 
. . 
j 
.. 
... 
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1. ~~plication for mEC COffiRonent tYpe-approval 
1.1. The application and the correspondence relating to it shall be drawn 
up in the official language (or one of the official languages) of the 
State to whioh the application is ma.de. This I-1ember state has the 
right to require that the annexed documents should also be clra.wn up 
in the same official language. 
The competent authority of the Member State receiving the application 
shall immediately forward a copy of it to the competent authorities of 
the other Member States. 
1.2. 'The application shall contain the following information : 
- the name and address of the manufacturer or the firm, or of his or its 
authorized representative or of the applicant; 
- the oategor.y of lifting or mechanical handling appliance for which 
the component is used; 
- the technical characteristics of the components; 
- the commercial designation if any. 
1.3. The application shall be accompanied by : 
1.3.1. the documents necessar,y for its examination, in triplicate1, in accor-
dance with the specifications of the separate directives and ~ other 
information laid down therein; 
1.3.2. a declaration to the effect that no other application for EEC component 
type-approval hn.s been submitted for the same type of component; 
1.3.3. where appropriate, documents relating to national approvals a.lrea4y 
granted. 
2. Ex:a.mins-tion ~or Ere component tne-ap;rzroval 
2.1. The examination for ~ component type-approval shail be carried out on 
the basis of the manufacturing design and on the type of component. 
This examination shall comprise all the examinations and tests laid 
down in the separate directives. 
2.2. The separate directives for the various categories of lifting or mecha-
nical handling appliances shall determine the field of application, the 
safety factors and the nature and the qu.a.lity of the materials that may 
be used in the manufacture of such components. ./. 
1 - Intended for the competent authority, the body responsible for the exami~ 
tiona and testtJga.nd the applicant •• 
-2-
3. Ce~ificate ~d ~bol of EEC comvonent type-agproval 
3.1. The certificate sha.ll give the results .9f .t.4e examination of the type a.nd 
shall specify the other requirements to be satisfied. ;rt shall be aocompar-
nied by the description~, drawings and plans necessary t'o icientif,- the type 
and where necessary to explain its functioning. The approval symbol proVi-
ded for in Article 9 of this Directive $hall· be a. stylized letter [ conta.iningt 
- in the upper part,, the distinguishing capital letter of the state which 
granted the approval (B for Belgium, D for the Federal Republic of Germany, 
IK for Denmark, F for France, I for Italy, IR for Ireland, L for Luxembourg, 
NL for the Netherlands, UK for the United Kingdom) and the last two digits 
of' the year of approval; 
- in, the lower part, the distinguishing symbol of the competent authority 
which granted approval followed by the identification number of the E!C 
component type-approval. 
' Elt~les of the approval symbols are shown in items 5.1. and 5. 2. of this 
Annex. 
3. 2. The symbols referred to in the previous item, which are affixed by the manu-
facturer in accordance with the provisions of this Directive, must be easily 
visible, legible, irremovable and indestructible on each component. 
' . ' 
4. Publication of EEC component t:pe-a.pRroval 
4.1. ElOO component type-approvals shall be published in a special l'.nnex to the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
4.2. At the same time as the party concerned is notified, copies of the EEC 
certificate of component type-approval shall be sent to the Commission and 
to the other competent a.utho.rities appe.a.rine; in the lists notified ih accor-
dance with .\rticle 19; these authorities ~ also obtain copies of the reports 
on the exa.mination and tests carried out. 
4. 3. rTi thdrawa.l of E!OO component type-approval shall be notified to the party con-
cerned who shall also receive copies of the· reports on ·the ~.a.ap.na.tions and 
the tests. Withdr:1wa.l shall also be notified to the Commission and to the 
other competent authorities appearing in the lists notified in a.ooordance 
with Article 19. 
4·4~ A competent authority which refuses ·to grant EEC component type-approval 
shall inform the party concerned who IIIey' also obtain copies of the reports 
on the examinations and the tests. The Commission'and the othe~ competent 
authorities appearing in the lists notified in accordance with .. \rticle 19 
• 
shall also be informed. 
~ ·- .... • • • •r .... ' ~.-.-. ...... ,. ./. 
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2-!NEX II 
5. §vnbols relating to ~ component tYRe-approval 
5.1. ~bol of EEC component type-approval followed by EEC inspection. 
:mEn component type-approval granted by the competent 
authority of the F$deral Republic of Germany in 1971 
(see item 3.1. first indent). 
Identification number of the Em component t;Ype-a.pprova.l 
(see item 3.1. second ident). 
5· 2. Symbol of EEX:: component type-approval exempt from ~ inspection. 
Ea: component type-approval granted by the competent a.utho-
tity of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1971. 
Identi~a.tion number of the EEC component type-approval 
5.3. The separate directives ~ establish the dimensions and positions 
of the symbols relating to E~ component type-a.ppl"O'Y'a.l. 
Unless otherwise specified in the separate directives the actual 
diameter of the circles described about the symbols shall be 6.3 mm 
or 12.5 mm. 
-1-
ANNEX III 
ElOO inspection 
1. General 
1.1. EEC inspection ~ be carried out in one or more stages. 
· 1.1.1. Subject to .the provisions of the separate directives : 
- m:: .inspection shall be carried out in one stage on lifting or 
mechanical handling appliances or cQmponents which const~tute a 
whole on leaving the fa.otory, that is to sey those which, theoreti-
. . 
oally, can be transferred to their place o~ installation without first 
' 
having to be dismantled ~d be ready for the use for which they are 
int.eni:led; 
.! - ElOO ins;;>ection shall be carried out· in two or more •stages on lift:ing 
or mechanical handling appliances or components whose correct func-
tioning depends on the harmonious dovetailing of several elements or 
devices. 
1.1.2. The first stage of the inspection procedure must ensure in pa.rtioula.r 
that the lifting or mechanical handling appliance or compOnert conforms 
~o the approved model or type. 
2. Nature of EEC tnspeotion 
~ inspection comprises the examinations and tests laid down in the 
separate directives. It m~ possibly include a check to assess the 
validity of the lifting or mechanical handling appliance or component 
under norma.l conditions of service. 
3. ~.ins~eotion marks 
3.1. Definition of the EEC inspection marks. 
3.1.1. Subject to the provisions of separate directives, the ElOO inspection 
marks which are affixed in accordance with item 3.3. of this .~,\nnex shall 
be as follows t 
~.1.1.1. The EEC inspection mark shall be composed of two stamps : 
a) the first consists of a. small letter "e" containing: 
- in the upper half, the distinguishing capital letter of tho St;ate 
where the initial inspection is carried out (B for Belgium, D for 
the Federal Republic of Germany, DK for Denmark, F for France, 
I for Italy, IR for Ireland, L for Luxembourg,, NL for the Nether-
lands and UK for thited Kingdom) together, where necesso.ry, with 
one or ho numbers identifying a. territorial subdivision; 
- in the lower half, the identification number of the inspection bocy; 
./. 
.. 
• 
b) the second stamp Shall consist of the last two digits of 
the year of inspection in a hexagon. 
Shape and di~ensioas of the marks 
The o.ttaohed drawings show the shape, dimensions and outline of the 
letters and numbers for the EEC inspection marks as laid down in 
item 3.1.; the first two drawings show the various parte of the 
stamp, the third is an example of a stamp. The dimensions given in 
the drawing are relative values; they are a :t'Jlnction of the diameter 
of the circle descri'!:Jed about the small letter tte'1 and about the field 
of the hexagon. 
Separate directives ~ laf doxn the position and dimensions of the 
~ inspection marks. 
Unless otherwise specified in separ~te directives, the actual diame-
ters of the circles described about the marks shall be 6.4mf>r 12.5 mm. 
The inspection bodies of Member states shall mu~ua.lly exchange the 
original drawings of the EEC inspection marks, conforming to the mo-
dels in the annexed drawings. 
3. 3. Affiad;ne the marks 
3.3.1. The EEC inspection mark shall be affixed at the appointed location 
on the lifting or mechanical handling appliance or component when the 
latter has been completely inspected and is recognized to conform to 
EEC requirements. 
3.3.2. The ~ inspection mark affixed b,y the inspection boqy on each lifting 
or mechanical handling appliance or component must be easily visible, 
legible, irremovable and indestructible. 
i 
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ANNEX IV 
1. The inspection body, its director and the officia~responsible for carrying 
out the inspection operations m~ not be the manufacturer, the supplier or 
the erector of the lifting or mechanical handling appliances which they inspect 
or the representatives of any of those parties. They m9\Y' not be engaged in 
the marketing, representation or maintenance of the lifting or mechanical hand-
ling appliances or their components or be the agents of persons engaged in such 
activities. 
2. The inspection body must carry out its inspection operations with the highest 
level of professional integrity and technical competence, and be free from a.ll 
commercial pressures which might influence its technical ju~nt. 
3. The inspection body must have access to the equipment necessary for the normal 
inspection operations for which it is approved. 
4. The offici~ls responsible for inspections: must have: 
a) satisfactory knowledge of the regulations concerning the checks they have 
to carry out and sufficient experience in the conduct of such inspections; 
b) the necessary ability to draw up the certificates, records and reports 
authenticating the inspections carried out. 
5. Independence of personnel must be assured by adequate guarantees of employment. 
Remuneration must hot be fixed in relation to the financial results of the 
organization or the number of inspections carried out. 
6. The inspection body shall accept civil, l~~bility for the harmfUl consequences 
. ~' 
resulting from incomplete or faulty inspection. This civil liability shall 
be. covered by an insurance policy for a.n adequate amount. 
7. The inspection body shall ensure that all designs or documentation forwarded 
to it by the manufacturer or his representative are kept confidential. 
; ' 
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~OPOSA.L FOn A COUNCIL DIRJOOTIVE 
ON THE II.PPROXIMATION OF THE LAWS OF THE ~ · S'J.'A~S RELATING' 
· . TO ZLl!CTRICLlLLY OPERATED LIFTS 
THE (}9UNCIL OF THE EUROPEMl cmn.~ITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 100 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Eu.ropean Parliament; 
Having 'regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee; 
Whereas in the Member States the construction and inspection of electrically 
operated·' lifts are subject to mandatory prbvisions whioh differ from one 
Member State to another, and consequently hinder trade in such lifts; 
whereas it is therefore necessary to a.pproxiJM.te these provisions; 
Wher~a.s the rules conceming the installation and tests carried out a.t the 
time :of inspection before entry into mrvice and the perf'o~ce checks for 
thea~ appliances effect their manufa.ctu~, which differ from one }.!ember 
state to omther must therefore also be ha.nnonised; 
Wheroa.s the Council Directive. of ••. ••• ••••• •• •••• ···• on the approximation 
ot the laws of the Member States relating to common provisions on lifting 
and mechanical handling appliances. ha.s la.id down in pa.rtioular the proce- ' 
dures for ·EEX:l type-approval, EPD component type-approval and Em inspection 
for these appliances;· whereas in a.ooordance with that Directive,' it is 
neceasar;y to 193 down the technical req11irements to be satisfied by eleo-
. . 
tricSlly operated lifts and their essenti~l components (locking devices, 
lan~ doors, speed governors, safety gea.rs, 1\Ydrn.ulic buffers) in order 
to b~ imported, marketed and used without restraint after they ha.ve undel'-
. gone· inspection and the marks and symbols la.id down have been affixed to· 
them; 
lU.S !J)()Pl'ED M S DIREX!TIVE 1 
I 
PROPOS:.L FOR A COUNCIL DinECTIVE 
on approximation of the la.ws of the Member States rela'ting 
to electrically operated lifts 
Article 1 
't' 1. This Directive applies to fixed hoisting appliances, ~rving- sp~i:fic levels, 
having an electrically oper:1.ted ca.r fitted up to~ the conveyance of persons and 
goods, and moving at le-3St pertly between vertical guides inclined at an 
Me,le of less than 15° to the vertical, hereinafter referred to as "lifts". 
2. This Directive does not cover passenger, goods or service lifts not driven 
by ~ electric motor, appli3nces actuated by fluids {such as oil and ~drau­
lic lifts), or hoisting appliances knoN a.s : paternosters, rack and pinion 
elevators, screw-driven elevators, mine lifts, theatre elevators, automatic 
loadine appliances, skips, lifts and goods hoists on building or public 
work sites, ships'hoists, construction or maintenance equipment, lifts 
usee: for offshore oil prospecting and lifts for the disabled • 
• 'U'ticle 2 
.. 1. Without prejudice to .~tiole 3, no Mep~ber State mew refuse, prohibit or 
~,.,. restrict the installation and antry into service of lifts, if such lifts 
.-·,J satisfy the req-.1irements in !llllleX I and their conformity has been established 
prior to entry into service, a.t the time of the acceptrnce inspection, by 
checks and tests carried out in accordance with the provisions in Annex IV 
of this Directive. 
2. The technical provisions in l~nex I shall not preclude Community or national 
measures concerning the construction of buildings and in particular fire 
• protection • 
• 
./. 
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3. The examination requested by o. Member State as part of prior authorization 
to installation eha.ll be 9onduc~ed. ·JJ,l accordance with the provisions in 
Annex III to this Directive. 
4. la.intenance and periodic inspection either after extensive modification or 
after an accident shall be carried out in a.ocord.ance with the provisions in 
Annex I, Cha.pter M and lamex V. 
:\!:!iicle 3 
No Member State mey refuse, prohibit or restrict the pla.oing on the market 
or the use for construction· and installation of the followin~ 001r •. ?onents for 
. lifts, if they conform to the approved type, bear the EJOO ey.r.r:0l of 
compon-mt type-approval and a.re accompanied by a certificate of oqnformity ma-
de out -'Jy the manufacturer. 
1. locking devices; 
2. landing doors; 
3. speed governors; 
4. safety gears; 
5· hydraulic buffers. 
~rticle ~ 
The Member States shall take a.ll neoessa.ry mea.sures to ensure that EEX: compo-:; 
nent type-approval for the components referred to in .'\rticle 3, a. specimen or' 
which is given in Annex VI, is granted when they satisfy the technical requi- ·, 
rements in Annex I of this Directive and ha.v~ successfully undergone the tests 
specified in Annex II. 
Ar,!!2le 5 
• 
Amendments to the Annexes necessary to adjust this Directive to technical pro-:·- • 
~ 
gress shall be mado pursuant to Article 5 of the Council Directive of l9 Novem-
ber 1973 on the approximation of the la.ws, regulations and a.dmi.nistrative pro-
visions of the Member Sta.tes relatinl! to the certification and marking of 
wire-ropes, chains a.nd hooks. 
./. 
• 
• 
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Artiqle 6 
1. The !liember St:3.tes shall put into force the laws, regulations and administra-
tive provisions needed in order to comply with this Directive within eight-
een m~ of its notification and shall forthwith inform·the Commission 
thereof. 
2. Member states shall communicate to the Commission the text of the provisions 
of national la.w which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
Article 1 
I 
This Directive is a.ddressod t,o the Member States • 
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ANNEX I 
DEFINI'l'I<>NS 
The following definitions are intended to indicate precisely the 
technical sense in which the t erma are used in the Annex to the Di•' 
rective. 
• 
-~ 
) 
., 
For convenience of reference they are listed in a1phabetie order rat.lwJr- - . .;..._ 
than grouped according to use. 
Available Area (Surface utile) 
The available area of the- car is ··defined as the area measured at a 
height of 1,0 m above floor level, disregarding handrails, which is 
available for passenger or goods during operation of the lift. 
In the case o·f' e: :lift car without « door, ·a strip of O, 1 m in width 
in front of each car threshold is not reckoned in the available area 
calculation. 
·Authorised user and instructed user-(9'1fer autorise et averti) 
A person authorised by those responsible for the lift to use it, and 
who has r~ceived instructions relative to its use. 
Buffer (Amortisseur) 
A deformable stop at the end of travel, and comprising a means of 
braking using fluids or springs (or other similar means).· 
Guides (Guides) 
The components which provide guiding for the sling of the oar or. the 
counterweight. 
Instantaneous Safetz gear (Parachute a prise instantanee) 
A safety gear in which the full gripping action on the guides is 
almost iw~ediate. 
Instantaneous Safet (Parachute a rise ins-
tantanee avec effet 
A safety gear in which the full gripping action on the guides is effected 
by alwost immediate locking, but the reaction on the supported car is 
limited by the presence of an intermediate elastic system. 
Levelling_(Nivelage) 
An operation which improves the accuracy of stopping at landings. 
. . 
.; .. 
.. 
f, 
~ 
J 
.f 
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Lift (Ascenseur) 
. . 
A perm~ent lifting equipment serving defined landing levels comprising 
a car whose di nsions and m ana of construction ole 1 ermit the 
access· of ·.J?.el'sou r - running at leaet. partly between guides w ich are 
vertical or whose inclination to the verticle is less than 1,0 • -
-~itt Machine (Machine~ 
, The unit comprising motor and gear which drives and stops th' lift. 
Lift car (Cabine) 
A part of the lift or service lift which carries the .peftJOUS--01" (other.· ~J. 
loads. 
Machin~ Boom (Machinerie o\1 local des ·iiiachines2 ·· 
Area in which are placed the lift machine and/or:· e:nilti'Dl:..-JeqU.iJ&ent. 
load of a littin 
. . 
This load is the product of the cross section of the nominal diameter 
of the rope (in square millimetres) and the nominal ~esistance to force 
of the wires (in Newtons p,~ square millimetre) and a coefficient ap• 
propriate to the ·type .. o-f rope· coristiuct!on··_(ISO/DtS· 2532). ...... . . 
The effective breaking load obtained in a rupture test on a sample of 
rope following a defined method, shall be at least equal to the miaimum 
breaking load, defined above. 
Motor car lift (Monte-voiture_s~ 
4 
A lift 'whose car is a~itab~ dimensioned for carrying private meter 
o,ars. 
Overspeed Governor (Limiteu~ de vitessp~ 
A device• which on the lift attaining a pre-determined speed, causes 
the machine to -stop, and :if necessary causes t~-~ -'!afety gear to be 
applied. 
Passenger ~e~ anY person carrie~ on a·litt• 
Pit (Cuvette) . 
The part of the well situated below th~ lowest stop level served by 
the lift. 
Positively coupled driye 16ft (Ascenseur a treuil attele2 
. l.~ - .~ . - .. 
A.lif' whose lifting ropes-or-chains are driven by-means other than 
friction. · · · 
" 
• 
• 
• • , ( L. • .,..:' 
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Progressive safetz gear (Parachute a prise amortie2 
A safety gear in which gripping is effacted by a braking action on the 
guides and for which steps are taken so as to limit the foro~ on the 
supported car to• a pezmissib~e ·value. 
Rated Load (CharQ~ nomin8fe) 
The load for which the equipment has been built and fqr which normal 
operation is guaranteed by the lift maker • 
• -~ .... _ ...,...__._-... -~---- v -- ~· ~-' ·- ~.........._· .-.. ~- ~ 
R<:t"' _, '1r--·~ £.7itt>sse z::~r.1it:E'.le) 
·The speed ~f the lift fer which the equipment has been built and for 
which normal operation is guaranteed by the lift maker •. 
Safetx gear (Parachute) 
Ja. mechanir~eJ .device for stoppingt ~nd maintaining stationary on the guides, 
the ~i~t car or counterweight in ca~e of overspeeding in the downward 
direction, or rupture of the lifting ropes. 
S~l! rel~Y.Jllin& (Isonivel~!e~ 
1~ operati~n after the lift stops to permit the stopping position of the 
car to be corr~cted during loading or unloading, if necessary by succes-
sive mCJvements. 
,Slin ~ ~~.!.!;\cl 
' . . . 
The mete.:O .fra'!lewor_k carrying the car or counterweightt connected to the 
means cf suspene~pn. 
Toe Guard (Garde Pieds) 
, ~.-- -. ....... 
. .· 
An apron h<::Ji ..1..r.5 a s~ooth vertical surface ext.ending downwards from the 
sill of the land:ing er car entre.nce. 
Tract:i,_Qn D:rj_ve lift (Ascenseur e. a.dherpnce) 
A lift whose lifting ropes are driven by friction in the grooves of the 
drivin~ sheave of the machine. 
Unlocki~~2.I!.!J.~~ne de di!2.~.,:~:i.;p.:~~1 
A zone* exten,ang above and belo>'! che stopping level and in which the car 
floor must be in order for the l.c,nding door to be able to be unlocked • 
User ~U~H~.e:erl 
A person employing the services of a lift or service lift installation. 
Well (Ge},;:el 
The space .in Which the car and/or counterweight travels. This space is 
bounded bJ the bottom of the pit, the walls of the enclosure and the 
roof of the woll. 
.. 
~. 
A.1, 
A.2. 
.. 
- c; -... 
TECHNICAL REiUIREMENTS 
-- .... 
General 
A.1.1. The requirements of this chapter relate to wells containing 
one or more lift cars. 
Ji..1.2. The counterweight of a lift shall-be .in the same well ·aB the 
car. 
Well enclosure 
1 ... 2.1. Each well sh:1ll be t-:>te,ll" enclosed bv · irr:>er""'crata r?-ll.s, as aerrned-in-A:;:-~-~~-~---~-~---------'--~-------~~--~--.. --
----~------~-~- . 
·The only permissible openings are 
- landing doors (see section C) 
-inspection and emergency doors of the well, and'inspeotion 
trap doors of ·the well fr~m the machine room (A,2.2,) 
- vent openin~s for escape of hot gases and smoke in the 
event of fire . 
- ventilation openings (A.2.}.) 
- permanent openings between the well ·and the machine or 
pulley rooms. 
A,2 A.2.1,1 •. It the. requirements of national regulations are not 
too restrictive it may be permitted : 
. a) to limit the height of wall enclosure on faces 
other. than the entrance facet to a height of 2.5 m 
above any points normally accessible to persons. 
b) At the entrance face of the well to use mesh or 
perforated panels from a height of 2.5 m above 
landing level (the pa~els are not req~ired if the 
oar door looks mechanically), 
The dimensions of the mesh or perforations shall 
not'exceed 75 mm measured either horizontally or 
vertically. 
A1~·a~ !t~i!21~2~2~-!!!~S!~2l-~2~!!.:.!~!E!2:!E~-~£!E-222!! 
Inspection of emergency doors, and. inspection trap 
doors shall • on~ be:. authorised ~ on groW'lda .. 'l)f ~ 
safety to users or the requirements of servicing. 
Inspection doors shall have a minimum height of 1.4 m. ~ 
Emergency doors shall have a minimum height ot 1.8m 
and a m~n~um width of 0.3 •· 
A.2,2,1.1. Where there is a long stretch of lift well without a 
landing door there shall be provided at le.~t at 
each third floor, at a distance apart not·exoeeding 
11 m, the means of evacuating passengers. This is not 
required if there is an emergency door on the oar 
(instance of adjoining care - D.1.2.4.). 
.. 
.. 
-- .. _ 
-. 
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A.2o2.2. Inspection or emergency doors and inspection trap 
doors shall not open .towards the interior of the 
well. 
Operation of the lift shall depend on the mainte• 
nance in the closed position of these doors and trap 
doors, For this purpose security contacts shall be 
employed~ following the conditions of use presented 
in the Table N° I. 
These doors and trap doors shall be providec with a 
key operated lock, but be capable, ev~n when locked• 
of opening from inside the well without a key. 
A.2.2,3~ Inspection or emergency doors and inspection trap 
doors shall be solid and satisfy the same require-
ments for mechanical strength as the landing doors. 
Under the trap doors providing access to the well 
from the machine room floor a mesh panel shall be 
maintained capable of taking the weight of a man. 
This panel shall only be t'aised while being handled. ' 
Insp~ction and emersency doors shBll have the same 
fire ·resistar-ce as the walls in which they are fixed, 
A.2.3. v~ntilation of the well 
~----~----~~-~~~~~~---
The well shall be suitably ventilated. It shall not be used 
to provide ventilation of machine rooms other than those for 
the individual lift installation, nor for a machine room if 
it is not situated over the v;ell. 
Even though not specified in national regulations it is rd• 
commended making provision for ventilation orifices in thG 
upper part of the well, over a minimum of 1 % of the well 
surface, either to the outside or to the machine and pulley 
rooms .. 
· JL.3o Walls of the Well ___ ............._... ---
The structure of the well shall be able.to support the loads of the 
machine, the guides at the moment of safety gear operation and 
buffer operationo 
A.3b1. The walls of the well shall : 
a) ta made of incombustible materials 
b) have sufficient mechanical strength 
NOTE ¥ In the case of lifts without a car door, the following cri-
- teria shall apply for the wall facing the car entrance : 
It shall suffer no elasti-c or permru1ent deformation exceeding 
10 mm, when a horizontal force of 300 N is applied to the 
wall at any point of either side, th~s force being evenly 
distributed over an area of 0.0025 m , in a round or square 
section. 
.;. 
.1 
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A.4~· Construction of ~he walls of ltft wells and lahdihg doors facjng 
a oar entrance 
A.4~1. The following requirements relating to landing doors walls 
or parts of walls, facing a car entrance, shall be applica-
ble to. the full height of the w~ll. 
For clearance between car_ and lift well enolosu~e, see 
Chapter G. 
A.4.2. The assembly comprising the landing doors and a wall or 
par~ of the wall enclosure facing the car entrance, shall 
form a continuous surface over the full entrance width of 
the car. 
A.4.3. (I) For lifts with car doors : 
. . 
a) Below each landing door threshold over a vertical distance 
of not lese than half the unlocking zone plus 50 mm the 
wall of the li.ft well shall comply with the requirements 
of ·clause A.4.3. (2) a) l:)elow. 
It shall be : 
- either extended to the .lint'el of the next landing door; 
Or langthA!led, belOW USing a hard Smooth.Chamfer Whose 
angle to tl•e horizontal shall be higher than 60°, pre-
ferably 75°, the ch~fe~ need not be carried back to 
the wall· of the well. This chamfer shall be restricted 
to 50 mm in length if the distance between tha toe guard 
and the back of t-he well is ·greater. 
b) Outside th.ta zone, the horizont·al distance between the 
well and si:!.l or entrance frame of the car or door (or 
edge of doo~s in the case of sliding doors) shall not 
exceed 0;15 m. This .requ:l.rement has the aim of preventing : 
- danger of falling down the well 
- a person introducing himself in normal circumstances 
into the gap between car door and well (it is with this 
in mind that the measurement of 0•15 m ahall be taken, 
particularly in the caoe of interlinked telescopic doors). 
Except.~ 
1) A horizontal distanc~ of 0.2 m may be p~rmitted : 
a) over a vertical distance of 0.75 m (max) 
or 
lD) in the case. of lif.ts with vertical sliding landi.~g .doors. 
2) The ·conditions laid down in A.4.j.(1) b) need not be observed 
if tr..e car is· provided with a mechanically loclced door which can 
only be opened in the unlocking zone of a landing door. 
The operation of the lift shall depend on the locking of the car 
door. The lock shall be controlled by an:· electrically motivated 
safety device in accordance with conditions for use laid clown 
in the table N~ I (particular case 0.7.2.1.). 
.;. 
... 
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A.4.3~ (2) For lifts without oar door : 
a) The assembly described in ~.4.2. shell form a continuous 
vertical surface composed of elements smooth and hard, 
such as metal and hard facings or materials equivalent 
so far as concerns friction. ·Plaster.faced walls are 
forbidden. 
b) Any projections shall be less ~han 5 om. Projections 
exceeding 2 mm shall be chemfered at least 75° to the 
horizontal. 
c) When landing doors are provided with recessed handles 
the depth of the recesses on the well side shall not 
exceed 30 mm or be wider than 40 mm. The upper and lower 
surfaces shall make an angle of at leas·c 60° and if possi-
ble 75° with the horizontal, The position of the handles 
or bars shall reduce the risk of being caught up and shall 
not allow of fingers either being trapped or squeezed, 
A.5. Protection of sp~ces Eossibl~ located underneath the Eat~of the 
car or oounterwe~ghi 
A.5.1o Preferably lift wells shall not be situated above a space 
accessible to personae 
A.5.2. If spaces are underneath the path of the car or counterweight 
the base of the pit ~hall be designed on the basis of a load 
of at least 500 kg/m , and : 
a) there shall be installe~ below the counterweight buffer 
a solid pier extending down to solid ground, or 
b) alternatively the counterweight shall be equipped with 
safety gear. 
A.6. ~J_£2ntaining c~~s or counterweight~ belonging to severa~ 1~!£ 
or service lifts 
-
J;..6.1., In the bottom of the well there shall be a partition '!zetween 
the moving ·parts (car or counterw·eight) of different lifts 
or service lifts. 
This screen shall extend at least from the lowest point of 
t.raYel of the moving parts to a height of 2.5 m above the 
floor of the pit. 
A.6.2. Further, if the horizontal distance between the cage of the 
car roof and a moving part (car or counterweight) of an 
adjacent lift or service lift is less than 0,3 m the screen-
ing called for in .A.6.1o shall be extended through the full 
height of the well and over the effective width. 
This width shall be at least equal to that of the moving 
part (or part of this) which one wishes to ~~ard~ increased 
by 0,10 m at both sides. 
.; . 
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A.?. Top clearances - lift well 
h.7.1. Top clearances for traction Qrive lifts' 
----~------~----~------~---~~--------~-A.?.1.1. When the counterweight rests on its fully compressed 
buffer, the t~ree following conditions shall be sa-
tis·fied at the same time : 
1) Tha guided movement of the car, still possible in 
the upward direction, shall be at least 0.035 V2, 
distance ih metres, V (the rated speed) in metres 
per second. 
2) The free height above the car roof shall be at 
least 1 •. 00 m plu~ 0.035 V2. 
3) The. free distance betwee~ the lowest parts of the 
roar of the well anj : 
a) the highest pieces of equipment fixed on the 
top, of the car shall be at leaat 0,3 m plus 
0.035 vz : 
b) the highest part of the gtiide shoes or rollers 
or as the case may be from the pediment or 
verticai sliding door equipment shall be at 
least 0,1 m plus 0.035 V2. 
A.7.1.2. When the car rests on its totally compressed buffers 
the guided movement of the counterweight still possi-
ble in the upward direction shall be at least 0.035 V2, 
distanee in metre~, V (the rated speed) in metres per 
second. 
A.7.1.3. When th~ deceleration of the lift is controlled, in 
accordance-with Clause H.8., the value of 0.035 V2 
used in A.7.1.1. and A.7.1.2. for calculation of 
distances may be reduced: 
. 
a) by ~ for lifts whose rated speed ~ 4 m/s, with 
a minimum of 0.25 m 
b) by 2/3 for lifts. ·.whose rated speed > 4 m/s, with 
a minimum of 0.25 m. 
A~7.1.4. For lifts which_ are fitted with compensating ropes 
having a tensioning pulley equipped with a lock-down 
device in the event of sudden ascent, the value of 
0.035 V2 may be replaced in the above formulae by a 
figure r~lated to the possible travel of •that pulley 
·(double. for a two rope pulley-block) plus 1/1000e 
of the travel with a minimum of 0,2 m to take account 
of the rope elasticity 
A.?.2. !~~-S1~~~~2!_f~~-~~~-~~!!~-t!£~! 
A.7.2.1. When the car is at the top floor, the guided move-
ment of\ the car, still possible dn the upward direc-
tion, before the buffers come into action, shall be 
at least 0.5 m 
.;. 
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A.7.2.2. When the car is in contact with the fully co~pres­
sed upper buffers the f~llowing conlitiol.i.S shall 
be satisfied at the same time. 
1) The free distance above the car roof shall be at 
least equal to 1 m. 
2) The free distance between the lowest part of the 
roof of the well and : 
a) th~ highest pieces of equipment fix~d on the 
car top, with the exception of those referred 
to in b) shall be at least 0.3 m 
b) the highest part of the guide shoes or rollers 
shall be at least 0.1 m. 
A.7.2.3. When the car rests on the fully compressed buffers 
the guided movement of the counterweight, still pos-
sible in the upward direction, shall be at least 
0 .. 3 m. 
1 •• 7 .3. Pit 
A~7·3·1~ A lift pit shall be provid~d at the bottom of the 
lift well which is approximately level and with a 
smooth finish, with the exception of possible buffer 
base plates and water outlets. 
After the building - in of guide fixings, buffers,mesh~~ 
etc. the pit shall be imprevious to infiltration of 
watere 
A-7~3•2• (1) If there is an access door to the pit 1 other than 
the landing door, it shall comply with the ra-
quirements of ClRuses A.2.2.2. and A.2.2.3. 
Such a door must be provided if the pit depth 
exceeds 2.5 m. 
(2) If no other accens is provided or if the pit 
depth exceeds 1.30 m a fixed ladder shall be 
provided in the well easily accessible from tbe 
landing door to permit competent personnel to 
descend sa.fely into the pit. This shall not 
project into the clear running space of the 
lift equipment • 
./. 
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L.?.3·3• Protection under. the ca~ 
',. 
When the car rests on its fully compressed buffers ~ 
tne following conditions shall be simultaneously ful-
filled. 
1) There must be in the pit free space sufficient to e·:-· 
oomodateta rectangular block 0.5 x 0.6 x 0.8 re-
posing on any one of its faces. 
2) The clear dista~ce between the bottom of the pit 
and : 
a) the lowest portions of the ear .except for 
items detailed in \b) should be at least 0.3m. 
b) the lowest parts of the guide shoes or rollers, 
of safety gear blocks,toe guards or parts of 
vertical ~liding doors, shall be at least 0.1m. 
~.?.3.4. ?it stqp current switch 
Servicing personnel having.to work in the pit must 
have the facility in the pit : 
1. of a stqp switch, making i~ possible to stop the 
lift and hold it in the sto·p position, eliminating 
the risk of error for that relative position. 
This switch must comply with the conditions laid 
down in .the table I. 
,, 
Restoring the lift to service shall only be possi-
ble by a deliberate act by such personnel. 
2. of lighting current. 
. . ~ 
A.8. Exclusive use of the lift well 
A.8.1. The well shall be exclusively for the lift. It shall not 
contain electric cc;.bles, trunking equipment etc., other than for 
the lift. (The well may contain heating equipment for the 
lift well, however., the required equipment for control and 
adjustment of the machine shaJ.l be located on the outside). 
A.9. J:.ighting of the well 
The well shall be provided with permanent artificial lighting ins-
te.llation sufficient for emergency winding or servicing, even when 
all landing doors are closed. This illumination shall comprise one 
lamp 1 0.50 m maximum from the highest and lowest points in the well 
with intermediate lamps at 7 m, maximum spacing. 
If·use is made of the exception given in A.2.1.1. this artificial 
lighting could be that existing around the lift well. 
... 
i 
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B • MJ~CHINE AND PULLEY ROOMS 
.......... ___... ..................... 
B.1. General 
B.1.1. Machines, their control gear and pulleys shall normally be acces- 1 
sible only to personnel concerned with servicing the lift (main- ~ 
tenance, inspection and emergency). -
B~1.2. The machines, their control ge&r and pulleys shall be in areas 
specially assigned. to th~m, consisting of a door, walls, floor 
and ceiling. 
B.1.2.1. If there is nothing to the contrary in national requirements 
machines, their control gear and pulleys may be in areas ser-
ving other purposes (e.g. special passages for access to 
balconies) if they are separat0d by an enclosure at least 
1.8 m high, the access door having a key operated lock. 
B.1.3. In no case shall machine or pulley rooms, or enclosures referred 
to in B.1.2.1., be used for purposes other than lifts. They 
shall contain no tubing or other equipment other than for the 
lift. (They may however contain heating equipment for the 
mRchine room or equipment for associat~d service lifts and 
escalators. However tha required equipment for control and· 
adjustment of the heating appliance shall be located on the :~ 
outside). 
B.1.lt-. Machine rooms shall, preferEJ.bly, be placed above the well. 
B.1.4.1. When the machine r·ooms are above the well, exceptionally a 
deflection pullay fo~ diverting ropes passing to the counter~ 
weights may be installed in the _well on condition that .its 
shaft can be attended to in complete safety from the car top. 
Bo2• Access 
B.2.1. Access from the public way to the interior of the machineru» 
roomsshall be easy and safe throughout in all circumstances, 
well illuminated and without the need fOJ.' passing through 
private accommodation. 
B.2.181. The access path to the me.chine rooms and the entranc9 :i.tself 
must be of a minimum height of 1.8 m. Threshold and flanges 
which do not project beyond 0.4 m are not taken into consi-
deration • 
.; . 
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B.2.2. Access for personnel to I'!achine ~-om should, for preference, 
be effectod enti.rely by way. of stairs. likewise fer pulley rooms. 
B.2.2.1. If stairs are not possible, ladders may be used which sa-
tisfy the following conditions : 
a) - they shall not be liable to slip or to turn ov~r, 
b) •·they shall when in position form an angle of no more 
than 70°-with the horizontal, unless they are fixed 
and their heisht is less than 1.50·m, 
c)- they shall-be exclusively-used for this purpose and 
be kept at all times at dasp..osal d.n elo,u pl'oxd.mity•'· 'bh.e-
n.ee~s-ar;rr. p~si.1.>n1r shal,)l be mad~- ill :t'h~.~ reg~d, 
d) - on arrival at the upper part of the ladder persons shall 
have one or two aand holds available. 
B.2.,. Means.of access must be provided for handling of heavy materials 
for installation, or for repairs, so that this.can ~e dqne in 
opt~um safety conditions, especial~y ~voiding·handling on 
staircases. 
B.,3. Desisp and Co,nstruction of Machine Rooms 
B.}.1. ~!22!~!2~-~~~!~5~~1-!~22~.!~!!!~;1-~2~~~-!~!~!!~!2~· 
B.,3.1.1. Machine rooms shall be so constructed to withstand the loads 
. and .the forces to which they will normally be subjected. 
They shall be in durab~~ material not favouring,th.e ,creation 
of dust. 
B.3.1.2. Machine room floors shall not be slippery11 
B.3.1.3. When the function of the building requires it (e.g. dwel-
lings, hotels, hospitals, schools, libraries, etc.) the 
walls floors and ceilings of machine rooms must be const~~­
ted or treated to absorb substantially the sounds associated 
with the ·equ;.p!!lent 1 in compliance with national regulations. 
B.3.2•'E~~~~!~~~ 
B.3.2.1. The dimensions of maohine room shall be sufficient to permit 
easy and safe access for servicing personnel to all the 
equipment, especially the controller~ 
.;. 
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a) - a free space over the width of each of the panels 
or cubim_es (of at least 0.5 m) and 0.7 m in depth 
to give access to the components; 
b) - a free space of at least 0.5 m x 0.6 m for servicing 
and inspection of moving parts at points where this 
attention is necessary; 
c) - access ways to these free space which must have a 
width of at least 0.5 m. 
Exception : The width of 0.5 m may be reduced to 0.4 m in 
areas where ther9 are no moving parts. 
B.~.2.2. In no case shall the free height for access or working 
be less. than 1.8 m if national regulations do not specify 
a higher figure. 
B.~.2.2.1. This height is taken to exclude roof beams and measured 
from : 
a) the floor of the access area 
b) the floor of the working area 
B.~.2.~. T-here shall be. a free vertic.al distance of at least o.~ m 
· above the rotating parts of the machine. 
B.~.2.4. When the machine room comprises a number of service levels, 
· the height of which differs by more than 0.5 m, stairways 
or steps shall be provided. 
B.~.2.5. When the machine room includes conduits of wbich the depth 
is greater than 0.5 m and the width less than 0.5 m, they 
must be covered. 
B.~.~. ~~2!!-E2~~~-~~!~!£_E22£! 
B.}.~.1. Entrance doors shall have a minimum width of 0.6 m unless 
National Regulations impose higher values. They shall 
not open towards the interior of the room. 
B.3.3.2. kccess traps shall give a clear passage at least 0.80 m x 
o.Bo m. 
When they are closed they must be capable of supporting 
the weight of persons likely.to be there. 
.;. 
~ 
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The traps must be counterpoised and open upwards, unless 
they are associated with collapsible ladders. When a 
trap is in the open position measures shall be taken to 
prevent the fall of persons or materials· (e.g. a guard 
rail). · · 
B.3.3.3. The access and trap doors shall be provided with a key 
operated .lock making it possible to· open them from the 
inside of the ro_o111- without a key • 
B.3.3.3.1. Trap doors which only give access to equipment shall 
be locked from the inside. 
B-3·4• Q~g~~-2E!~~S! 
! ' .... 
The dimensions of holes in-the supports and machine room 
floor shall be reduced to a minimum, with the aim of removing 
'the danger of objects falling through. ' 
To this end, for openings situated.above the well and for 
electric cables terru~es shall b~ used, which project at 
least 0.05 m above the floor level. 
B.3.5.1o Machine rooms shall be ventilated. They shall be such 
that the motors, control equipment as well as elect~ic 
conduits -~ are .protected so far as possible from dust, 
fumes and humidity. 
. . 
Stale air from other parts of the building shall not be 
_extracted into the machine room. 
B.3.5•2• The ambient temperature in the machine room shall •e main-
tained between + 5 °C and + 40 °C. 
B.3.6. ~!~~~!~ 
The electric lighting of the machine-room shall be provided 
on the basis- of at least 200 lux at floor level• 
This lighting sh9uld b'e independent ot the power supply to 
the machine, and may be fed from a separate source or from 
a point on the line supplying the machine, but befQre the 
main switch. 
A light switch, placed inside, or in proximity to an access 
and at normal height shall enable the light to be put on 
before entering. One or more socket outlets shall be pro• ~ 
vided. ~ 
./. 
.. 
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One or more metal supports or hooks as appropriate, shall 
be provided in the machine room ceiling, or beams, conve• 
niently disposed to permit the hoisting of heavy equipment 
during erection or its replacement. The maximum permissible 
load shall be indicated on these supports or hooks. 
B.4. Design and Construction of pulley rooms 
B.4.1. ~222~!2!±-!~~!~~~hL-!!22!-~~!~~! 
B.4.1.1. The pulley rooms shall be constructed in a manner to sup-
port the l9ads and torces to which they will normally be 
subjected. 
They shall be in durable material, not favouring the 
creation of dust. 
B.4.1.2. Their floors shall not be slippery. 
B.4.2. Dimensions _______ .. __ _ 
B.4.2.1. Pulley room dimensions shall be sufficient to provide easy 
and safe access for servicing personnel to all the equipment. 
In particular there shall be a- free space at least 0.5 m x 
0.7 m (0.? measured perpendicular to the access face of 
the pannel or cubicle) in front of ele~.trical· control panels 
to give access to the components. 
B.4.2.2. The height under the roof shall be at least 1.5 mo If 
there are electrical contact panels in the pulley room, the 
requirements of B.3.2.2. will apply. 
There shall be a free vertical distance of 0.3 m above 
the pulleys, except in the case of double wrap or deflec-
tion pulleys. 
B.4.3.1. Access doors shall have a minimum height of 1.40 m and a 
minimum Width of 0.6 m, unless National Regulations impose 
higher values. 
B.4.3.2• Access traps shall give a clear passage of at least 
o.8o m x o.8o m • 
When they are closed they must be capable of supporting 
the weight of persons likely to be there. 
.; . 
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The traps shall be counterpoised and open upwards, unless 
they ar.e associated with collapsible ladders.· · • · 
When a.trap is in the op~n position, measures shall be 
taken to prevent the fall of persons or.·materials (e.g. a 
guard' rail}. 
B.4.3·3• Access doQrs and t~ap doors shall be provided with a key 
operated l.ock making it possible to open them from the 
inside of the room without a key. 
.. . 
The dimensions of hoJ.es in the su,ppol.'ts ."-Qd ·pulley Po om floor 
shall be reduced to a minimum with.the aim of re~oving the 
danger of objects falling·through. · · · 
To this end, for ·openings situated·over'the well and for 
·electric cables, ferrules shall be used which project at 
least 0.05 m above the floor .level. 
B.4.5. Ston Switch 
---·-------
.. 
There shall be installed in the pulley room a·~top switch, 
marked with the "st•p" pt'sitien, the switch shal:l conform 
to the conditions given in the table I, making it possible to 
stop the lift and h.old it in the stop pesition, eliminating 
the risk ef error for that position •. 
B.4.6. !!~E!~~~~!~ 
The ambient temperature in the pulley room shati be main-
tained between +. 5 °C and + 40 °C. 
B.4.7. ~!~!!~!~§ 
All necessary measures shall be·taken to provide sufficient 
electric lighting in the·pulley room. A light switch, 
placed inside or in close proximity to an access,·slriall 
enable the light to be put on before entering. 
One or-more socket outlets shall be provided.· 
.. ' 
./. 
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C - LANDING DOORS 
·----...... ---
c.1. General 
c,1.1. The openings in the well giving access to the lift car 
shall be provided with solid doors. 
When closed, the clearance between panels, or between panels 
and uprights, lintels or sills shall be as small as possible• 
. 
-"' 
This condition is adequately fulfilled if the clearance 
does not exceed "10 mnr • The elearance shall be measured 
from the bottom of the groove, if there is one. 
To avoid the risk of shearing during operation," the exterior 
face of automatic sliding doors shall not have recesses or 
projections exceeding 3 mm. Edges shall be chamfered. 
c.1.2. For details of internal faces of landing doors see A.4. 
C.2. Streng~h of doors and their f~~ 
0.2.1. Doors and their frames shall be constructed in such a way 
that they will not become deformed in the course of time. 
To this end, it is recommended that they are made of metal, 
The use of, glass, even armoured or of plastic materials~ a 
wall Qr.~ ,~f c&JW~n:s onl.J(.Jpemt:i .. :tted -f.or2\d)sion panels 
(see c.6.2.2.). 
c.2.2. Resistance to fire 
---~·----~-----~--
Landing doors shall satisfy at least the criteria laid 
down in Annex II, Chapter 3. (doors), based on fire tests 
in accordance with ISO Standard 3008. 
c.2.3. ~!2~~!2!!_~~~~~~!~ 
Doors and their Jocks shall possess mechanical strength and 
rigidity such tht:d~ 1lnd.er ·a horizontal force of 300N applied 
at any point on either f.ac"39 being maS:nly perpendicular 
evenly distribu~ad over an area of 0.0005 m2in round or 
square s-ection, the lock0;i door shall 
resist perm~nent de~ormation 
- deform elas~i~ully nv more than 15 mm 
- operate satisfactor~ly after such a test. 
.;. 
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c.2.3.1. Under the application of the forces defined above, in 
the case of. door.-less. cars the elastic deformation of the 
landing doors towards the well interior shall not exceed 
5 mm. 
c.2.3.2. U~der the application of manual force (without_~ toOl) 
of 300N, in the direction of opening of the do.orr the 
clearances defined in c.1.1.· maY, be greate~ than 10 mm, 
but must ·not exc'eed 30 mm. 
c.3. Height and Width of doors 
c.3.1. !:!~~! 
Landing doors shall have a minimum clear height of 2.00 m. 
c.·3.2. Width 
---...-. 
The free width .of th.e landing entrances shall not be greater 
or less than the·car entrance by 0.111 unless appropriate 
precautions are taken. 
c.4. Sills SUides, door suspension 
c.4.1. Sills 
Every landing entrance shall incorporate a sill of suffi-
cient strength to withstand the passage of loads being in~ 
troduced into the car. It is recommanded to provide for a 
slight reverse slope in front of each landing sill. 
C.4.2. Guides ____ .... 
c.4.2.1. Landing doors shall be-designed. to avoid derailment, jam• 
ming or displacement at the extremit-ies of their travel. 
c.4.2.2. Horiiontal sliding landing .. doors shall \)e guided top and 
bottom .. 
c.4.2.3. Vertical sliding landing doors shall be guided·at both 
sides. 
c.4.3..1. Panels of vertical sliding landing doors shall be fixed 
to two independent suspension points. · 
./. 
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c.4.}.2. Suspension elements shall be calculated with a safety fac-
tor of at least 8. 
C.4.}.3. Cable pulley diameters shall be at least 25 times the 
cable diameter. 
C.4.}.4. Caales shall be guarded against leaving the pulley grooves. 
0.5. Protection in relation to door closure 
C .5 .1 •.. The doors and their surroundings shall be designed in such 
a way as to minimise risk of damage or injury due to a 
jamming of a part of the body, clothing or an object. 
c.5.2. Doors with automatic closing must be designed to reduce to 
a minimum the' undesirable consequences of a person being 
struck by a door panel. To this end the following criteria 
shall apply : 
0.5.2.1. R9rizontal Sliding Doc!! 
0.5.2.1.1~ Doors with automate movement. 
1) No matter what its position the force necessary 
to prevent the closing of the doors shall not 
exceed 150 N. 
2) The kinetic energy of the landing door and the me-
chanical elements to which it is rigidly connected, 
calculated at the average closing speed (x) shall 
not exceed 10 J. 
A sensitive protection device shall cause the auto-
matic reopening of the door in the event of a pas-
senger being s·cruck in crossing the entrance during 
the closing movement. 
a) the protective device c~ be par~ of the ear 
door1 
b) the effect of the device can be neutralized during 
the last 50 mm of moifement of each door panel. 
(x) The average closing speed of a sliding door is 
c~lculated on the total travel reduced by : 
• 25 mm at ea~h end of travel in the case of 
centre closing doors, 
50 mm at e-~-~h end of travel in the ease of 
side closing doors. 
0.5.2.1.2. Doors of which the closing movement takes place under 
the permanent cont·<-ol of the users (e.g. hy continuous 
pressure on a button). 
.;. 
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b ~The width,of vision panels shall not be· leas than 
0.06 m, ,4b~ .. ~r~ater than 0.15 m. 
. ) . 
e - The lower:edge· of vision panels which are wider 
than o~o?.~, sh~l be at least 1 m above floor 
level. ·· 
I 
2) Alternatively an illuminated 'ear present• signal which 
can only light up when ~he car is about to atop or has 
stopped at the particular landing. The signal shall 
remain illuminated al·l the time the car remains there. 
. .... .. : 
-· ... 
c.7, Lockipg and closed landing door proving devices 
C.7~1· ~!~~=2~!~~-!§!!~~~-~~~-!!~~-~!_!!!!!~~-~~~~-~~:.!:!! 
It must not be possible in normal functio:O:ing .,to open a 
landing door (or any of the panels in the case of multi-panel 
door) unless the car has stopped~ or is on the point of 
stopping, in the unlocking zone of that door~ 
'• 0.7.1.1, The unlocking zone shall not exceed 0•2 m above or below 
the lan-ding level. 
However, in the case of power operate~ car and landing 
doors (coupled) the unlocking zone may· ·.no'C. sxceed 
0,35 m, above or below the landing level. 
0.7.2. ~!2!=2!!2~-~~~~~~-~h!~~!~! 
It shall not be possible to make the lift,start~or to conti-
nue in motion if a landing door is open, (or any of the 
panels in the case of multi-panel door). However operations 
preparatory to car movement may take place, 
0.7.2.1. Particular cases 
Operation with the car l..alnd:t:ng doors open is permitted 
in the following zones : 
1) In the unlocking zone to permit levelling or self 
re-levelling at the corresponding floor level, provided 
the requirements of clause K.2.1.2. are met. 
2) Ab~y,~. the serving level in a zone e~tending to a 
. maii.rnixm height above landing level of 1.65 m to permit' 
the loading or unl·oading of lifts reserved for the 
use of authorised and instructed users, providing the 
requirements of clauses D.4.1.2. and K.2.1.5. are met& 
.; . 
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a)- In such -o~s·es .tl'le.±.·free height between the landing 
door heade~ 1tnd t!l'e · fl.o.or of the car must not be 
less. than. ~ .• oo __ nt_, .. 
. •, ; ..... ,, . -
b)- Whate\'er the .p;asi:tion of the car inside this zone, 
it must be possible·, .without special manoeuvre, 
to ensure the COJ!lple-te closure of the landing 
door· •. ·. · 
C.7·3··~.22~!~i-~2 ... !:!!!S!~2l ... ~~~.2~~!§ 
Each landing door shall be provided with a locking device 
satisfying the requirement of clause c.7.1. This device 
sha:ll:: .. P., prote~c~eq-_ ~ainst ·<!elibez:~t-! misuse._ .. 
c .. 7 .. 3.-1. The-eff~ctiY.e·lo~king of the lSn.ding door·shal.l precede 
the mov~ment of the car. The loc~g must be proved by 
-an electric security device, _satisfying the requirements 
in the table· I. 
_1) T)le car 'cannot start until the mechanical locking 
elements are engaged 'by at least 7 mm (see··Annex II, 
Chapter A). . 
2) ·The connection betwe-en one of the contact elements 
which breaks-the circuit, and the device which proves 
the mechanical locking shall- be direct and normally 
•non-adjustable'• 
1) Mechanical locking of_hinged doors shall be effected 
as ,near. as possible to thb closing edge(s) of the 
doors, .. and maintained properly ~ven if panels are de-
flected. 
2) The looking elements and ·their fizings shall be resis-
tant to· shock, _and be 'made or reinforced with metal. 
3) The engagement of the locking elements shall be achieved 
in such a way that a force in the opening direction of 
_ the door does not diminish the effectiveness of enga• 
• 
1 gement. 
4) The look shall resist at least a force in the opening 
direction pf :. 
- 1000 N in the case of sliding doors, 
·-·3000 Non the locking pin, in the case of hinged 
doors. 
.;. 
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· 5) The locking action shall be effected and maintained by 
the action of gravity, permanent magnets, or springs. 
The springs shall act in compression be guided and of 
such dimensions that at the moment of unlocking, the 
coils are not compressed solid. 
a) In event of fail~re or removal of the permanent magnet 
or spring, gravity shall not cause unlocking. 
b) If the locking element is maintained in position by 
the action of a permanent magnet, it shall not be 
possible to neutralise its effect by simpl~ means 
(e.g. heat or shock ••• ). 
6) The locking device shall be protected against the risk 
of an accumulation of dust which could hinder its proper. 
functioning 
?) Inspection of the working parts must be easy, as for 
example by use of a vision panel. 
8) In th~ case where the lock contacts are in a box the 
fixing screws for the cover shall be of. the captive 
type. 
c.7.3.3. Emergency unlocking 
Each of the landing doors must be capable of aeing opened 
from the outside with th.e aid of a special key, in the 
form of a triangle shown in Figure I (page ·84 ) • 
A specimen of this key must not be given to responsible 
persons unless accompanied by a written inst~ction detail-
ing ~he indispensible precautions to take in ord~r to 
avoid accidents which could result from an unlocking which 
was not followed ;y effective re-loqking. 
1) After an emergency unlocking with this key, the locking 
device shall not remain in the unlocked position with 
the landing door closed, when the key has been'removed 
from its ~nlocking position. ~ 
.; . 
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2) In the case of coupled car·and lan4ing doors, a device 
·(either weight or springs) shall ensure the automatic clo~ 
sing.of the landing door if t~is door becomes open, for. 
whatever reason, when the car is outside the unlocking zone. 
C.(.4. E£~;.2~~!!~.i!o!~i.d!!~2! 
Each landing door shall be provided with an electric device for 
proving the.cloeed position, which satisfies the conditions 
imposed by Clause c.7.2. and conforms to the requirements for 
electric security devices in accordanc~ with the table I. 
C.?.4.1. In the case of horizontal sliding landing doors, coupled with 
car doors, the device referred to in C.?.4. may be in common 
with the.device for proving the locked condition, provided 
that this device ensures positive closing of the panel. 
C.?.4.2. In the case of hinged landing doors, the device referred to 
in C.?.4. shall be placed 3eside the lock or on the mechanical 
device proving the closed .condition. 
C.?.;. Reguirements common to devices for nrovin~ the locked condition ;na-i£e-oiosea·condition-or-i£e-~oo~----··---------------------
··-~---~---~--~~~-------~-~--~-----·-c.7.5.1. The devices for proving the locked condition and the closed 
condition of doors shall conform to the requirements of 
Clause K.1.2. ''Electric security devices", and sh-all. b~ chosen 
tp satisfy the ·requirements for u~e according to Table I. 
0.7 • .5.2. !t shall not be possible· from positions normally accessible 
to ·users, to operate the lift with a door open or unlocked, 
after one action not forming part of the normal operating 
sequence •. 
0.7.5.3. If a mechanical means is used for proving the position 6f a 
looking element, its functioning shall De posi~e • 
. · 
C.?.6. The case of horizontal or vertical slidin~ doors with multinle 
--anere--mecnanrcart ... !Aterrrnxea·--......... -.. il-......... ___________ ...... t--~--1--~--~---·--l--~-----~--~ 
0.7.6.1. When a horizontal or vertical sliding door comprises several 
panels which ar~ directly mechanically linked, it is permitted 
to satisfy the requirement of c.7. to : 
1) To lock only one panel, on condition that this single 
locking will prevent the opening of the other panels. 
-- 2.6 .. ,, 
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2.) To place the davice for prov~ng the closed condition, 
as provided for in C.7.4. or C.?.4.1. on a single 
panel. 
0.7.6.2. When the panels are indirectly linked (e.g. by cable, 
chain or wire) such linkage shall be designed to resist 
any normally anticipated forces, be constructed with 
special care, and checked periodically. 
1) It is permitted to lock only one panel on condition 
that this single locking will prevent the opening of 
other panels, which shall not be provided with a 
handle. 
2) The closed condition of the unlocked panels must be 
proved electrically. 
,,: c.B". ""L<5ck'1ns ·b:Y ·key of landing door:S 
All landing doors on lifts avatlable to all users shall be capable 
ot ope~~ng fr~m with~n the car without a key, the car being in the 
stopped position, at least within the unelocking zone • 
.. 
¢ 
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D - C/JR AND COUNTERWEIGHT 
. . 
D.1. Hei~ht of Car 
D.1.~. The interior·height of the car shall be· a~ l~~t 2m. 
n.1.2. The clear height of the car entrance(s) serving normal 
users must be at least 2 m. 
D.2. Internal Lrea of car 
D.2.1. To prevent.the number of'passengers exceeding that corres-
ponding to the rated load of the lift, the available area 
of the car must be limited. . To ·this en4 the relationships 
between nominal load and maximum available area is deter-
mined from the Table following 1 
Rated Load Maximum (ot) Maximtim number 
(kg) Car available Area. of Persons 
m2 
100 0,40 1 . 
180 0,50 2 
225 0,70 3 
300 0,90 4 
375 1,10 5 
400 1,17 5 
450 1,30 6 
525 1,45 7 
600 1,60 8 
630 1,66 8 
6?5 1,75 9 
750 1,90 10 ' 
825 2,05 11 
900 2,20 12 
975 2,35 13 
1.000 2,40 13 
1.050 2,51 14 
1.125 2,65 15 
1.200 2,8~ 16 
1.275 2,95 17 
1.350 3, 1. 18 
1.425 3,25 19 
1.500 3,40 2~ 
(+) Recesses and extensions, even of height less than 1 m1 whether pro-
tected or not by separating doors, are only permitted if their 
area is taken 'into account in the calculation of maximum available 
car area. 
.;. 
-
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Beyond 1500 ~g, add 0.16 m2 for each 100 Kg extra 
7~ ' • • t 
-· -- -Par int..erm.edi.a.te loads 
• The are.s~ ... J.s_de·t.e.rmi.ned -by-..ll.n.e.ar _.interpolation. 
Max. No. of persons is obtained from the formula 
Rated Load 
75 
rounded down to the nearest whole number. 
If the rated load exceeds by more than 15 % that indicated in 
the table for the appropriate area, the maximum number of per• 
sons shall be that corresponding to the area. 
n.2.2. Particulat Cases 
~-·----~---·----(1) Lifts other than for motor•cars, and for which tpe use 
is reserved for authorised and instructed Uf!rers• 
The requirements of Clause D•2•11 shall be applied and 
! 
~ 
I : 
one must furthermore take into account in design cal- ~ . 
culations not merely the load carried but also the weight 
of trucks etc. entering the car for loading purposes. 
(2) Motor-car lifts reserved for authorised and instructed 
1,188~8. 
The rated load shall be calculated·on the basis of at 
least 200 kg per square metre, of the _usable car area. 
t 
D.}. Sides.1 floor and roof of the car 
D.}.1. The car shall be completely enclosed by solid sides, floor 
and roof, the only authorised openings being as follows : 
a) Entrances for the normal use of uaera· · 
· .. b) Trap doors and Emergency doors 
c) Ventilation holes 
D.3.2. The sides, floor and roof : 
a) shall have sufficient mechanical strength (D.}.2.1.) 
.; . 
I 
' ~ 
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b) shall preserve·, in the 'case ot .J!re' ·and' ror'the~·~n~·c~ssary 
•.. -t~.e .. Pil~;cda. ... tpeir ·mechanical strength, and they shall 
· •· not ''be made ot materials likely to become dan{&erous 
through too great inflammability or through the nature 
and volume of gas and fumes_,, t;,e: may generate. · 
D.3.2.1. (1) The assembly comprising the support, gUide-blockS, sides, 
the floor and the ~oof shall have sufficient mechanical 
strength to resist the forces which will be applied to 
tpem.in normal lift useage, in safety gear or buffer 
ope-ration. 
{2) The sides of the car shall have a mechanical strength 
and rigidity such that they suffer no_ permanent deforma-
tion at any point, this force mainly upright being 
· · distl"i.out.ed. ~er·-an ·are·a of o-0005 m2. ro\ind or square. 
The elasticity deformation shall' 'not exceed 15· mm. 
D.4. Toe wards 
p ' 4 
.. D.4-.-1. Each car sill shall be fitted with a toe guard of which the 
vertical part extends over the full width of the landing 
entrance which it faces. This vertical-section shall be 
extended towards th·e lower edge by a chamfer whose angle 
with the horizontal shall be greater than 60°, and if possi-
ble 75•. This chamfer mu~t be at least 50 mm in length. 
D.4.1.1. The height of the vertical position shall be at least 
0.75 m. · 
D~4.1.2.. In the•case of lifts with docking manoeuvre (K.2..1.5.) 
the height of the vertical portion shall be such that with 
the car in the highest loadizlg.poaition, it. extfind&l.at least 
0.10 m below the landing sill. 
D.5. Closing of car entrance 
' . 
D.5.1. Car e'ntrances shall be provided with a !ioor. 
D.5.t .• 1.While the presence ot a door is preferable in all cases, it 
may however be permitted for lifts, specialising in the 
transport of accompanied loads that one or two peparate car 
entrances need not have doors if, in addition to the provi-
sions of D.2.1., the following conditions are simultaneous-
ly fulfilled a 
.;. 
.. - -·· 
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1) The lift is restricted to the transport of authorised 
and instructed users. 
2) The rated speed of the lift does not exceed 0.63 m/s. 
3) The depth of the car measured from the sill, having no 
door, is greater than 1.5 m. 
4) The maximum number of passengers admissible in th_e car 
must be calculated as stated in D.2.1., for this purpose 
the. maximum usable area being reduced by a zone having 
the width of the doorless entrance and a depth of 0,1 m. 
D.6. Car Doors 
D.6.1. The car doors must ee imperforate. 
Pa~ticular cases t For lifts intended for transport of ac-
companJed-ioads: one may use vertically sliding car doors, 
in mesh or performated panel form in which the dimensions 
of the mesh shall -not exceed 3048 _ ~ horizontally or -6G-;:mm1 
vertically. 
D.6.1.1. In the closed position the clearance between panels or be-
tween panels and uprights, lintels or sills shall be as 
small as possible,_ such that there is no risk of shearing. 
This condition is considered to be adequately fulfilled 
when the clearances do not exceed 10 mm. The clearances 
are measured to the bottom of crevices if these exist. 
D.6.1.2. In the case of hinged doors they shall strike stops to 
prevent them swinging outsidethe car. 
D.6.1.3. All vision panels incorporated in car doors shall sa-
tisfy ~he requirements of clause c.6.2.2. (1). 
D.6.1,4. Car doors, when closed shall, but for the required clearan-
ces, have the same dimensions as the corresponding car 
entrance. 
Particular case : In the case of a lift the use of which 
rs-restricte~-to authorised anq instructed users· 
having a car entrance height greater than 2.5 m, the height 
of the car door may be limited to 2 m if the following con-
ditions are simultaneously fulfilled : 
a) the door closes vertically, 
b) the rated speed does not exceed o,63 m. 
.;. 
•' 
-) 
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D.t. 6.2 • 2!!!~.t.-P-!!!~J.-2~2!:.~~!E!:~!2~ 
The requirements of c.4. must be adhered to4 
Mechanical stren~th --~~--P---------W~-The car doors in the closed position shall•possess mecha-
nical strength and rigidity such that under a mainly up-
right horizontal force of 300 N ·' from the insid~ 
to th~ outside of the car 9 this force being distributed 
over an area of 0,0005 m2~.rou.ud· ·o:rt..square z 
- the doors shall withstand permanent deformation; 
- the doors shall withstand elasticity deformation greater 
than 15 mm; 
- they shall subsequently meet their operational require• 
ments. 
D.?. Protection thrpugh door operation 
D.7.1. The doors and their surrounds shall be designed such that 
users cannot be nipped in a dangerous manner. . _ 
To avoid ~heiisk of shearing durin$ mechanical operation 
of sliding doors. the faces of the doors near the car, 
shall not have recesses or projections of more than 3 mm. 
Edges shall be chamfered. 
D.7.2o .Power operated doors shall be designed to minimise the 
consequences of a person being struck by a 'door panel. 
To this effect the following requirements· shall be met. 
D. 7 .2 .. 1. Horizontal ml±~ d.oor~ 
D~7.2.1.1. Automatic moving doors 
. . 
1) Whatever the position, the force to-prevent tho 
door closing shall not excee~ 150 N. 
2) The kinetic energy of the car door and of the me-
_chanical elements 'which are ~igidly connected to it 
and calculated at the average speed of closing (+) 
shall not exceed 10 J. 
(+) The average closing speed of sliding doors is calculated as 
stat~d in 0.5.2.1.1. 
.;. 
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A protection device shall be required which causes 
automatic re-opening of the door in the event of ' 
a passenger being struck by the door in crossing 
the entrance during the closing movement. 
The effect of the device may be cancelled during the 
last 50 millimetres movement of each door panel. 
D.7.2.1.2. Doors of which the closing is carried out under the 
permanent control of users {e.g. by continuous pressure 
on a button). ~ 
When the kinetic energy calculated as stated in D.7.2.1.2o2) 
exceeds 10 J, the closing speed of the panels shall be 
restricted to 0,3 m/s. 
D.7.2.2. Vertical sliding doors 
Mechanical closing of this type of door is authorised 
if the following conditions are complied with : 
1) The lift is specifically for the conveyance of accom-
panied loads. 
2) The closing is carried out under the permanent control 
of users. 
3) The closing speed of the panels is restricted to 
0,6 m/s. 
D.8. Resuirements for entrance cars of lifts without doors 
D.8.1. When a car entrance has no door, it must be used in such a 
way as to reduce the risks of pincing or crushing between 
the car sill and the wall of the well, a photo-electric 
cell or similar device is used, the failure of which shall 
prevent self-starting of the lift. 
D.9. Closed car door __pr~ving ~~!!.~!!!.• 
n.9.1. It shall not be possible to start the lift nor keep it in 
motion if a car door (or one panel of a multipanel door) 
is open. However, all the preliminary operations may be 
carried out. 
D.,.1.1. Particular cases 
----~~---------~ Movement of the lift with car door open is permitted 
under the conditions of clauses 0.7.2.1.(1) and (2) • 
. ;. 
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D.9.~· The closed car door proving device shall comply with the 
requirements of clause K.1.2 •. "Electric security devices11 1 " 
and be chosen according to operating requirements in ~ 
table I of this Annex. 
' 
D.1o. ~rizont~l or vertic~idin~doors com~rising s~verel __ mechan!-
cally interlinked pane!,'! ' 
D.10.1. If a vertical or horizontal sliding door comprises seve• 
ral directly linked panels, it is permitted : 
1) to place the closed door proving device on a single 
panel (on the.high-speed panel for telescopic doors)J 
2) to place the.c~osed door proving device on the driving 
equipment of doors' if there is direct linkage between 
that equipment -~d the panels; 
3) having regard, as appropriate to the locking mechanism 
described in. exception (2) a) of paragraph A.4.3.(2) 
to lock only one panel on condition that this single 
locking prevents the opening of the other panels {by 
the engaging of the panels in the closed position in 
the case of telescoplc doors).· 
D.10o2a 'If the panels are indirectly link~d (e.g. by wire-rope, 
belts or chains) such means of linkat:;e must be desiened to 
resist any normally anticipatec fcrces, constructed with 
special cere ane cheeked perio~ically. 
:. 1::. . 
( 1 )· It is per'mi:tted to· place the electrical. qlo.sed door 
proving device on a single manel, pro-vided that t 
.a) this is not the driven panel, 
0) that the driven panel is coupled directly to it. 
Do11. Q~ening.~he car door 
. . .. 
D.11.1. In order to -permit passengers to leave the lift if the 
lift stops for whatever reason with the ·car·near a 
landing, it shall be possible with the car stopped 
and the door operator (if there is one) shut off : 
.;. 
--
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1) to open or partly open the car door by hand from the 
landing, 
2) to open or partly. ope-n by hand from within the car, 
the car door and the linked landing door, in the 
case of doors operating simultaneously. 
D.11.2. (1) The opening of the car door in the circumstances 
foreseen in D.11.1. shall be effected at least within 
the unlocking zone. 
(2) The force necessary to open the door in this instance 
shal.l not exce.ed 300 N. 
D.11.3. The opening of·a lift car door, the nominal speed of 
which exceeds 1 m/s, shall require a force greater than 
50 N. This requirement is not obligatory in the level-
ling zone. 
D.12. Trap doors smd,.emergenc;y: or ine)tection dpors 
D.1201. Assistance to passengers in the car must always come 
from outside, being provided in particular by the emer-
gency device mentioned in clause H.5. 
D.12.2. If there is an emergency trap in the car top to permit 
the evacuation of passengers it should measur~ at least 
0.35dtx o.soc. 
D.12.3~ 1~ emergency trap or door shall be provided in lifts with 
doorless cars, to permit the possible emergency evacua-
tion of passengers and in lifts referred in Ao2.2.1. 
D.12.4. Emergency doors may be use1 in the case covered •y clause 
A.2.2.1.1., on condition that the horizontal distance 
between cars does not exceed 0.75 m. 
Emergency doors if used shall measure at least 1.8 m high 
and 0.3 m long. 
D.12.5. If trap doors emergency or servicing doors are used, they 
shall conform to the following requirements on grounds of 
safety t 
D.12.5.1. Trap doors and emergency or inspection doors shall be 
self-locking. 
D.12.5.1. (1) Trap doors and emergency doors shall be opened 
from outside without a key. If there is a special 
./. 
1 
' 
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requirement for opening from inside .th~ ca~~ this 
shall necessitate the use of the special key ·described 
·in Figure I (page 84). 
·(2) Trap and emergency doors shall not o~en inwerds. 
(3) Trap and emergency doors in the open position shall 
not project beyond the edge GJf the.:J.itt..rcar, 
.. 
D.12.5.1.2. (1) Emergency·doors shall be opened from outside without 
a key and from inside with a special key of the type 
described in Figure I (page · 84) o 
(2) Emergency doors shall not open outwardsfrom the car. 
(3) Emergency doors shall not be located in .front of the 
path .of the counterweight or of fixed obstacles (with 
the exceptio~ of beams separating th~ cars) preventing 
passage between one car and another. 
D.12.5.2. The locking action called for in clause D.12o5o1o 1 shall be 
proved by means of an electric security device satisfying 
the requirement·s· ·of clause· K.1.2. a:nd chosen according to 
the conditions of use detailed in table I~. ,. .. - ... ~ 
D.13o Car roof 
~ ...... - .- " .. 
.!. -···. 
(1) This device must cause the lift to stop if the locking 
ceases to be effective. 
(2) Restoring the lift to service must only be possible 
after the effective relocking by a pcirscn entrusted 
with the care or servicing of the lift. 
D.13.1. Further to the requirements of D~3·2• 
(1) the car roof must be able to support at any point, without 
permanent deformation, two men or 200 kg. 
. . 
. (2) the roof of the car must provid~ at one point a free area 
for standing of at least 0.12 m , in which the lesser di-
mension is at least 0.25 m. 
4 • •• ' • ' I 
./. 
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D.13.1.1o It there are pulleys on the car top, they must be provi-
ded with devices : 
a) tor worker protection, 
b) to prevent the ropes leaving their grooves 
c) to pre~ent the introduction of foreig~ bodies 
between ropes and grooves. 
These devices must be so constructed as not to prevent 
the proper inspection of the pulleys. 
D.14. Front of the car 
D.15. 
D.14.1. If the height of the landing entrance is greater than 
the car entran•e, {e.g. in the case of a lift with dook-
ing: .. ~,the upper part of the car entrance header 
must be extended upwards, over the width of the landing 
entrances which it faces, by a rigid vertical panel to 
exoeed the maximum difference in height between c~ 
and landing entrances. 
~eui~ment1 ~n ~er ~~ 
(1) Control Station j K.2.1.3. t see 
(2) Stopping Device 
* 
see K,2•2•3• 
(3) Socket outlet t .see Dt1?.2• 
(4) Data plate : see L.3. 
D.16. Ventilation 
D.16.1. Cars with imperforate doors shall be adequately venti-
lated, taking into consideration the time necessary for 
possible breakdown service. 
D.16.1.1. The effective area of ventilation orifices situated in 
the upper part of the car ehall be at least 1 % of the 
used car floor area, the same for orifices in the lower 
part of the ear. .f;. · ~ 
The gaps round the door panels may be taken into account 
in the calculation, to the amount of 50 % of the total 
value. 
D.16.1.2. Ventilation holes shall be built or guarded in such a 
way.that it is not possible to pass a rigid rod 10 mm 
diameter through the car sides into the well. 
.; . 
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D.1?. Lighting, Current 
Do17.1. ~!~~:!~§ 
The car shall be pr0vided wit~.permcnent electric light 
ensuring a l~ght intensity of at lecst 50 lux at the 
level of the floor and the contrul panels. 
(1) If incandesce.nt limps are used, at least two lamps 
shall be provided connected in parallel. 
(2) There shall be an emer~ency supply automatically char-
ged which, in the event of the cutting off of the 
normal current supply, is capable of feeding at least 
oh~ watt lamp for 1 hour. This emergency lighting 
must come on in the event of failure of the normal 
lighting., 
(3) The supply referred to in (2) above may be used to 
feed the emergency alarm signal called for in K.2.3. 
D.1?.2. Socket Outlet .,.. ___ .,. ______ ..,.. 
----/.. sccket outlet sholl be installed on the car roof. 
Dc18. Counterweights 
D.1·8.1. If the counterw.eight incorporates filler weights 7 neces• 
sary measures shal:l be ta.ke·n ro prevent tneir displace-
ment.. To this effect the following rr.easures shall be 
taken : 
(1) there may be a frame in which the fillers are held 
secure, 
(2) if the fillers are metallic, and if t~~-»ominal' ~ar 
spaed does not exceed ·1 m/s, there.may be a minimum 
of' two tie-rods, .on which the filler weights are held. 
D.18.2. If there are pulleys on the counterweight' they shall 
~· incorporate devices for a 
a) preventing wire ropes jumping ~rom the grooves 
b) preventing the introduction of fo~eign bodies between 
ropes and grooves (or between chnins and pinions). 
These devices shall be so constructed -as .. .n.ot ... to pr-ev-ent 
the prop~r inspection of the pulleys. 
.;. 
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E.1.1. Car and counterweights shall be suspended from steel wire 
ropes in accordance with the specifications of the draft 
standard on steel wire ropes for lifts, ISO/TC 105/SC 3• 
As an exception the use of st.e-alJ...:cllt.ai.ms }JI'±ttilparalll•li lidks (of 
the Galle type or roller chains) is authorised for lifts 
in which •. the speed of the chains does not exceed 0.63 m.p .. s. 
E.1 .. 2. In the case of traction sheeves the r.rdmimum~~r::;of:z"dP.ea 
r.~~hall 'De twrz. 
The ropes shall be independent. 
Eo1~3· In the case of drum drive the minimum number of ropes shall 
be two 
1) The ropes shall be ind~pendent. 
2) There must be no ~o~terweighta. 
E.1.4. Where reeving is used, the number to take into account is 
that of the ropes and not the falls. 
E.1.5. 'The pJ.inimum number of chains shall be twp. 
The chains shall be independent. 
E.2. ~h,a_ll.,on between diamete~~!.ms and sheaves (,2!_i!'l!_~) ed 
.9-L::~·~ter of ropes. §,afety fact,cr of ropes and chair.:.~ 
E.,2 ~ 1. The ratio between the pitch diameter of pulley" or drums 
and the nominal diameter of the lifting ropes shall be at 
least 40, regardless of the number of strands. 
E.2.2. The lifting ropes shall be calculated with a safety factor 
of at least : 
~ 
., 
!, 
~ 
t 
., 
' 
- 12 in the case of traction dJ:-ive with three l:i.fting ropes,ermofe 
- 16 in the case of traction drive with two lifting .ropes, ' 
- 12 in the case of drum drive. 
E.2.2.1. The safety factor is the ratio between the breaking strength 
of the suspension system, obtained -by--mu.l.t.i.p.ly:l.ng the -num--._--. 
ber of ropes (or the falls in the case of reeving) by tbe ;~ 
minimum breaking load of rope and the total ouspended 
static load • 
.; . 
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' The static suspended load is the sum of the rated load 
of the lift, the Qer weight, the.weight of ropes over 
the length' of travei and· the' ·ad:iitional weight due to 
the travelling cables and possibly compensating ropes. 
Ea2o3• The safety 'factor of .the rope attachments shall be at 
·least 80 % of that of the ropes. · 
E.2$4• Suspension Chains shall be calculated with a safety factor 
of at leaet 10. · 
. . 
E.2.4.1. The safety factor is determined in a similar manner to 
that specified_for ropes in E.2.2.1. 
E.2.5. The. safety factor of chai~ attechment shall be at least 
80 % of tbatc_,,ot,the chains. 
E.}. Rope traction ~for traction drive lifts) - specific pressure 
E.3.1. Rope traction (see Annexa III··5· b) shall be such that : 
a) It shall·not be possible to raise the car by starting 
the machine,in the up direction when the counterweight 
is resting on the buffers. 
b) It shall not be possible to raise the counterweight by 
starting the. machine; in ·the doWn direction wh~n the car 
is resting on the buffers. 
E.}.2. The specific pressure of the suspension ropes in the sheave 
grooves shall satisfy the requirements of clause 5~o of 
Annex III. 
• 
E.~. Winding up of rop~~ (for drum drive lifts) 
4 
~.4.1. When the car or counterweight rests on its fully compressed 
buffers, one and a half turns of rope shall remai~ on the 
drum. 
E.4.2. There shall only be one layer of rope wound on the drum. 
E.4.3. The deflection angle of the ropes in relation to the 
grooves shall not exceed 4°. · 
.;. 
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t 
E.5. '·Egut4is~tion of' .. load between the ropes or the o~aine 
E.5.1e A device shall be provided for automatically equalising 
the tension of' suspension ropes or chains, at least at 
one of' their extremities. 
E.5.1.1. For chains engaging with pinions, the ends fixed to the 
car as well as to the counterweight shall be provided 
with such an equalisation device. 
E.5.1.2. Double return pinions shall be independent. 
E.5.2. If for this purpose springs are used they shall work in 
compression. 
E.5.3. In the case of the car having a two rope or two chain sus-
pension an electric security switch shall cause the lift 
to stop in case of relative abnormal extension of one 
rope or chain. 
E.5.3.1. The switch shall conform to the requirements of clause 
K.1.2. "Elec-tric se<:urity switch", and be chosen ·accor-
ding to service requirements in table I of' this Annex. 
E.5.4. The devices for adjusting the length of' ropes or chains 
shall be made in such a way that they cannot work loose after 
adjustment. 
E.6. Compensating ropes 
E.6.1. When compensating ropes are used, they shall be tensioned 
if the rated speed of' the lift exceeds 2.5 m/s. 
1) The tension shall be provided by gravity. 
2) The tension must be controlled by the safety device 
referred to in table I of this Annex. 
3) The ratio between the original diameter of the-pulleys 
and the rated diameter of the compensating ropes shall 
be at least 3\l. 
E.6.2. When the rated speed of the lift exceeds 3.5 m/s there 
shell in addition be an anti-rebound device. 
1) The operation of the anti-rebound device shall stop 
the lift machi~e, by means of the electriq safety 
device referred to in table I of this Annexc 
.;. 
'i 
,l 
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E.?. Protectton of pinions, return pulleys.used for rope d~flection, 
reeving and compensati~~ 
. '· 
Necessary measures shall be taken to avoid: t . . 
a) ropes leaving their grooves, 
b) the introduction of foreign bodies between ropes and 
grooves (or between cha~ns and pinions). 
The devices used shall be so constructed that they do not 
prevent inspection 'of the pulleys or pinions. 
E.B. SafetY gears 
E.8~1· General .._ .. __ __ 
... 
E.8.1.1~ The car shall be provided with a safety gear cap~ble of 
-stopping solely the downward moving fully laden car even 
in free fall by gripping the guides, and ot belding it 
there. 
E.8.1.2. In the ease envisagE!d in clause .A.5 •. 1. 1 exception ~~the 
counterWeight sh~l.alsb. ·be equipped with safety gear, 
operating only on a downward moving counterweight, 
E.8.1.3. It is not permitted to appl~ a safety gear in upwards 
motion. 
E.8.2.1. Car safety gears shall be of the gradual type if the, 
11ated 1 speed of the lift exceeds 1" tfl/s. 3 TheY' 'can 
etther be . . • 
1) of instantaneous operation·with'buffered effect if 
the rated speed does not exceed 1 m/s, 
2) Instantaneous operation if the rated _ speed does 
not exceed 0.63 mls~~-
E.8.2.2. If the oar oarries several safety gears they shall all 
be of the pr~grcestye type • 
E.8.2.3. The safety gears of.the counterweight shall be of the pro-
gressiv~ type if the rat~d _ speed of the lift exceeds 
1 ~s.~.·they may be of the instantaneous type otherwise. 
E.8.3. !!!~~~~-~!-!~!EE~~~ 
E.8.3.1. The' safety gears of the ear and counterweight shall be 
tripped by a speed governor. 
./. 
• 
.. 
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Particular Case : The safety gear of counterweights may be 
tripped by the failure of the suspension gear or by a 
safety rope if the ~aimct. speed of the lift does not 
exceed 1 m.p.s. 
E.8.3.2. The tripping of safety gears by devices which operated 
electrically, hydraulically or pneumatically is forbidden. 
E.8.4. Doosleration _ ... _,.._..,._ .. ....,. __ .,.. 
For pr c g;rre iflsi ve ~ SJlfetyy-gears the[ average . iecel:eration~ after 
tripping the car descending in free fall with rated load in 
tha car sha;.l lie between 0,2 g and g (g being the gravity 
acceleration). 
E.8.5. g2!:~~~-~!-~~!?!l.2~~! 
E.8.5.1. The rGlease of tho safety gear on the ~ar (or the counter-
weight) shall only be possible by raising the ca:r (or the 
counterweight). · 
E.8.5.2. The release of the s~fety gear must be carried out by a 
person competent to restore the service. 
E.8.5.3. After release the safety· gear shall be ready for normal 
operation again. 
E.8.6. 22~~~~~£~!9~~!-!!g~!!~~=~~ 
E.8 .6.1. It is forbiddell to use the jaws of safety gears as guide / 
shc.es. 
E.8.6.2. For safety gears of the instantaneous type with buffered 
effect, the design of the elastic system aha..tl..l>e bras-etLon the :, 
dissipation of energy, satisfying the requirements of 
F.4.2. 
E.8.6.3. The safety gear operating equipment shall be kept in the 
bottom part of the car. In th~ case of multiple safety 
gears at least one shall meet this requiremunt. 
E.B.7. ~2.!!!$.W-2!..lli s~r E!~~for~!~~~~.~a~e ot2!£.etz .. ~!l"....._ 
~f!!!:!!~!! . ~ 
When the safety gear operates (any load being uniformly 
distributed) the floor of the car must not deflect more than 
5 % from its normal position. 
~.9. Speed Governors 
E.9.1. Tripping of the car safety gear by the speed governor shall 
occur at a speed at least equal to 115 %·gf the rated 
,.;. 
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speed and less than 
a) 0.80 m/s for instantaneous safety gears (except on 
the.captive roller type); 
b) 1 rrls for safety gears Qt the captive roller ty:pe1 
c) 1t50 m/s for instantaneous safety gears with buffered 
effect; 
d) 1.25 v + .Q.z.£2 v 
! 
for other types of safety gear (V being 
rated lift speed). 
E.9.1.1. For lift-a of which the roted speed exceeds 1 m/s it is 
recommended that a resetting speed be selected as near 
as possible to the upper limit specified in E.9.1. 
E.9.2. For lifts with very heavy loads and low speeds the speed 
governor shall be built specially. It is recow~ended to 
choose a tripping ~peed as close ~s possible to the mini-
mum limit fixed in Ec 9 .1•. · 
Ee9•3• The operating speed of a speed governor for a counterweight 
safety gear shall be h~· e-her than that for the·,c.~ s,afety 
gear, by a margin not ex.:.eeding 10 %. 
E.9.4. The force exerted by the speed govt:rnor shall be c..t 'l·east 
twice that necessary fer tripping the safety g~ar, with a 
minimum of 300 N • 
E.9.5. The direction of rotation shall be marked, corre~~o~ding to 
that fo'r' tripping the safety gear. 
E.9.6. ~E==2-~2!2!~~~-~~E~~ 
E.9.6.1. The speed governor shall· be driven by a very flexible 
wire rope. 
E.9.6.2. The breaking strain of the rope shall be rel·ated· to the 
operating force by a safety factor'of at least 8. 
E.9.6 .• }. The nominal rope diameter shall be e.t least 6 mm. 
E.9.6.4. The ~a~io between p1dley pitch diameter and nornin.U :rope 
-diameter shall be at least 30. 
E.9.6.5. The rope shall be tensioned by a tensioning pulleyo 
This pulley or its counterweight (if this exists) shall 
be guided. 
" 
• 
• 
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E.9.6.6. At the moment of engagement of the safety gear tearing or 
deformation of the ·-rope -shall .::.not be -possiblle even in the c:aae ci::. 
I 
excessive. braking distance. ~ 
' E.9.6.7. Thc,rvpe shall be readily detachable from the safety·g•~· 
E.9.7. Idle time 
................ 
The idle time of the speed governor shall be sufficiently 
short not to permit the speed reaching a dangerous value 
before tripping the safety gear. 
E.9.8. !2:=~!!£!!!!l 
,. 
The speed governor shall be located in the machine room or , 
pulley room. 
E.9.9. ~~=~!~!2~ 
It shall be possible to operate the safety gear at a lower 
speed than that indicated in Clause E.9.1. by tripping the 
governor in some recognised manner. 
E.9.10. The speed governor shall be sealed after setting the speed. 
E.9.11. Electrical Interlock 
-------~----~~-~~~~-E.9.11.1. When the car safety gear operates, a device mounted on 
it shall cause the motor and brake circuits to open 
before or at the moment of safety gear operation. 
E.9.11.2. The ·speed governor or another device shall cause the 
lift to stop before the car speed either up or do~n 
reaches the mechanical tripping speed of the ~verner. 
1) However for rated speeds not exceeding 1 m/s 
this device may operate at the tripping speed. 
2) If after release of the se.:fety gear the speed go• 
verner does not automatically re-set itself, an 
electric security device shall prevent restarting 
of the lift until the speed governor is re-set. 
An exception is made in the case referred to in 
K.2.1.4.3. 
The restoration to service must be carried out by 
a competent person • 
.; . 
; ' 
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E.9.11.•3• The breakage o:r slackening of. tbe governor r.ope ~hall 
cause the lift ~o stop. 
., 
.. 
The electrical eont.rol devices required in Clause E.9.11. 
shall sat:i.sfy tJte raq,lirements of Clause K.1 .. 2. "'Electric 
security device and be chosen accordJ..ng to.conditi.ons 
of use in the Table lo 
. ; . 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
• 
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F - GUIDES, BUFFERS AND STOPPING DEVICES 
I 
F.1. General on Guides 
F.1.1, The strength of the guides (Annex III - 5.d), their fixings 
and joints shall be sufficient to withstand the forces 
imposed due to the operation of the safety gear deflection 
or due to uneven loading of the car. This deflection shall 
be limited to a value that will not effect the normal ope-
ration of the lift. 
F,1,2. The fixing of the guides to ·their brackets and to the build-
ing shall permit compensation, either automatically or by 
simple adjustment, of effucts due to normal settlini of the 
building or shrinkage of concrete, The design of guide 
clips shall be such that rotation does not release the 
guide. 
F.2. Guiding of the car and counterweight 
F.2.1. The car and counterweight shall be guided by at least two 
rigid steel guides, 
F,2,1,1, If the rated speed exceeds 0.4 m/s the guides shall be 
of drawn steel or shall have.their rubbing surfaces 
machined. 
F.2,1,2. The requirement of F.2.1.1. shall apply whatever the 
speed, when progressive safety gear is used. 
F.}e Car and Counterweight Buffers 
F,},1, Buffers shall be placed at the bottom limit of travel of 
the car and counterweights. 
F,3,1,1. If the buffers travel with the car or counterweight they 
shall strike against a pedestal of at least 0.5 m height, 
at the end of the terminal. 
Particular Case : This requirement is not lmposed on 
counterweight buffers if access under the counterweight 
is impossible to servicing or inspection personnel in 
the well (for. example : by a wire mesh guard, whose 
mesh conforms to Clause A,2,1,1.b,), 
./. 
'! 
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F4J.z._ Drum driv~ ~:~.It JS.h~.l.. also be proVid~d with buffers on 
the car top to function at the upper limit of travel. 
F.3.2.1. If these lifts are provided with counterweights these 
upper buffers shall not function~ un~i.l. the counter.W~ght • 
· _buffers are fully eompressed. · · · · · 
. . . 
F.}.,3. Lifts whose rated sp.eed exceeds 1 m/s shall be provided 
with buffers, which tunption through energy dissipation. 
F.,3.}.1. Lifts which have a rated speed not exceeding 1.6 m/s 
shall be provided with-buffers functioning through dis-
sipated energy having return movement shock absorption • 
.. 
F.4. Stroke of Car and counterWeight buffers-
1•4•1• !~~i!!r!.2!~!~~e!2-!h2!!-~~:!!2~!~~-~~2~~~-!~!!§l_2!!!!-
nal; on · 
·--.... -
F.4.1.1. The total stroke of the buffers shall be at least equal 
to twice the.gravity.stopping qi_stance correspondini to 
the governor tripping speed. 
In any event .the strolt~· shall not be less than"6.5 mm. 
F.4.1.2. Buffers shall ·be designed to travel the distance defined 
in F.4.1.1. under a static load·of between 2 to 3 times 
the weight of the car plus its-rated load (or the weight 
of the counterweights). 
' ' . ~ " ' 
F.4.2. ~~!!!!!.!~~~!2~!~5~!2!2~5~-~!!Sl-~!!!!E!~~2~ 
F.4.2.1. The total stroke of the buffer shall be at least equal 
to the gravity stopping distance correspon~ing to·115 ~ 
, of the rated· speed of the lift (0.067 V ) • 
F.4.2.1.1. Exceptiop r 
In the case of buffers functioning thro~h.dissipated_ 
energy having return movement shock abso~ption the 
total stroke of the buffers shall be at least equal to 
twice the gravity stopping distance oorr1esponding to 
115 " of the rated speed (0_,.134, v2). ' 
F.4.2.2. When the retardation of the lift at the terminal floor 
is controlled by: a device, satisfying the requirements 
of paragraph H.8., the speed ~th which the car (or 
counterweights) will come in contact with the buffers, • 
may be used instead of the rated speed when calculating 
the buffer stroke by use of the ro.rmula in: F.4.2.1. 
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However, thd strqk~ thus reduced, may not be less than .: 
1) 50 % of the stroke calculated from F.4.2.1. if the 
contract speed does not exceed 4 m/s. 
2) 33 1/3% of the stroke calculated from F.4.2.1. if 
the contract speed exceeds· 4- m/s. · 
In any event the reduced stroke shall not .be·lese 
than 0.42 m. 
F.4.2.3~ With the rated load in the car; in free fall the average 
1t;celeratiun of the buffers shall not exceed l!t nor 
exceed 2.5 gin any·~eriod exceeding 1/25 sec. (g being 
the gravity acceleration). 
F~4.2.4. The operation of thu lift shall d~pend on the return of the 
buffers to their normal position after operation, The 
switch used for this shall be ~hosen according to condi-
tions of use in T~ble I of this Annax. 
F.4.2.5, Buffers, if hydraulic, shal~ be so constructed that the 
fluid level may easily-be checked~ 
Fe5• Final Limit Switches 
.Final limit switches shali be provided. 
1.5.1. (1.) Final limit switches shall come into operation as 
cl.ose as possible t') the terminal floors, without 
risk of accident~l operat~on. 
(2) They shall op.erate as stated in F.5.3• before the car 
(or counterweight if there is one) comes into contact 
with tha.buffer. Limit switch action shall continue 
until buffer compression is complete. 
F.5.2. Control of final limit switches 
--~-~----~-~-~~-----~~~-· 
F.5.2.1. It is forbidden to use control circuits common to ter-
minal stopping and final limit switches. 
F.5.2.2. Opening of the fincl limit switches must be effected 
; '• 
1) In the cese of drum drive 
either 
(a) by a device linked to the movement of the 
machine, 
I ,., 
' \ 
~' J 
I' ;I 
•' 
., 
' 
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(b) or by thv cer an·:1• :; ,.~-:L>rv.:y.; _,.:t t t ~: ~Y t · 
well, 
(c) or if there ia not a counterweight by t~~ c~r ct 
the top and bottom of the well. 
2) In the case of traction machines, by the car (or by 
a device linked directly to the car) at the top and 
. bottom of the well. 
F.5•3• ~!~h2~-~!-2~!~!!~2~-2!-!!~~!~!!~~!-~!!!~~!! 
- ~ .... 
F.5.3.1. The final limit switches shall 
1) For drum drive machines, open directly by positive break 
switching the.circuit feeding the motor and brake. 
Measures.shall be taken so that the motor cannot be fed 
by the brake solenoid. 
2) For traction drive machines, sin.gle or two speed. 
a) break circuits according to (1) above 
' . ' 
b) o~e~ by positive break switching the oircuit feeding 
directly the ~oils of two contactors the oontacta of which 
are in serl:es d.n the ci.rcui.t feedi4lg th~ motor a.ud brake. 
Each of these contactors shall be capable of breaking 
the circuit under load. 
3) In the case of variable voltage or" cfohtinuously variable 
speed lifts; assure the raptd stopping of the lift. 
F.5.3.2. Atter the operation of the.final limit switch, the return to 
service of the lift shall only be effected by the action of a 
competent person. 
,• 
If there are several final limit switche-s at ·each end of 
travel, the·coming into operation of one of them at least 
shall prevent movement in both directions, and this one at 
least 'sh.all require the action of ·a conipet·ent person to 
fe~tor' t~e ~itt to service, 
·I • 
.. 
.. 
~ .... 
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F.6, Saf~ty device in cr.se the ear or counterWeisht meets an ~b;truction 
when moving downwards ' , ~ .. 
F,6,1. Drum drive lifts 
-~-~-·~~-~-~~--
Drum drive lifts shall have a sl~~.k )•QP.E! o~~ ~h.d~-~~ev~•a to •pe.n..__ 
the cont~ol circuit ~nd qause.the lift .to stop if the car 
Cor counterweight) me~ts ·an .obstacle 'when moving downwards. 
F.6.1.1, The device used to satisfy Clause F.6.1., shall comply 
with Clause K.1.1. "Electrie sec-urity switches"• and 
be chosen according to operating conditions in Table I 
ot this Annex. · 
1) Traction .. drive lifts shall incorporate a device to open 
the control circuit' and cause. the lift to stop, if 
when· cSlled upon ·· · 
. a) ... -· t~e mach:l.ne dQes not driv;e or 
b) • the cat (or 1counterweight} ts stopped in down-
ward movement by an obstacle which causes rope 
slip on the pulley ·carr1age. - .• " 
2) This device shnll function in a time which may not 
exceed the time for·travelling the full l,ngth of the 
well,. plu's 10 eieconds.; ~ ... 
• I 
This :time may however be .20 seconds,. i~ the full travel 
time· is less than ·,o· seconds, 
In any case the time maT not exceed 45 seconds, 
3} This device may ·be rendered inoperative during inspec• 
tion operation of 't·he ·lilf't. 
, ... ., 
./ .. 
;': 
r 
~ 
' ~ 
' 
1 ; 
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-
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,. ~ 
:·G ·• C#EARANCES BETVIEEN Cf..R !..!"]) LIFT WELL ro;cLOBUR:':: 
G.1. General Provisions 
.. ,,·; 
G·.1.1. The. clearances set 'o'ut. in .. th!s ··A:rmiJ·x .. shul·· be. comi;;l:ied with 
no matter what length of time ...... the-"lift· has 'b'een in service • 
.' , II • 
... ,. -~ " .... -... ~ 
• G .. -2. Liftg.~with gal' lioora 
' . 
' . ' ~· . . ' 
-· G.2.1 •. The .horieo!1t~l distance betl1een well and sill or frame-
' . 
. work 'of'·'the car 'entrance or ·dooi" (or ent'rance edge of doors 
in the case of ~liding doors) shall not exceed 0.15 m. 
I ,. .. .. , . . • ._. . ' ~·, ;. ~ •. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The distance given in G,~.1 •. may be extended to 0.2 
metres over a height not exceeding 0.75 metres. 
The distance given tti .. G~ .. 1~ .ma~r·be extertd~d to 0.2 
metres throughout ~he travel on lifts, reserved for authe-
ris~d and instructed users and in the ckae of vehicle lifts 
in which the doors: are ~ut~a~~e a~d Y'at"ticd-sid.d.ing, 
The distance referred to in G.2.1. is not limited in 
the instancE! of· ·t·he p~rticu1ar ·case-- referred to in pa-
t"agaph A.4. •. .3•l .. ; ·(b) (2). · 
'. 
. ' 
G.2.2, The hor:2,zontal di&-t.fi.llce. \J.e.tw~en :ft.:tle eill of the car and 
eill of the landing doors shall not exceed 35 mm~ 
. ..... . . 
· 0,2.3 •. :Tll~. horizont$1 di-stance ··be,twee~ the .c~ 1door and the closed 
landing doors shall, ·not .ex.ceed 0 .• 12 .metr.es, .nless the 
access.distance between the doors during the whole ot their 
normal" operati'on doEi·s :·n?:t exceed this value. 
G.3. Lifts· wi'thout car doors·:, '. 
•· ·.. ·a • .}.1 .•. The horizontal dis"t;anct be-tween •the well and the sill or 
uprights of t~.:qar eAt~anc• .fram~_shall not exceed 20 mm. 
G.J,a. ff t~~ free height of the car entrance is less than 2.5 m, 
the ~orizontal distance between the car entrance header and 
tAe well shall be between 0.07 and 0.12 m. 
The use of a moving device to close this gap is forbidden. 
-
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H - MACHINES 
H.1. General-Reguirement! 
Each lift must have at least one winding unit of ita own. 
H.2. Drive of the car, and the counterweight 
The ~ollovdng two methods of drive are authorised : 
a) by traction (employment o~ sheaves and ropes) 
b) by drum (employment of a drum and of ropes, or ot pinions and 
ot chains)." 
. •,, 
(~) This m~thod ot drive is only' authorized when the rated speed 
does not exceed 0.63 m/s • 
. (2), In. 'tpe.,'casi:l 9f .dr~ with c~unterweight the strength calculations 
· :_m:t-tst. ·take· ~cco~n~ of ~h.e condit~on where the counterweight (or 
:. the ear} rests on its ~uffers. 
H.2.1, Use ·m~"bEfl made of belting for coupling the motor or motors 
· ·to the mechanism on which the mechanical brake operates. 
H.3. EmKlolment of overhung sheaves and pulleiB or pinions 
In the case ot the u·se of overhung sheaves pulleys or pinions~ the 
following precautions must be taken. · 
a) To avoid the ropes leaving tHeir.grooves; .or chains·leaving the 
sprocket teeth .. 
b) To avoid foreign bodies lodging betwe~n the grooves.and.the 
ropes (.;>r between pinions"and chains) in the case where the 
machine is not abov.e the well. 
H.4. Braking system 
... ·;-
H.4.1. 2!~!~!!-!!S~!~!~~~~! 
H,4.1,1. The lift shall be provided with a braking system which 
operates automatically : 
a) in the case of absence of a power supply to the circuit, 
b) in the absence of a supply to the control cir,cuits, 
H.4.1.2, The braking system shall have a mechanical brake (friction 
type), but may in addition have other braking means (e.g, 
eleetrie). 
I 
• • 
·' 
> 
' 
-1 
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H.4.2. Mechanical Brake 
-------~-~--~---
H.4.2.1. This brake shell be capable of : 
(1) Decelerating the machine when the cer is at its rated 
speed and with the rated load augmented by 25 %. 
(2) Maintaining th~ machihij ~ationary with the car load 
equal to rated load augmented by 50 %. 
H.4.2.2. The component o(n which th)e brake OJ>.~.·-~~.!·.~al; P.~.c~pJ.ed· 
to the pulley or pinion by a direct mechanical connection • 
. ' .. ' 
H.4.2.3. The normal opening of the brake must be effected by the con-
tinuous flow of electric current. 
( 1) The cutting ir' thl~ ~c~irent. ~h~l-ba·· effected-with th~. 
• aid .qf at ~oast two indep9ndent ·electric devices·. whe• 
ther linked or not with those which the cut the current 
supplyin~ the . m'achine. ' ' . , . 
. ·-· When the motor of the lift is likely.to function:as a 
rator, it shall be impossible for the electric macrnet 
t'edi~g the· brake to·.be fed,rQY the driving motor•' 
• 
gene-
(3) The brak' shall be app~ed witho~t deliberat~ del«r as soon 
as the electric ~it-cui'\ f'eeding i't •is brok~n {the· use of a 
diode or dir·ect condenser lead to- the brake hoil terminal is 
not to be eonsidered a~ ··e~ng a deliberate delayl. 
H!_'t.2.4·. The brSke of machines for which the ·manual effort ne~ed lto move 
the car in th~ upward direction with its rated load does not 
exceed 400 N, shall be capable of being released by continuous 
h~d pressure.. · 
. . . 
~·-·~" " ... - .............. ~ ... - . ...,..- ...... . 
. .H.4.2 .• 5. The brake fore~ eh~ll be exerted b~ guided compression springs 
or by weights. · · · 
.. ·H.4.,2.,6. Braking· shall be &ft.eoted o,y ·application. to the brake drum 
or disc at least two shoes, pads or jaws. 
H.4.2.7. Band brak~s are fo~bidden. 
H.4.a.8. Brake linings shall be incombustible. 
. .. 
.... ... :_ 
. . 
~ ' \ ·'·. .;·. 
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H.5.1. If the effort necessery to move the ear in the upwa~d di-
r~ction with its rated load does not exceed 400 Ns the lift 
shall be provided with a ~anual means of operation permit• 
ting the car to be moved.tc one of the landings with the 
aid of a spokeless wheel., If the device is removable it 
shall be located in an accessible place in the machine 
room. It shall be suitably marked to avoid any risk of 
confusion as to the machine for which it is intended. 
H.5.1.1. The direction of movement of the car shall be clearly 
indicated on or near the hand wheel. 
H.5.1.2. It shall be possible to check easily from the machine 
room whether the car is in the unlocking zone. This 
cl'teok may be made, for exemple, by means of r.aarl::s on 
the lifting or governor ropes. 
H.5.2. If the effort defined in H.5.1. is greater than 400 N, a 
means of electricel winding must be provided in the machine 
room, in accordance with Clause K.2;1.4. 
H,.6. S;eeed 
The speed of the car measured in descent with 'half load and in 
the middle of travel, all acceleration and deceleration being 
e,xc1uded, and the voltage and the frequency being within the 
tolerances of the supply company, shall not exceed at the..m-q~t 
5 % of the rRted speed (x). · 
H.?. Stop~ins· the machJne ~d ohenki~g its stopped condition 
H.?.1. The stopping of the machine by means of an electric security 
device as prescribed in K.1o3o1• mus:. be in~tiated as des-
cribed belo·,," 
He? .1.1. !iS' tors supplied from AC ~r DC .J!l~i!ll3., 
< • 
The supply to the motor must be cut.by two independent 
contactors., 
(x) It is good practice that in the above conditions the speed of the 
lift is not l~ss than 8 % of the rated speed. 
./. 
.. 
~ 
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One· ·of: the following methods must. be used r .!t • · 
1) Two indepetldent-.'co~tactors must either a 
a) • both cut the' mo.tor generator loop, · or 
b) - one ~ut ·the· excitation of the generator and the 
oth~r cut the loop.· 
. 2) A single. contactor .. which cuts the generator excitation 
supply supplemented'by nn anti-remanent device (for 
example e. suicide circuit in a classic Ward-L'eon'ard 
system)._ . 
H.7.1.3. AC or·nc Motors fed by static elements 
One .or other of the following methods must .. be used 1 
1) The motor supply must be cut by two independ~nt con-
tactors. 
2) A device must initiate : 
a) - the functioning of the normal switching device, 
b) - the monitoring direct or indirect of the effective-
ness of the normal switching device, · .~. ·' · · 
c) -"the cutting by at least one contactor of all the 
poles feeding. energy to the machine if the·· action 
of the normal sw·itch has not been effective.· 
H.7.1.3.1~.Checking the stopped conditi~ of the machine 
In the case considered in H.7.1.3. (2) a device shall 
initiate by means of at least one contactor the cutting 
9f~_a_+l the poleB feeding energy to tlae nle.Q9-ine .in the ·. 
case where one door being open for whatever reas.on 1 
the driving motor continuous of i~self in motion. 
. . ~ 
(1) Restoring the 'lift to service shall not be possible 
without deliberate action in the machine room. 
H.8. Checking the retardation of the machine when reduc&d stroke buffers 
~re:used r~ef~ Cl~~e ).4.~o2.I 
H.8.1. Electric security devices shall check that the slow down is 
effeeti.ve before arrival at terminal landings. . ..... 
. . 
. .. -
. ; . 
.. 
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H~8.2. The functivning of tpese ~evices sholl b~ ccmpletely inde-
pen~ent of th~ n~rmal sto~ping switches, at terminal lan• 
dings. 
H.8.,3. 
H.8.4. 
If the slowdown is not effective these devices shall cause 
the car speed to be reduced at such a rate th~t if it 
contacts the buffers, the striking speed shall not exceed 
the designed value. 
This reduction of speed shall not be at a rate exceeding g. 
(g being gravity acceleration) 
These devices shall be installed on the car, in the well or 
in the machine room.' 
They shall a 
H.8.4.1. Conform to the requirel!lents of Clause K.1.2~3• "Security 
Circuits"• 
H.8 .. 4.2 •. ~'hey may be contacts operated by the displacement of· the 
car 
1) If they are installed in the well or on the c·ar they shall 
conform to the requirements of Clause K.1.2.2. "Secu-
rity Contacts"• 
2) If they are installed in the machine room, they shall 
be .operated. by device mechanically coupled to the car 
and driven by it. 
a) The tracking of the car position shall not depend 
on devices driven by friction or by synchro•motvr. 
b) If a connect:i.on by tape, chain or rope is used to. 
track the position of the car from the machine 
rvom, the feed to the machine and brake must be 
c~t if this connection breaks. 
H.~.5 .. If the device checking the slow C.own is not independent 
of the direction of travel, a separate device shall check 
that tb~ movement of the car is in the intended direction. 
H.9. Protection of Machines 
Keys in shafts and other rotating parts-which project, overhanging 
spindles, pinions, gears and belt'ing must be appropri.at.ely guarded... __ 
Particular CaEe. Exception is made for pulleys, hand wheels, 
brake pulleys and the like which are smooth end round and there-
for~, not dangerous. Such items however, shall be painted yellow, 
at least in part. 
.; . 
,. 
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J - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND INST~L~TION WORK 
J.1. Genernl Provisions ----------------~ J •. 1.1. Considering i.ts importa;nce relative to safety, th~ electri-
cal installation as well ns the constituent parts of it 
shall be of good quality and manufnotured with particular 
care in or1er to avoid all possible risk either through 
contact with live components or-faulty insulation, or through 
the use of the lift .• 
· J .1.1.1. The components of the·' installation must be protected 
against climatic c0nditions and dust. 
If the surroundings present particular risks (humidity, 
gas, fumes) appropriate precautions must be taken. 
J.1.1.2. Where particular requirements are.not laid down, the 
electrical installation work of the.lift and the component 
parts shall conform with the relevant European Standards. 
J.1.1.2. (1) In the absence of relevant European Standards, Inter• 
national Standards should be applied. 
J.1.2. Every exposed component which·is noraally live, or carrying 
current must be effectively protected against all contact. 
Where special requirements are not laid down, they shall 
comply with the following require~ents : 
J.1.2.1. Components covered by Clause J.1.2. which are accessible 
from landings or located on t'he car top• or which are used 
for manual operation of the lift from the machine room 
must be inaccessible to the CENELEC test finger, type 
IP2 XX. 
J.1.2.2. Any other components covered by Clause J.1.2. shall be 
protected against accidental contact by a Frotective 
shield equivalent at least to I P 10. 
~ . 
J.1.3. The electrical installation and its components shall be 
protected against oYerloads• short circuits and earthing 
faults. 
J .1.4. If the risk of deterioration through mechan'-cal action i.s• 
significant, the inGtallat.ion and its components shall be 
effectively protected. 
J.1.5. The insulation resistance between circuits, and between 
circuits aud earth, in powe:r circuits and in circuits in-
volving electric security devices 1 shall be greater 
than ~oo,ooo ohms. 
.;. 
.. 
• 
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J.1.6. The voltage between control circuits and·security circuits 
or between these circuits and earth, shall not exceed 
250 V average effectiveness. 
J.1.7. ~~!:~!!!E~ 
J.1.7o1e Each accessible metal component capable of being subjected 
to a voltage, reserve or average, greater than 50 V because 
of a fault, shall be earthed in a satisf~ctory manner. 
J.1.7.2. No earth conductor shall carry current during normal con-
ditions .. 
J.2. Contacts aud rcl~ 
J.2.1. The main contacts and relays shall meet the specifications 
of recommendation CoEei. 158.1. 
J.2.2. Switches, ~ower cutting appliances and their components 
fitted downstream of electricalsnfety devices shall meet the 
specifications of recommendation c.E.l. 15d.£. 
J.3. Protection of Motors 
J.3.1. Driving motors connected directly to the mains, as well as 
motors driving a generator supplying direct current to the 
lift motor, shall be protected by an automatic device 
against short circuits and overloads. 
J.3.1.1. This cevice shall in case of short circuits interrupt all 
the poles feeding the motor. This requirement applies 
for eech winding of the motor if it is a pole changer. 
After the operation cf this device returning the lift 
to service shall depend on the action of a competent 
person. 
J.3.1 .. 2. If .the device used for ov~,rlo.ad ;p,roteo.tion'·•operates 
through the temperature tncrease·in the windings it may 
'reset itself automatically after cooling down • 
./. 
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t1e4e Main Swj.tches 
J.4.1. General Provisions 
---------~--~----~ 
1) Main switches shall conform to : 
- the specifieationa of' recommendation C.E.I. 408 for 
power and motor e ,·:itches, 
. . 
the specification!' of recommendatioJ\ C. E. I. 292-I for 
starter motors an:~ motor switch,e.s ·having a circuit-
b:r~eaker in the evc~'t of~ intensity. 
2) The operating mecha.P.ism controlling main switches shall 
conform to the spec~lioations of recommendation C.E.I. 
158.I. 
3) Circuit-br~aking ca~acity shall be as provided for AC 3 
categories. 
J .4.2. Machine rooms shall con1:ain a main switch for eech lift ca-
pable of breaking sium J..~.anequsly on all poles tl:e. supply 
to the lift. This sw::.rch shall be capable of' interrupting 
the· highest current i!o\'·~ lved in normal operatior.. of the 
lift. It shall hove st:.;.::.ble open and closed pos:!.tions. 
This switch shall not ~~~:; the circuits feeding : 
- car light or v~ntil.:; t.ion 
- car top power outlet 
- lighting of' machine and pulley rooms 
- machine room power o~"tlets 
- lighting of lift wel~ 
- alarm systems. 
J.4.2.1. The lever or operating mechanism for the main switch shall 
be easily and rapiC.y accessible from the entrance to the 
machine room. If'. t r.P machine room is commcn to several 
Jif'ts, the main swi~ch for each lift shall be clearly 
identif'iod. 
J.4.2.1.(1) If the main switch is not manually operated, i~s opening 
must be cqntrol~ :Jd by an electric security device in 
accordance with t"ne conditions for use sped .. fied in 
Table I, in the circuits feeding the coil of' the main 
switch .. 
.; . 
.. 
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The closing of the main switch may not be effected or 
made possible, except by means of the de~ice which 
caused it to open. 
J.4.3. When the machines and the rest of the lift equipment are 
located in separate machine rooms. each machine room must 
contain 
- either a main switch as described in. J.4.z., 
- or an auxiliary device as described in J.4.2.1.(1). 
J.4.4. In the case of an interconnected group of lifts if, after 
the opening of one main switch, parts of the control circuits 
remain . live, these c±~cuits shall be capable of being sepe.-
rately isolated in the machine room, if necessary cutting 
the supply to the remaining lifts. 
J.5. ~lectric Wiring 
J.5.1. 2;~~~~!.~:s~!~;~!~!~ 
In the machine and pulley rooms and lift wells the wires 
and cable connected to the electric security dev70es on 
landing doors shall be in accordance with one of t~e follow• 
ing CENELE~ standards : 
CC.20.1.- Either section 2.3. or 2.4. or 2.5. or 2.6. or 2~7• 
CCe20.2.- Either section 2.1. or 2.2. or 2.3. or 2.4. 
J.5.1.1. The other condactors,and sableslsb~.l· be,ahosea_byr~sterence 
to the voltages used and the ambient conditions, in accor-
dance with the CENELEC standards, or if not appropriate, 
the ~EI standards. 
Conductors, whether flexible or not, may only be used in 
a tube (either insulated or not insulated) or equivalent 
ducting. 
Cnbles may only be used in clearly fixed mountings, or 
in a tube (~1hether or not insulate<!) or equivaJ_ent ducting. 
Flexible cables with round or f'lat sheaths shall conform 
to the specifications for flexible lift cables ~n recom-
mendations CEI-227 ~~d 245. They shall only be used for 
connection to moving components. 
The fixed parts of flexible ce.bles which are exposed to 
possible mechanical damage shall be placed in a tube or 
equi~alent ducting. 
.;. 
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J.5.1.5. The requirements ot Cl&use. J.5.1.2., J.5.1.3. and 
'. 
.J .5 .1.4. de no·t e.ppl;r a · 
a) to conductors or cables not connected to electric se-
curity devices as landing doors provided : 
. . 
they are not s~bject to more than 100 VA 
the v0lt~ge between poles (or pheses) or between 
po~e (or phase) and earth to .which they are normally 
subject does not exceed 50 v. 
b) to wiring of cont~ol or distribution devices, in cup-
boards· or switchboards 5 · 
- eith~r between different pieces of electrical· 
equi?ment, 
.. or be-tween these pieces of equipment and the conneo-
tion terminals~ 
J.5.2. Cross Section of conductor 
....... _ .. _..., .. _ ..... _ .. _______ l,,;._.,r~,-'-111 ....
The cross section of ccnduetors shall be determine~ in re- ) 
lation to tae admir-;sU>le currents-~ · folJ.owl~g CEN stanJard x 
(actua.1.ly He.rmordsaticu DoC'ument CENE!..COM 64 (B) (Se) 204-71). 
In any e-veni; the cj:oss section of conductor feedj.ng electric 
securi t~ circuits of landing doors must no·t be less than 
o. 75 mi!l .... 
Condu9tors and cabl~s shall be pr9tected against over-
load, in aceordancr~ ~·:tth CENELEC stanC.ard No lx ( (s..:..tuaJl..ly 
draft harmon:l.satic•:. doc.ument CENELCOr-1 64 B (Se) 203-72 
and its suyp';.eme:ute;: .• 
J.5.3 .. 2. If a singJ;; dt:ot~ ~:1·be or cA.ble cont~.ins conductors at 
differer..t ;:~J.t~::.c.~"' ;_ · t2; s? all the cc::.ductorE: or cables 
shall have inbu:.r..£.-i.::- on app:-opriate ~c: the highest level. 
J .,5..4. l~ethod of i nE'-tflllation. 
.,....,.,._. ... __ • ._ ·o-- .. coe-.. . ........ -.~.A .,..,. 
J.5_,4.1. The t:>leetr.ical ine1;n.11.ntion snall be provided with- appro-
pria~. "' me "'.D.S of :t,:i_;.;;:;i. '.f:tc <:t·!.on·. The ear·r.h conductors if 
~nf',tl.:.~ed· must be ·g .. t' ::-./vr.-J.1.vw coJ.c,•-lr. Conductors of this 
ec::..·;)-. ... ;: s.h<Ul not be tW·.'d. ior a!ly otlH:r purpose. 
J.5.4.2. T~rffiinal stri~s, except tbose defined in J.1.2. must be 
loc atet::. iu cu'l:-:l01es t ooxes or on pc.:1.e1s provided for 
tllis ptlrpo.:e. 
.;. 
.. 
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J.5.4.3. If after the opening of the main switch of a lift some 
terminal strips can remain live, they shall be clearly 
separated from strips which are not live, and if the vol-
tage exceeds 50 V, they shall be suitably marked. · 
J.5.4.4. Terminal strips whose accidental interconnection could 
lead to dangerous malfunction of the lift shall be clearly 
separated unless their mode of construction obviates this 
risk. 
J.5.4.5. In order to ensure continuity of mechanical protection, 
the protective sheathing of conductors and cables shall 
enter fully the casings of switches and relays. 
J.5.4.5.(1) Enclosed frames of lan~ing and car doors are regarded 
as switch casings. 
However, if there is a risk of mechanical damage due to 
movement of parts or sharp edges of structural members, 
the conductors feeding electric security devices shall 
be protected by a shield. 
J.5.5. Tubes and conduits 
~----~-~-~-~----~-
The total cross-section of conductors or cables, including 
insulation, shall not exceed 40 % of the tube or conduit, 
or 60% where laid in trunking or troughs. .• 
J.5.6. Connectors ............... _ .. _ 
Junction boxes and tapping devices shall be designed and 
constructed in accordance with CENELEC specification 
17 D-Sec I (CEI 439). 
J.6. Lighting 
J.6•1• ~!§h~!~~-!~EE!!!! 
The supply of electric lighting to the car, the well and 
machine rooms shall be fed independently of the supply to 
the machine, either through a separate circuit or taken 
from the main supply but before the main switch or switches 
referred to in J.4 • 
.; . 
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' ~ The feed to socket outlets required on the oer top and in 
machine or pulley rooms shall ·also be taken from this 
circuit. 
J.6.2. !!2!!!!~~-~!-~!~~!!~~-~!~~~!! 
1) The lighting circuit must be provid~~ with a main switch 
to cut the supply. 
2) A switch.shall control the supply to the car ·l~ght. 
3) A switch ·shall control· .the lighting circuit to the ma-
chine room. 
4) A switch shall control the lighting circuit to the well. 
5) These switches shall be located in the machine room. 
. . . 
. · 
. /. 
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K • PROTECTION AGAINST ELECTRIC FAULTS, 
OPERATIONAL.SIGNALS AND PRIORITIES 
K.1. Pro~ection against electric faults 
K.1.1. g!~!!!! ... ~!!E~!!~~2n 
Any one of the faults envisaged in K.1.1.1. in theelectric 
e,uipment of the lift must not on its own be the cause of 
a dangerous malfunction of the litt. 
K.1.1.1. Faults envisatSed 
1) Absence of voltage 
2) Voltage drop 
'3) Fracture of a conductor 
4) Insulation fault to earth 
5) Short circuit or interruption in an electrical campo• 
nent such as resistance,condensor,transistor, l ~ 
lamp 
6) Non attraction 
7) Non spring of the moving armature of a contaotor or 
relay. 
~.1,1.2. The eventuality of the non opening of a contact need not 
be considered if it is caused 8y security contacts corres-
ponding to the pr~scription of K.1.2.2. 
K.1.1.3. The earthing of a circuit in which there is an electrical 
security device shall : 
• either cause.the immediate stoppage of the machine, 
- or prevent restarting of the machine after the first 
normal stop. 
The return to service must not be possible except by a 
competent.persom. 
-.•. K.1.2. !!!2~!:!2 .. !!2!:!!:!~l ... 2~!!2!! 
K.1.2.1. General conditions 
An electric security device is constituted by : 
- one or more security contacts, satisfying K.1.2.2. 
- one or more security circuits, satisfying K.1.2.3. 
- a combination of contacts .whether or not of the secu• 
rity type,. and of security circuits. 
.;. 
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K.1.2.1.(1) .a). An electric secur.ity .. device -must not be inserted in earth <fondtic"tors:- . ·- ·r ••. • •• - ·: --
"b) Apart from' ex~eptfolis' p~rniitfea in this :.allUXj 
no electric apparatus may be connected in parallel 
with an electric security device. 
. _,_ ... . .. ...... . .... .... . . ,,, . 
c) The effects of induction or capecity !nternal or 
external shall not-interfere with the switching 
.. · ot electric secllrity. d.'vices. . . ' 
. i 
d) An output signal· emanating from all\.. ·eJ.--eo.u±c:. "-
seomrity device shall not be ~tered,by a parasitic 
signal emanating from another eleettie deVice placed 
further down the same circuit • _ · · 
e) In electfic .. _se~urity cir_cui·t~. comprising several 
parallel~~hanne+~t _all eigtlals'for providing infor-
~ation o~ instruction· sh~l all paes through a 
single_ one of these channels!. ·· · · 
' .~ . • l ' • 
f) Circuits which store or del~ Calls shall not, even 
~n event of fault, prevent or appreciably delay 
.the stopping of the machine through the functioning 
of an electric security d~vice. 
g) Tl.le construction and arrange~ent of _the current 
sup_ply circuits. must be .. ·such as to prevent. the 
appear·ance of false signa+s at outputs of electric 
'security devices, as a result of switching processes. 
· In p~rticular, voltage peaks arising_ from JlOrmal ope• 
ration of the .lift or other equipment on'the net• 
work shall n"ot create inadmissible surges in electro-
nic components (noise immuntty). -
K.1.2.2. Security contacts 
K.1.2.2. ( 1) When a security contact..,operates the contacts must 
be positively and physically separated. 
·. 
. . 
. ' 
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(2) If the security contacts are accommodated in housing 
at least of the type IP 4 X the leakage paths and 
air gaps and the distances for breaking contacts 
must at least correspond to those indicated for an 
insulating voltage-of 250-volts in recommendation 
R.C.}. of the general Rules Committee of E.E.C. 
(Geneva). 
(3) 1) If the protective housings are not at least of the 
type IP 4 X the air gaps and leakage paths must 
be at least 6 mm and the separation of contacts 
at least 4 mm after breaking. 
2) The live parts of security contacts shall be ac-
comodated in housines. However, this requirement 
is not obligatory in locations which are dryt dust-
free and without danger of explosion for ; 
a) hook switches whose contacts are protected 
against being accidentally touched and 
b) door contacts of which the live_parts meet the 
requirements by not being access:i.ble to the 
CENELEC test finger. 
(4) In th~ ease of a double break_· in a general circuit 
bridge, the distance after breaking between the 
contacts must be at least 2 mm• 
(5) The contact elements must not rub on the insulating 
parts. Conductive dust must not lead to short cir-
cuiting of contacts. 
K.1.2.3. Security Circuits 
Security circuits comprise devices with : 
galvanic separation (contacts of classical relays, 
c~assical contacts with mGgnetic control, Reed con-
tacts ••• ) 
- and without ·galvanic separation (static contacts, Hall 
gendrators, static switching devices F.E.T .. s ...... ) ... 
K.1.2.3.1. Security circuits must comply with the requirements of 
article K.1.1. relative to the appearance of a fault • 
. ; . 
1 
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a) If one fault could, in the event of a particular 
second fault occurring at the same tir:le, lead to 
.a dangerous operating cond~tion, then if this fault 
occurs on its own the lift shall be stopped at tho 
latest before the next op~rating sequence in which 
the faulty operating element could participate. 
All further operation of the lift shall then be im-
possible .. 
The possibility of the second fault occurring after 
the first fault has appeared and before the lift 
has been stopped, need .not be considered in the 
equipment d.esign. ' 
b) The possibility of a dangerous malfunction due to 
the appearance of a third fault need not be consi• 
dered, if the situation could only become dangerous 
through the appearance of the three faults in a 
certain order. 
K.1.:;.1. When operating to ensure safety, electric security devices 
must prevent the setting· in motion o·f the equipment or ini• 
tiate immediately its stopping. The electrical feed to 
the brake must likewise be cut. 
K.1.:;.2. The electrical security devices must act directly on the 
equipment controlling the supply of energy to the machine 
in accordance with requirements of Clause H.7.1. 
K.1.:;.3. If because of the power to be.transmitted a't.\xi:liary con-
tactors are usedto control the machine these shall be 
'considered as equipment directly controlling the power 
. of supply to the ma~uine for slowing down and stopping • 
'J:Ih·e requirements of- Clauses H.? .1.1. t ·H.? .. 1.2 •. and H.? .1.3. 
are then equally applicable to .the auxiliary contactors 
and to the main contactors. 
K.1.4.1. The components co.ntrolling the electrical ·security devices 
must be built to function under the mechanical stresses 
of continuous normal operation. In particular it shall 
be ensured that the contact separation distances accord-
ing to Clause K.1.2.2. are maintained even if mechanical 
play occurs. 
./. 
'· 
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K.1.4.2. If an actuating device for an electrical security device 
is through the nature of its installation accessible 
to unauthorised persons it must be so built so that these 
electrical security devices cannot be rendered inoperativef 
by simple means. 
Note : It must be stated in the commentary that a magnet 
~ bridge piece is not considered a simple means. 
K.1-.4.,3. In the case of redundancytype electrical security oir• 
cuits, in the event of mechanical fault no unnoticed , 
loss of redundancy must occur, this being assured by meoha~ 
nical or geometd.c ·arrangements of the transmitter elementlt. 
K.2. Operating sigpals 
K!2·~· D!~~~~~h-!i~~~s 
· · fiespaGeh signafS.shall~Ge-ertaoted eiectFically. 
K~2.1.1. Normal movement control 
In general this control shall be by the aid of· buttons. 
These shall be placed in control bpxes, such that no 
live parts are accessible. 
. . 
Employment of cables, cords or levers as a means of con~ 
trol between. the car and the machine room is forbidden. 
K.2.1.2. Le·vell,infi> and self re-1-ev~llillSj wi,th doors open 
As &.n exception to Clause: C~7.2. displacement of the 
oar with landing and car doors open, with door locks 
disengagedt is permitted for levelling and self re-level~ 
ling on conditi~n that 
- the movement is limited to .the. unloo~ng zone 
(C.7.2.1,(1).). 
- the speed of levelling does not exceed 0.8 m/s, and 
self re-levelling 0 • .3 m/s • 
•I • 
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K.a.1.2.( 1·) All· d~splacement ot .the car outside th~. !lp.loc}dng 
zone shall be prevented by two independent switches 
in series in the circuitbridging the door and lock 
(2) 
security devic_es. .. · ,. 
A single switch suff'ic'es· for checking the state of 
the car door·. 
These swit'Ohes shall either be : 
- security contacts satisfying Clause 1\, 1 .• 2 .• 2 .• 
- or circuits connected in such a WaY as to satisfy 
Clause. K~1.2.}. (s_ecurity circu1ts). 
In the case of self re~levelling with doors open, the 
speed shall be limited 
a) on machines whose speed is! ·aetermip.ed by the fixed 
_frequency of tb..e supply, .there must be- ;a cheek 
that the·'sigrlal has been given for levelling speed 
to be engaged; 
b) on machines supplied from static convertors, there 
m\urt be a check that ·self· re-le·velling speed is 
not exceeding 0.3-m/s. 
(3) In levelling operations 
a) the device ~hich makes the security devices inope-
rativ$ must only function after the·stopping signal 
for a l~yel has been given. 
. . 
b) on lifts with ~inged 'landing·door$ or manual sliding 
doors, there must be a check that the levelling speed 
is not exceeding 0.8 m/s. · 
K.2.1.}. Car top control 
~ . 
To f~cilitate inspection-and servicing an easily accessi-
ble control station.shall be provided on the c~r top. 
The master switch putting this device into operation 
shall satisfy the requirements for security contacts. 
(1) This master switch shall be protected against involun-
tary operation. 
.;. 
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K.2.1,3.1. The following conditions must be satisfied simul.taneoUf!·u 
ly : 
1) Operating the master switch shall prevent normal. 
calls, including associated movement of automatic 
doors. Docking control (Clause K.2.1.5,) and 
e~ercency control (Clause K.2.1.4.) where provided, 
shall also be prevented, 
a) If the switching devices used to prevent calls 
specified in Clause K.2.1.3.t•(1) are not secu-
rity contacts integral with the master switch mecha-
nism, they must_still prevent all accidental mo-
vement of the car even in the event of one of the 
faults listed in Cla,tse K.1.1.1. 
2) The movement of the car shall be controlled by a 
constant pressure push button protected against 
accidental operation and with the direction of move-
ment clearly indicated. 
3) The control station may incorporate special switches 
protected against involuntary action for controlling 
the operation of automatic doors. 
4) The car speed shall not exceed 0.63 m/s. 
5) Under car top control the car shall not'be able to 
bG driven beyond the terminal landings. 
6) The operation of the lift must remain dependent on 
the security devices. 
K.2.1.4. Emer5ency machine room control statio~ 
For machines where the manual effort to raise the car 
with its rated lead exceeds 400 N an omergency control 
station shall be installed in the machine room which 
satisfies the re~uirements b! Clauae K.1.2.2. for security 
conta~ts. 
.; .. 
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K.2.1.4.1. Operation of the master switch shall permit, from the 
machine room, the control of car movement by constant 
pressure pushes protected against involuntary opera-
tion. The direction of movement must be clearly shown. 
K.2.1.4.2. After operation of the master switch, all movement 
of the car except in response to this machine room 
control station, shall be prevented. However, th~ 
car top control station called for in Ko2.1.3. shall 
have priority over the machine room control switch. 
K.2.1.4.3. This control station may render inoperative by itself 
or another electrical security device the electrical 
security device required in Clause E.9.11.2. for the 
speed goYernor. 
K.2.1.4.4. This control s_tation shall render inoperative by itself 
or another electrical sec~rity device the following 
electrical security devices. 
a) Those mounted on the safety gear, according to 
Clause E.9.11.1. 
b) These ~ounted on the buffers, according to Clause 
F.4.2.4. 
c) Final limit switches according to Clause F.5. 
K.2.1.4o5o This control station and its buttons shall be so placed 
that the machine can readily be observed during opera-
tion. 
K.2.1.4.6. The movement of the cabin shall not be carried out at 
a speed exceeding 0.63 m/s. 
K.2.1.5. Do~ing control (following c.z.2.1.(2).) 
As exception to c.z.2., operation with car door open is 
permitted above the unlocking·zone of a landing, to per-
mit the loading or unloading of lifts reserved for instruct-
ed· and .. authorised usersr oni'the t6llowingL4~~>nditions. 
a) The movement must only be possible in a zone not 
exceeding 1.65 m above the level of the corresponding 
landing. 
.;. 
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b) The movement shall be limited by·an electrical s~cu­
. rity device;· conforming to the requirements of 
Clause K.1.2. and following the conditions for use 
in Table I. 
c) The speed shall not exceed 0.3 m/s. 
d) Only the car door facing the entrance may be openo 
e) The zone of movement shall be clearly visible from 
the docking control positiono 
f) The docking control shall only be possible after the 
closing of a key operated security conta~t, and the 
key may only ~e withdrawn when the circuit is broken. 
g) The closing of the key operated switch : 
1) shall prevent normal operation. If the switching 
devices used to achieve this are not security contacts 
integral with the key operated switch, all acciden-
tal movement ot the car shall be prevented, even 
under any one of the fault conditions referred to 
in Clause K.1 •. 1.1. 
2) Shall only permit car movement by operation of a 
constant pressure push. The direction of travel 
shall be clearly indicated. 
3) May directly, or through another electric security 
device chosen according to conditions of use in 
Table I, render inoperative : 
- the electric security device of the lockpin 
on the landin~ door concerned, 
-the electric security device for.proving door 
closure of the landing door ~oncerned, 
- the electric security device for proving door 
closure on the car at the dock level side. 
b) The effects of this switch shall be cancelled by the 
interlocking of the car top inspection switch. 
j) There shall be a stop switch in the car • 
.;. 
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These ,shall consist of electric securi·ty devices meeting the 
conditions of use laid down in Table I. 
K.2.2.1. Cars with doors at all entrances . 
There shall not be a stop device in the caroif the ~cors 
close by power operation, a ~evice must be proviJed pe:-
mitting reverse of the closing.movement. 
K.2.2.2. Cars having one or more entrances without doors 
Passengers must have an emergency stop switch available 
at a distance not exceeding ~.50 m from the entrances 
concerned, to stop the car and keep it in the stopped 
condition. 
1) This switch shall be a button or toggle switch with, 
the lever in the do~n position for stop~ • 
Z) The control button or the switch lever shall be red. 
K.2.2.3. Other ~top switche£ 
A device for stopping, and maintaining the car stopped, 
shall be provided : 
- on the c~ top at 1 m at most from the entry point 
for insp.ection or servicing personnel 
- in the pulley ~oom (B.4.5.) 
- in the pit (A.7.3.4.). 
K.2.3.1. In order to call for outside assistance, passengers shall 
have available in the car an easily recognizable and 
accessible device for this purpose. 
K.2.3 .. 2.· This device .must be fed either .. from the emergency lighting 
supply called for in D.17.1.(2); or from an equivalent 
supply. 
./. 
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fx"-K.2.3o}• This device may take the form of a bell, internal phor.e~ · 
external phone or similar. 
K.2.3.4. The organisation within the building shall be such that 
it can respond effectively without undue delay·to such 
emergency calls. 
K.2.3.5o An internal phone, or similar device shall be installed 
between the car and the machine room if the lift travel 
exceeds 30 m. 
K.2.4. ~~!~:!~!=~-~~-~!~~! 
K.2.4.1. A switching device shall prevent a cru· leaving a landing 
for a period of at least 2. seconds after arrival, for 
lifts with manual opening doors. 
K.2.4.2. A user who enters the car must have a time of at 
least 2 seconds after the doors have closed, to enable 
him to register his call before any external call buttons 
can become effective. Exception is made in the case of 
lifts with car doors, operating on collective control. 
1) In the case of collective operation, an illuminated 
signal, clearly visible to those on a landing must 
indicate the intended direction of movement of the 
car from that landing. 
2) For banks of lifts, ear position indicators at landings 
are not recommended, however it is recommended that 
the arrival of a car should be preceded by an audible 
signal. 
(x} In the case of connection to a public telephone network, Clause 
K.2.3.2. does not apply • 
.;. 
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L - DISPLAY OF OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
L.1. General reguirements 
All labels, notices and operating instructions shall be clearly 
legible and readily understood, (if necessary aidei by signs or 
symbols). They shall be untearable, of durable material, placed 
in a visible position, and written in the language of the country 
where the lift is installed (or if necessary in several languages). 
L.2. In the car 
Le2.1. The rated load in .:lsitlo.g~ram.m ._as well as'the maximum 
number of persons shall be displayed. 
For lifts freely available to users, the maximuc nunber .-7 
persons shall be calculated as a function of tht: r.uuin:.UI:l :::.vd-
lable. area of the car floor, following the table figuring 
in D.2.1. 
The notice shall be made out as follows : 
X kg y persons. 
L.2.1.1. The minimum height of the letters for the notice referred 
to in L.2.1. shall be : 
. . 
- 10 mm for capital letters and numbers 
7 mm for .small letters •. · 
However for motor car lifts the minimum height of letters 
shall be : 
- 100 mm for capital letters and numbers 
70 mm for small letters. 
L.2.2. The name of the lift im!.tfal'lter.. and the identification 
number of the lift shall be displayed. The year of manu-
facture shall be inscribed. 
L.2.3. 2~~!!_!!~~! 
L.2.3.1. The stop control switch (possibly) shall be red and iden-
tified by the word "STOP" so placed th"ett· there can be no 
risk of error in identifying it• 
The alarm control switch shall be yellow and identified 
by the symbol .Q • 
0 
It is forbiden to use the colours red and yellow for 
other buttons, in the non-illuminated state. 
.;. 
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L.Z.3.2. The push buttons and control switches shall be cla~r~~ 
identified;for this purpose it is reconmended to use : 
for car buttons the symbols -2, -1, o, 1, 2w 3, etc •••• 
- for the door re-open button where applica.bl~ the 
symbol <J I> 
- if there are other control switches they shall be iden-
tified as appropria-te to their function. 
L.2.4. Instructions for operation and for safety shall be affixed 
whenever the need for these is apparent. 
In particular it is obligatory to indicate : 
1) for a door-less car : 
- that passenger~ shall keep clear of the flush well 
front, 
that standing in front or behind a load is prohibitod, 
that loads shall be kept away from the well front,-
- that mobile loads shall be prevented from moving and 
be kept away from the well front; 
2) for lifts with ndccking" control - the special instruc-
tions relating to this operation; 
3) for lifts with links to external or internal telephone 
systems - the instruction for using the telephone; 
4) the instruction for action to be taken in event of fire. 
L.3. Qp the car toR 
The following infol~ation shall be given : 
- on or near the stop device switch, the word "STOP" so placed 
that there can be no risk or error in identifying it; 
on or near the master switch, the indication of "NORMAL" and 
"INSPECTION" position.s; 
- near the operating buttons, the di~ection of motion • 
L.4. On the car crosshead 
Near the rope-hitch there shall be a plaque indicating : 
- maximum static load carried by the ropes, 
./. 
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- number of ropes or chains, breaking load of rope or chain and ~ 
the det~ils. necessary !or their replacement witpout risk of 
error. 
Ii~5. In the machine and pulley rooms 
L.5.1. A placard carrying the inscription : 
"Lift Machine Danger 
Access fo~bidden to all unauthorised personnel 
Do not forget to close an:i lock" 
shall be fixed to the'doors or access panels leading to the 
machines. 
In the case of trapdoors opening upwards, a visible notice 
shall indicate to those using the trapdoor : 
''Danger of falling - Reclose the trapdoor". 
L.5.2. Notices shall be provided to permit easy identification of 
the main switch and the light switch. 
L.5.2.1. If. there ar~ machines for several lifts in one room, the 
notices shall·permit the identification of the switches 
appropriate to each lift. 
If after opening of a main switch components remain live, 
a notice sb.all indicate the switches making possible the 
cutting off of current. · 
L.5.3. There shall be in the machine·room-or the interior of the 
machine enclosure a notice detailing the measures to be 
taken in event of lift breakdown, particularly the means of 
manual or electric emergency movement of the car. 
L.5.3.1. There shall be on or near the hand winding wheel, an 
indication of direction of movement of the car. 
If the wheel is removeable, the indication must be on a 
fixed part of the machine. · 
L.5.3.2. There shall be on or near the machine room emergency 
control buttons, markings to show the directio~ of cor• 
responding car movement. 
.;. 
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Lv5.4. There shall be in the pulley rooos, ne~r the stop cwitch 7 
the word "STOP" so placed that there can be no risk of 
error in identifying the stop position. 
L.6. On the outside of the well 
L.6.1o Near the inspection doors for the well there shall be a 
notice stating : 
"Lift well Danger -
Access forbidden to unauthorised personnel 
Do not forget to close and lock" 
L.6.2~ Landing doors with manual opening, if they risk being confused 
with other adjacent doors, shall be marked with the word 
"LIFT". 
L.6.3. Landing doors of lifts which are reserved :tor authorised and 
instructed users, shall have fixed beside the door the 
notice : 
"Lift forbidden to unauthorised persons". 
L.6.3.1. The landing doors referred to in Clause L.6o3• shall in 
addition carry an indication of the rated car load if 
they give access to specialised lifts which are reserved 
for transport of goods and which have no car doors. 
1.7. On the overspe~d governor 
There shall be a plaque which shows : 
- the makers name 
• the type refe~ence 
the rated speed if it exceeds 0.63 m/s 
- the maximum rated speed if the speed does not exceed 0.63 m/s 
- the breaking load o:t the rope and the details necessary for 
replacement without risk of error 
- the type approval sign and references. 
L.8. In the pit 
There shall be adjacent to the stop switch the word "STOP" so 
placed that there can be no risk of error in identifying the 
stop position. 
.;. 
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1.9. On the hydraulic buffers 
There shall be a plaque which shows : 
- the makers name 
the type reference 
the maximum impact speed 
- the maximum permitted load 
- the minimum permitted load 
- the type or liquid 
- the type approval sign and r.eferences. 
1.10. Landing identification 
.\lll.l. -~ 1 
Clearly visible notices or signals shall permit persons -.d.:m _, 
the car tq know at what landing the lift has stopped. 
1.11.1. Contactorst relays, fuses and c·onnection stri_i:s fvr 
cables coming into th,e controller, shall b~ marked in 
accordance with the diagram. 
This requirement does not apply to lock connections. 
1.11.2. Direction eontactors shall carry indication of the cor-
responding direction of lift motiono 
L.12. Emergenc: unlockins keys 
Emergency unlocking keys shall carry the notice : 
"After use of the emergency unlocking key make sure that 
the door is properly locked when closed". 
1.13. Alarm device 
The bell or other device actuated from the car sh~l· be olearly 
marked "Lift Alarm". 
L.14o Locking and safety gear devices 
Locking and safety gear devices shall bear the type approval 
sign and the references. 
./. 
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M • SERVICING hND INSPECTION OF LIFTS 
M.1. ~rvicin~ 
The lift and its accessories shall be maintained in good working 
order. To this end regular servicing of the lift shall be carried 
out by competent personnel. 
M.2. Ins;pection 
M.2.1. If a preliminary authorisation is required by national re• 
gulation before the construction of a lift is put in hand, 
the information furnished to ob·~a.iu that authorisation shall 
be such as to ensure~that the constituent parts are correct-
ly calculated and that the design corresponds to the 
technical requirements. 
This exa~ination can only relate to items or such of them 
which shall be inspected prior to putting the lift in 
servicet and which are detailed in Annex III of the 
Directive. 
M.2,2~ Lifts shall be inspected before going into service, in 
order to verify their conformity to the documents relating 
to the preliminary authorisation (where this is required)~ 
This inspection shall be made by a person or organisation 
acceptable to or approved by the public autho~ities (where 
such a requirement exists in the country concerned), The 
tests to be made in such an inspection are shown in Annex 
IV of the Directive. 
M.2.2.1. It may be required in the case of lifts for which a pre-
liminary authorisation is not needed, to furnish calcu• 
lations according to the details in Annex III of the 
Directive. 
M.2.2.2. A certificate of conformity shall be provided relating 
to type tests made by an approved laboratory for : 
- looking devices 
.. safety gear 
- overspeed governor 
.. buffers and the doors. 
M.2.3. Litts shall be subject to periodic inspection after going 
into service and after important modifications to check 
that they continue to conform to the technical requirements 
and are in good condition. The tests to be made in course 
~f such inspections are shown in Annex v. 
•I. 
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1-1.3.1. The partic-ulars ef the: l~:ft ·shall -b~--~acorded in a register, 
or folder, kept up to date. It shall comprise : 
M.3~1.1. A technical sectiol'l giving particulars·of·the lif't and any 
major ~odifieations.. The. in_stallatiqn pl~s in the build• 
ing·shall be attached end the circuit dic.err~s, which 
may be limited to circuits necessary from the viewpoint 
ot the safety aspects of the assembly.· The s3~bols used 
must be explained. 
M.}.1.2. There shall be a section relating to inspection- where 
duplicate. dated copies of periodic inspections are kept, 
with observations. 
M.3.2. The register or folder, must be available to those in 
charge of the· servicing, and to the person or orranisation 
responsible for periodical inspection. 
·-
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Conditions for use of e~ectric securitl de~ces 
!z~es of.elec~c security devices 
P' F1~ctrjr eecu~ity contacts (1.1.2.2.) 
b) Electric security circuits (K.1.2.3.) whatever the type of.instal• 
lation. 
c) Electric security circuits (K.1o2.3.) authorised in the case·of ins• 
tallation requiring special protection against humidity or exPlosion. 
The "x11 indicates the type 'of device authorised. If there are several 
"x"e,there is a choice of devices. 
Paragraph 
A.4.3.(2) 
1u7.3e4o 
B.4.5. 
C.7.3.1. 
C.?.4. 
C.?.4.1. 
D.9.2. 
D.10.1. ( 1) 
and D.10.2. 
D.12.5.2. 
E.5.3.1. 
E.6.1.(2) 
E.6.2.(1) 
Function or device 
Door closed proving of inspection doors 
and trap doors 
Particular case (2) Pit door locked proving 
Pit switch 
Stop switch in pulley rooms 
Door locked proving of landing doors 
Door closed proving of landing doors 
Door closed proving of multi-panel landing 
doors, mech_an1:cally linked panels·· 
Door closed proving of multi-panel landing 
doors, indirectly linked panels 
Door closed proving of car door 
Door closed proving of car door, in the 
~ase of multiple panel type sliding doors 
Door closed proving of trap doors and 
emergency or inspection doors in car 
Rope - or chain-stretch switch 
Tension of anti-rebound device 
Anti-rebound switch 
Slectric 
security 
device 
a ·b c 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
.; . 
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Paragraph 
E •. 9.11.1. 
E.9.11.2. 
E.9.11e3• 
·F.4.2.4. 
F.6.1.1. 
H.?.1.}.(2) 
H.8.4.1. 
J.4.2.1.(1) 
K.2.1.2.(1) 
K.2.1.3. 
K.2.1.4. 
K.2.2.2.·(1) 
K.2·,2.3. 
I • 
Function or device 
•• ,- I ' 
Safety gear switch 
Governor switch 
Rope tension swi~ch fur governor 
Buffer return switch 
Slack rope or slack chain switch 
Check on stopping of lift for motors 
s~pplie4: thoug~ -·~tat_ic _devic~ ." ·_. 
Check on deceleration for lifts with 
reduced stroke buffers 
Tripping of main switch 
Check on self re•levelling 
Car top control maeter switch 
Emerge_ncy machine roo.m control master 
switch 
Docking control : 
• key switch contacts 
- travel limit switches 
Stop switch in car 
Car top stop s~itch 
·.• 
Electric 
security 
device 
a b c 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X· X 
...... '• 
·x· 
X 
.. ,, 
., 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
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ANNEX II 
Re~uirements for the in~~ection of lift componen~ 
subj_ect, to EoE.C. tlpe approval for com~onents. 
summarz 
Chapter t.. 
-
Approval of locking devices of landing doors 
Chapter B Approval of landing door fire resistance capabilities 
Chapter C 
-
Approval of safety gears 
Chapter D 
-
Approval of overspeed governors 
,.., ~ 
"':;.;:r t .. Ap:rroval of hydraulic buffers 
.,I ~""' .-
2. General requirement~ 
2.1. The application of the testa for type approval figuring in the 
following chapters may not be taken out of relation to the 
corresponding text of the directive. In particular all com-
ponent~ being certified shall conform to the requirements of 
the directive and to the rules of good construction. 
2.2. The request for E.E.C. type approval for components shall be 
made by the manufacturert the lift installer, theLerectortor. the 
importer and shall be addressed to one of the Test Laboratories 
appearing on the list furnished by National Authorities. 
2.3. The despatch of specimens for certification shall be made by 
agreement between the Laboratory and the applicant. 
2.4. The applicant may attend the tests. 
2.5. If the Laboratory entrusted with the complete examination of 
one of the components covered by the type testing procedure 
has not available appropriate means for certain tests or exa-
minations it may under its responsibility have these made by 
other Laborato~ies. 
.. 
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CHj:.PTER A 
~PPROVJ~ OF LIFT L.~ING DOOR LOCKING DEVICES ----------------~---------------------------
1o General 
1.1. §.~~f!' 
These procedures are applicable to locking devices for lift 
landing entrances. It is to be understood that each component 
taking part in the locking of landing doors and in the checking 
of the locking is a part. of the complete locking device. 
1.2. Objects and extent of_the test 
~----------~~-------~--~-----~ The locking device is submitted to·a test prQcedure to check 
that insofar as concerns construction and op~ration, it conforms 
to the requirements imposed by the directive• 
It will be checked in particul~r that the ne~l-.D.r.ie-:-l ~~- ·- -¥""' 
trical components of the device are of odequate size and that 
in the course of time the device does not lose its effectiveness 
particularly through wear. 
If the locking device is neede3d to s·•tisfy particular require-
·ments (water or fire risk) the applicant shall-specify this 
so that supplementary tests under appropriate criteria may be 
made. 
The test described below relates to locking devices of c~rrent 
design. In the case of constructions presenting special or 
unforeseen characterietic:lB. a:mmfiified.test.proaatiures may ... be 
devi~ed. · · · 
Documents to be submitted ~-~---~--~---~~---·--~--~ The following documents shall be attached to the request for a 
type t.e•\· t ' .,. r -
1.~.1. General arrangement drawings with description of operation. 
. .. 
This drawing shall show clearly all the details-relating to 
the functioning and the safety features of the locking device 
and in particular : 
• the operation of the device in normal service showing the 
effective engagement of the locking elements and the point 
at which the electrical contact is made; 
- the operation of the mechanical check on the locking posi-
tion if this exists; 
- the means of operation of the emergency unlocking device • 
. ;. 
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1.3.2. Plan of assembly and nomenclature. 
This plan must show the assembly of the parts which are impor-
tant to the functioning of the locking device, in particulex 
those required to conform to requirements of the directive. 
h t~ble shall indicate the list of principal parts, the mate-
rials used, ~nd the characteristics of the means of mounting 
the components. 
1.4. Test specimen 
-------------Two specimens at least of the locking device shall be provided, 
one for the test, the other to remain in the Laboratory as a 
reference specimen. 
If the test is carried out ell a prototype it shall be repeated 
later on a production model. 
If the test of the locking device is only possible when mounted 
in an assembly of the corresponding door (for example multiple 
panel sliding doors or hinged doors with several panels) the 
device shall be mounted in such a complete door~ However, the 
door dimensions may be reduced by comparison with a production 
model, on condition that these do not falsify the ~~st results. 
2. Examination and tests 
2~1. Examination of operation 
~---~--~---------------~ This examination has the aim of checking perfect functioning 
from the point of view of safety of the assembly of the electri-
cal and mechanical components of the locking device, its con-
formity to the requirements of the directive and the agreement 
between the device as supplied and th~ particulars provided in 
the application for test. 
Particular checks will be made as follows : 
2.1.1. The mininum engagement of 0.107. m of the components assuring 
locking, before the electric contact is established 
(C.7.3.1..(1)). 
E x a m p 1 e a : 
\ ~--~,(;-
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2 .1.2. It shall not be possible from positi~ns normally acces.sible 
to users to operate the li~t with a door open .or unlocked 
after one action, not forming part of the normal operating 
sequence (C.?.5.2.)~ 
· 2 .1.3·. In the c a.se of hinged doors the melting point of the metal 
employed for the locking device is at least 850 °C. 
2e2~ Mechanical tests __ ... .,. ________ ., ____ __ 
These tests have the purpose of checking the strength of the 
mechanical locking parts and of the electrical.parts. 
The specimen of the locking device in.its normal operating con-
dition is submitted to op~ration by the normal means. 
~he specimen shall be lubricated in accordance with the makers 
requirements. · 
When there are several possible means of operation or positions 
of operation the endurance tests shall be made in the arrange-
ment which seems the moet unfavourable from the point of view 
of the forces of the components. . •. 
The number of complete cycles of operation and the travel of 
the locking devices shall be registered by mechanical or 
electrical counters. 
a) The locking device is submitted to 1 million complete 
cycles (one cycle comprises forward and return movement 
over the full travel possible -in both direc~io~s). 
The engagement of the device shall be smooth, without shocks, 
and at a ~ate of about 60 cycles P.er. minute, 
Dur:tng the endurance test the electrical contact of the 
lock shall close a circuit simulating normal lift· service 
under the· maximum voltage for which the ~revice is designed 
and at a current double that of normal. 'lisage. · · 
b) If the locking device is provided with a mechanical checking 
device for the locking pin or for the locking element this 
device shall be submitted to an endurance test of 100.000 
cycles. Thi.s test shall be made in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in a). ' 
.;. 
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2,2.2. Static teste 
For looking devices intended for hinged doors a test will be 
made for t~e progressive loading over a period of 300 seconds 
with a statio force mounting progressi.vely to a value of 
3000 N. 
This force will be applied in the opening direction of the 
door and in a position oorr~sponding so far·as possible to 
that applied when a user attempts to open the door. The force 
applied shell be 1000 N if it is to operate looking devices 
intended for sliding doors. 
2.2.3. Dynamic tests 
The locking device in the locked position shall be submitted 
to a shock test in the locking direction. 
The shock mall correspond to an impact of a rigid mass of 
4 kgs fallins in free fall from a height of 0.5 m. 
Criteria for mechanical tests 
---~-~~----~~-~-~--M~------~-After the endurance test (2.2·.1.), the static test (2.2.2.) 
and the'dynamic test (2.2.3.) there must not be any wear defor-
mation or mechanical failure which could affect safety. 
2.4. Electrical tests 
-~~-~---~-~---~~ 2.4.1. Endurance test of contacts 
These tests are included in the endurance test laid down 
in 2.2.1.,a). 
2.4.2. Test of ability to break circui~ 
This test shall check that the ability to break a live circuit 
is sufficient. This test shall be made in accordance with 
the procedure CEI 357.1/1970. The voltages and current levels 
serving as a base for the test shall be those indicated by 
the manufactur~r. 
If there is nothing specified the test values shall be as 
follows : 
- alternating current 220 v 2 A 
- direct current 180 v 2 ~ 
In the absence of a request to the contrary the capacity to 
break circuit will be examined for both ~C and DC conditions • 
.; . 
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The tests will be carried out with t_l;le l;.o~ki_ng de:vice in its 
normal position of operation. If_several positions are possible 
the test wi~l be made· in the pbfdtion_ which· the Laboratory 
-· 
judges to be 'the most difficult to satisfy. ... 
The specimen tested shall be provided with covers and electric 
wiring as used in normal service. 
2.4.2.1. For the AC test, the locking devices shall' open and close 
50 times at normal speed and at int~rvals of 10 seconds, 
an electrical circuit under a voltage equal_ to ~0 % of the 
nominal value. The·· contact shaJ.l rest closed at least 
0.5 seconds .. 
' .. 
The circuit shall comprise in series-a choke and a resistance. 
Its power factor shall be 0.7 ~d the test current shall be 
10 times the nominal value indicated by the manufacturer. 
2.4.2o2• For the DC test the locking devices shall open and close 
20 times at normal speed and at intervals of 10 seconds, an 
electric circuit under a voltage equal to 110 % of the no• 
minal value. The contact shall remain closed at least 
0 • .5 seconds. The circuit shall comp'rise in ser'ies a choke 
and a resistance· and have a time constant of 200 ms. A 
resistance abso.rbing 1 %: of t~e tes_t current shall be placed 
ih parallel with this circuit·/ 
The test current shall be 110 % of the nominal value indicated 
by the manufacturer. 
2.4.2.3. The tests are considered ~ satis-fao-to~y if no tracking or 
arcs are produced and if no deterioration occurs which 
could affect security. 
2.4.3. Tests for resistance to--leakage_ curre-nts 
1 
This test sh~ll b_e made in. ·acc<?rd·ance with the procedure 
CEI.112/1959, ·The electrodes shall_be connected to a source 
providing an ~c 'voltage which is practically sinusoidal at 
175 volts-50. · 
2.4.4o Tests of leakage paths and air gaps 
ThPse shall be made in accordance with clauses K.1.2.2.(2) 
and K.,1.2.2.(3) of A'nnex I of the directive and the check on 
their effectiveness shall be in acoordanc'e with the procedure 
given :i.n. the specifi.c·ation E.E.C. (Geneva) N° 3 (October 1964) • 
. ; . 
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2.4.;. ·!xamination of the~:em~nts a}~ropriate to safety contac~ 
and their accessibilitl\K.1.~ ' 
This examination shall be made taking account of the position 
of fixing, and of the position of the locking devicef as ap-
priate. 
3. Tests particular to certai~ .t;ypes of locking devices 
3.1. Locking devices for horizontal or vertical sliding doors with 
several panels. 
The devices providing direct mechanical linkage between panels 
according to Clause c.7.6.1. or indirect mechanical link~ge 
according to c,7.6.2. shall be considered as forming part of the 
locking device. 
These devices shall be subnitted in a reasonable manner to the 
tests mentioned in p~ph 2f, Clmpte.r· A~- of tll1.s ~:e~X-.-1';!'he-.' 
fre.que.nc::..y .of ~~a.trJ.Oll!· ih-·s\roh.. ~durahce- test.S' -.sha~l be-. su1Lt<Elli-
to ~ dd.mfensi<olliS" b.'f: ¢'h.e :construction. 
3.2. Flap type locking devic~s for hinged doors. 
3.2.1. If this device is'provided with an electric safety deviGe re-
quired to check the subsequent deformation of the flap and if 
after the test of a static nature envisaged in 2.3.2. there are 
any doubts on the solidity of the device the load should be 
increased progressively up to the point where following a per-
manent deformation of the flap the safety device comm~es1 to 
open. The other components of the locking device or of the 
landing door shall not be damaged nor deformed by such an 
applied load. 
3.2.2. If after the static test, the dimensions and means of construc-
tion leave no doubt as to ita solidarity, it is not necessary 
to proceed to the endurance test of a flap type lock. 
4. Certificate 
3 copies of the certificate must be provided : 
I 
- two for the applicant 
- one to remain in the Laboratory 
Th~ certificate shall indicate : 
·- the name of 
• the type of 
the mark of 
the detcils 
levels. 
the maker; 
the locking device; 
the Laboratory and the number of the 
of the permitted voltage and maximum 
certificate; 
current 
./. 
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APPROV/~ OF Ll~DING DOOR FIRE RESIST~J~CE CAPABILITIES 
1o General reguirements 
The methods of test will b~ thoee defi~~q by: the. standard.IS0/3oo8. 
The tests described here have the object of establishing criteria 
appropriate to lift landing doors, taking· account of·· the factors 
peculiar to them and in particular the following.a 
- that.in practice the barrier to fire consists in two landing doors, 
one mounted above another; ·• . 
• that it is the landing side only of the door which is liable to 
be exposed to fire; 
- that there is no storage of materials behind the door; 
- that the lifts wi~l. not continue in use if the temperature on the 
landings exceeds 7~ °C. 
2. Eguipm.ent 
2~1. Furnace to conform to IS0/3008-4.1. 
2..2 •. ·Canopy to conform to IS0/:~008 ... 4.2. 
3• !£_st sgecimen 
3.1. Dimensions ............... _ .... _ 
The specimen for testing shall be a full size one. 
3.1.1. The certification granted is valid for doors of.dimensions 
whiah differ slightly from the testdoar_ with~n the following 
limits : 
- width + 15 % 
... 
height + 10 % 
-These tolerances include the ·frame. 
3.1.2. In the case of doors Whose dimensions are greater than those 
of the test furnace the test specimen shall be the largest 
possible compatible with the furnace. 
On the basis of these tests and taking into consideration 
the door construction the Laboratory will judge whether appro-
val can be given to such a large door. 
3.2. Construction 
-------------.--The test will be carried out on a door assembly comprising the 
following : one or more panels, their frames including sills and 
attachments to the surrounding brickwork or masonry, transoms 
or other fixed panels, joints and joint co~ers, insulation 
.; . 
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elements (thermal or acoustic), means of suspens~pn of the panels 
(locks, handles, plates). , 
The bulk of nam-metallic components on the non exposed face not 
being tested shall be limited to 500 grams per door plus 200 grams 
per square metre of the door surface. 
Metallic surface cladding need not be tested. 
Nonmetallic facings on the exposed face need not be tested if 
their thickness does not exceed 2 mm. 
4. Test 2rocedures 
Test specimens will be exposed on the landing face to the conditions 
of heat specified in standard lSO/R 834. 
Measurements and observations indicated below in para 5 shall be carried 
out in the course of the test. The test will be stopped when the cri• 
teria l~sted in para 5 are satisfied or at a different stage-of the 
,_ ,test by prior agreement between the applicant and the Laboratory. 
5. Me~urement~ and observations 
5.1. Pressure of the furnace 
-~---"··----·--~---~---The pressure shall be measured in accordance with IS0/3008.7.1. 
The positive pressure maintained on the upper 2/3 of the door 
shall be as near as possible to 1.5 mm H2o. 
5.2. !!~f!;~!~:!~~~~!~~!~~-~~~il 
The temperature should be measured in accordance with IS0/3008.7.2. 
While anticipating that ISO will improve the·canopy tests, all 
necessary action shall·be taken to avoid, at least in the p~oxi­
mity of the canopy, any turbulance likely to upset the results. 
5 .,3. !!!~!!:~~~!:!.22 .. ~~!-!!:;;~_!!5f2!~-!!2! 
The temperature shall be measured in accordance with IS0/3008.?.3. 
5.4. ~~~!!!!~~-~~.!~=-~~~.!!£2!!~-!!~! 
The radiation shall be measured in accordance with IS0/3008.7.4. 
6. Criteria of £erformance 
' 
·The lift landing doors shall eatiaty the following criteria. 
6.1. 2!!-~!~!!l 
After the fire test of 1~ hours the door shall ~emain·in place 
and its constituent parts shall continue to give protection 
against falls down the wel~ with normal pressure on the door. 
It shall be recorded wbetner the door oan be opened after 
cooling down. 
.; . 
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6.~. I~u~rviaPilitv .. 
......... _ ........... ~to t . \ . 
6.2 ,1. Flaming .. ' ' 
·'l'he moment shall b'e ,eco~d~a· when flames maintain themselves 
· sponta11eoU.Sly' to:r a period·' ot mor'e tl';L~ 10 seconds on the non 
exposed face•· For a lift landing door th1a moment must not 
oecur.during the t~rst 15 minutes of test. 
6·.2.,.2. Canopy test 
The temperature of the thermO.coQples shall be recorded, At 
the end of 30 minutes the ~verage temperature of the six thermo-
couples shall not exceed by more than 250° the·initial t~mpe• 
rature and no aingle thermo-eoupl.e shall ·exdee'd.·by more than 
'300 °C the initi~ temperature. The temperature-shall con• 
tinue to be recorded during the 90 minutes of 'he teet. 
6tt3• ·Insulation 
-------·-·-No particular re,uirement is foJ"mulated tor the teats· 6.3.1., _. 
6.3.2.ar6.3.3., tor lift doors. However the temperatures shall 
"be recorded throughout the test in order to determine eventually 
a fire resistant classif'ication .. (ooupe-feu.).... · · · 
.. 6.3.1 •. Average temperatures of the non·· exposed tace·~r th~· door • 
' . ' 
.. .. . ~ 
.. 6.3.2. Maximum.temperature of' tbe .non exposed face of the door. 
6.3.3. Maximum temperature'of the non exposed face of the frame. 
6.3.4. Radiation from the non ex.posed·tace. of the·door. 
'II ; 
'. ,• . . . . ... ' , .. 
The radiation during the first 30 minutes of the.·test 
not exceed 'h~S w/c~ measured.at a distance f'rom.the 
speQimen equal to its width. 
shall 
test 
7. Certificate . .. .. ~ . 
. ' . 
.. 
The certificate will be provided in.triplicate. 
It shall indicate 1 
a). Name of' door maker. 
.. 
• ., • .t 
b) ·Mark of' the Laboratory and the test number • 
o) Type of door and its classification if there ~ one. 
d) Details of the construction of' the door• materiels employed. 
clearances and gaps between panels and Qetween .panels &lld· £!'rune. 
e).Method of fixing the test ~peoimen to the walls of the. we11. 
f) Description of glazing if there is any. 
g) Result of' the tests. 
h) /~1 other observations on the perfo~ance of the specimen made 
in the course ot the test including the p~ssibility ~f opening 
.the door atter cooling·down, 
./ . 
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CHii.PTE:R c 
J.PPROV .. ".1 OF S.&FETY GE;.RS 
1o General resuirements 
1.1. The design nnd the manufacture of the safety gear shall be in 
accordance with the present directiYe. 
1.2. Documents to b& submitted 
----~~-~--~~----·-~------In addition to the partinulars re-quired in Annex III in the 
case of preliminary authorisation, detailed information must 
be provided on the material used; the type of guides and the 
state of their surfaces (drawn, milled, ground).· 
In th~ case of Safety gears with buffered effect there must also 
be provided a load dia~ram relating to the components fo=ming 
the spring. 
·2. Instantaneous safety gears 
2.1. ~~E!:~-~~-~~~~!! 
The Laboratory should be provided with two assemblies with sets 
of j awe iwd..th wedges or knurled rollers and two guide dev~ cee o 
The arrangement and the fixing details for the specimens w~~~ 
be settled by the La9oratory in accordance with the e,uipment 
that it uses. · 
If the same assembly is·used with different types of guide a 
new test will not be required if the thickness of the guides 
the surface condition and th~ width of the jaws are the same. 
2.2. Test 
...... -
2.2.1. Method of test 
A test will be made u.sing a press which moves at a constant 
speed. 
Measurements shall be made of : 
a) the distance travelled as a function of force 
b) the deformation of the safety gear block as a function of 
force or a$ a function of distance travelled. 
2.2.2. Jest procedure 
-.. 
The guide shall be moved through the safety gear jaws. Refe-
rence marks shall be traced on to the saf~ty gear b~ocks in 
order to facilitate measurement of their deformation. 
a) The distance tra,relled will be recorded as a function of 
the force applied. 
b) After the test : 
1 • The permanent deformation of the safety gear block 
shall be measured (in the case where there is not a 
· fracture) • 
.;. 
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2- The hardness.of th~ safety gear block will be measured 
and also the jaws and these values will be compared 
with those quote<.l by the applicant. Other checks may 
be necessary'" ill special cas·es. -
3 - The block and the jaws shall be examined for to check 
the deformation and change o:f· s.tate· (:tor e.xainple 
. cracks, deformation or wear of the jaws, appearance· of 
the r~Qbed surfaces). . 
4- Photographs will be.taken of the block,the jaws and the 
guide as a perrr.~ne~t recorg of the deformation or 
fractures. 
2.3. Documents 
--------~ Tw~ diagrams will be recorded 
- the first will give th~ distance travelled ~ a function of 
force; 
- the other will give the deformation of the block. It will be 
done in such a way that it can be related to the first diagram, 
The capacity of the safety gear.will be stab~ished by integra-
tion of the area of the distance force ·diagram. 
The area of the diagram will take into consideration : 
a) the total area if the-ie is· no permanen·t def?.rmation, 
b) .'the area limited.to th~ point where the elastic limit bas 
baenexeeeded, (o7 to ~he point.at which rupture occurs). 
(Account must be taken of the .. fact that a deformation of the 
guides distorts the ~ef.ormation diagram of the.block and 
therefore the calculation of the safety gear capacity). 
2e4o ~=~=~!~!~!2~.2!-~~=-~~~~~~~!2!!_;£~~- . . 
2.4.1. Work done by the safety gear. . . . 
The following symbols are.used s 
P + Q • Dead load suspended + rated load 
V a Speed of operation of safety gear in m/s 
G ~ Acceleration of gravity in m/s2 
A = Work abso~bed by a safety gear block (calculated 
in accor~ance with the diagram) 
. . 
A distance of free fa1.1 is calculated with r8ferenr.e to the 
~um tripping s~eed of the safety gear'specified in E.9.1 • 
. /. 
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Sf = ------ + 0.10 + OQ03 2g 
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0.10 corresponds to the distance of travel during the response 
time 
0.03 corresponds to tbe travel during take up of cl~arance 
between the jaws and the guides 
The total work done by the safety gear is : 
2A = (P + Q) x Sf from which 
2.4.2. Total p~rmi~sible load 
a) If the elastic limit has not been 
2 is taken as the safety factor. 
The total permissible load is P + 
2A 
p + Q = -sr-
exceeded t 
A Q=sr 
A is calculated by the integration of the area indicated 
in 2.3.a). 
b) If the elastic limit is exceeded : 
Two calculations must be made in order to take that which 
is the most favourable to the maker. 
1• • calculate A' by the integration of the reduced area 
indicated in 2.3.b). 
Taking 2 as the safety factor this gives the total 
permissible load as 
A' p + Q = -sr-
2° • calculating A by the integration of the area indicated 
in 2.3.a), but adopting 3.5. as the safety factor • 
. ,, . ' . 
The total permissible load becomes : 
2A 
p ., Q : ~.5 X Sf 
2.5. 2~~~~!~~-!~=-~~!~~~~~!~~-~!.!~~-~~~~~-~e-~!-!~=-~!~= 
If too great a deformation of the safety jaws in the block or 
the guide may cause difficulty in disengaging the safety gear, 
the total permissible load must be reduced. · 
3. Progressive safety gear 
3e1e E=~!~~~!!~~-~~-~~E!=!.!~-~=-~~~~!!!!~ 
3.1.1. The applicant will state for what load and at what speed the 
test shall be carried out. If the safety gear is to be 
.;. 
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approved fpr diff~rent loads it will be specifically indicated 
if the adjustment is to be effected by stages o~ by a con-
ti.nuous process.. · · 
LThe applicant shall select the suspended load by dividing the 
braking foree by 1.6 in ~elation to an average deceleration 
of o.6 gJ 
3.1.2. The laboratory shall b~ provided with one complete safety 
gear assembly, mounted on a cross-b~amt the dimensions of 
wich ~ave been specified by the laboratory. It shall have 
attached the'necessary number of brake-block sets to complete 
the tests. In addition the length of the type guides to be 
used as specified by the Laboratory, shall be provided. 
:;.2. Teat 
----
:;.2.1. Test method 
The tests shall be carried out in free fall. 
Positive or indirect measurement a~all be made of I 
a) the total drop; ... 
b) the braking distance on the guides; 
o) the slipping distance of the overspeed gove.rnor cable, 
or of an alternative device; 
d) the total travel of the buffer-spring comp.onents. 
The measurements a) and b)· shall be made .as a function of time. 
Note shall be taken 'of : 
e) the average braking force; 
f) the maximum instantaneous braking force; 
g). the minimum instantaneous braking force • 
. :;.2.2. Test .procedure 
:;.2 .2;.1. t .. pproval of safety gear ·.tor a .:shgl.e'.::S.Uspend.ed .U.oad. 
a) Th.e laborat~ry will carry out four tests with the suspen• 
ded load (dead load· .... + rated load). The brake-blocks 
will be. expected· to return to their normal temperature 
after each test. 
b) Several sets of brake-blocks may be used during.the 4 
test1:3. ·· However,' one set o't" ?locks shall make possible 
- ~-.tests if the rated speed ,is 4 4 m/s 
... 2 tests if' the rated speed is > 4 m/e .. 
c) The free fall drop shall be calculated to oorreepo~d to ! 
the maximum release speed of the .governor with wliich it 
shall be possible to use the safety gear .• 
./. 
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d) The tripping of the safety gear shall be cn.rried. out in such a wa;y that it 
is possible to precisely cetermine the speed of operation. 
Ljbr example a rope can be used (the slackness having been methodically cal-
culated) attached to a sleeve which can slide with friction on a nmooth 
fixed rope. The friction force sh~ll be the same as that applied by the 
associated safety gear governor on the control rop!7. 
3.2.2.2. Approval of safety gear for different suspended loads. 
Adjustment in stages or continuous adjustment. 
One series of tests shall be carried out for the maximum required 
value and another for the minimum required value. The a.pplice.nt 
must furnish a formula or a diagram giving the variation of the 
braking force in relation to a defined parameter. 
The Laboratory will check by a suitable method the validity of 
the formula (in the event of an unsatisfactory result a third 
series of tests shall be carried out for an intermediate point). 
3.2.3~ - Determination of safety gear brakine force. 
3.2.3~1. Approv~l of safety gear for a single suspended load. 
The braking force of which the safety gear is capable with a given 
adjustment and type qf guide used is equal to the a.veraee of the 
braking foroo averaees noted during the four tests. Each test shall f 
be made on a.n unused section of guide. l 
~Some tests show a. considerable reduction of the friction coefficient when seve- i 
rol successive tests -are ma.de in the same area. of a machined guide. This is t 
attributable to a change in the surface condition caused by successive brakings. t 
It is acknowledged that on an installation an uninduced operation of the safe- ,. 
ty gear tr~ould have every chance of occuring at the same spot. t 
If by chance this is not the case it shall be necessary to allow of a lesser ~· 
brar~ng force until an unused surface is reached. -
Here sliding is greater than normal. 
This .is a further reason for not accepting a.n adjustment which from the start 
results in too slow a decelera.tio.!!7. ' 
./. 
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A verification.shall oe·made that the average o~ instanta-
neous values noted during .the tests are within the + 25 % 
bracket, in r~lation to the braking force.value defined 
above : ~ 
3.2.3.2. Approval of sa~ety gear for different suspended loads. 
Adjustment in stages or continuous adjustment. 
The braking force of. which· the safety gear is capable shall 
be calculated.for the required maximum and minimum values 
as stated in 3.2.3.1. 
3.2.4. Inspection after tests 
a} A comparison of the hardness of the safety gear blocks and 
the jaws will be mnde with the original values quoted by the 
·applicant. Other analyses may be c.arried o·ut in special 
cases. 
b) A verification of the deformation and state of change will 
be carried out (e.g. cracks, deformation or wear of the 
jaws, appearance of the rub~ surfaces). 
c) Possibly photographs will be taken of the safety gear as• 
sembly, the jaws and the guides,as a permanent record of 
deformation or fractures~ 
3.3. £~~~!~~!~~-2!-E!~!~~!~!!-!~!E~~~!2-~2!~ 
3.3.1. Approval of s~fety gear .fo~ a ~ingle suspended lo~d. 
The· permissible suspended load (dead l.o.ad:·" + rated ·load) 
is : 
Brak.ing Force 
1.tlo 
3.3.2. Approval of safety gear for different auspel'lded lo.ads. 
a) Adjustment dn ~tagea 
The per~issible susyended load shall be calculated for each 
adjustment as stated in 3.3.1. 
b) Continuous adjustment 
The permissible suspended load is calculated as stated 
in 3.3.1. for the required ma~um and minimum values and 
in accordance with the formula recommended for intermediate 
adjustments-1' 
3.4. E!~!!-!!~!!!~!2~.2!-!~J~~~~!~!! 
If in the course of the tests the values obtained differ by more 
than 20 % from those expected by the applicant; further testa 
must be carried out with his consent after final alteration of 
the adjustments. 
.;. 
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Lit the braking force is uefinitely greater than that reckoned by 
the applicant, the suspended load used for the tests shall be 
definitely less than that arrived at by the calculation authorised 
in 3·3•1• and consequently the conclusion could not be drawn from 
the test that the safety gear is capable of the required energy 
dissipation with the load arrived at by the calculation_?. . 
4. Commentar;r 
~) At the tim~ of submitting an application in respect of a particular 
lift the total suspended load declared by the manufacturer maY 
not differ more than + 0.15 % of the total permissible load for 
the safety gear taking into consideration the relative adjustment. 
b) All the components transmitting force to the brake blocks shall 
be calculated'with a safety coefficient of a least 3 for the more 
stringent adjustments. 
c) When components are made of oast~iron or in cast steel the safety 
coefficient shall be 4i The use of ordinary grey cast iron is for-
bidden. 
d) To take account of brazed or welded components reference must be 
made to the standards for such material. 
e) A check must be made that the possible travel of the jaws is suf-
ficient under the most unfavourable conditions (accumulation of 
manufacturing tolerances). 
f) A cheek must be made that the elec'bric. safety device required in 
Clause E. 9 .11.1. has rflunctioned· properly:.,: . · ~ ... 
g) The jaws shall be suitably guarded so that they cannot be mis-
placed from their operating position. 
h) In the ease of a progressive type safety gear it must be cheeked 
that the tra.Yel of the components forming the spring is suffi-
<:ient. It shall be possible to seal adjustable component.s. 
5. Record of tests 
The test certificate shall be made in triplicate of which 2 copies 
are for the maker. It will record : 
- the name of the maker 
- the type of safety gear 
~ the mark of the Laboratory and the test number 
- the total per~issible load 
- the rated speed and the speed of engagement 
- the type of guide 
- the permissible thickness of the guide : 
• the minimum width of the gripping areas 
- the state of the surfa~e of the guides 
• the state of:lubrieation of the guides. 
If they are lubricated the type and characteristics of the lubricant • 
. /. 
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CHAPTER D 
,. 
' 
.~PROVAt'OF OVERSPEED GOVERNORS 
1. Gen-eral:rcquirements 
1.1. The design and the manufacture of the speed governors shall be 
in ac~$rdance with annex I of the directive. 
.·· 
1.2. The applicant shall indicate to the La;orafory : 
a) the type (or the types ?) of safety gear which will be 
operated by the governor. 
b) the maximum and minimum rated speeds ef lifts f~r wh.ich the 
governor may be used. 
2. Check on the characteristics l!'>f the gove·rn~r 
2.1. Specimens:to-b~ s~bmitted 
.There shall be submitted to the Laboratory: 
a) One overspeed governer. 
b) One length of steel wire rope,length to be e.stabiished by 
the 'Laboratory, of· the type used for the gove·rnor and in 
the nl)rmal· condi t'i0n !n which it · is used·. ·· 
c) A tensiening pulley assembly of the app~~priate weight for 
the type $f governor. 
2.2 .• Test 
2.2.1• Type of test 
The followini will be checkea : 
a) the speed of engagement . . . • ·, 
b) the functioning. ot the device_called f~r in E.9.11.2 causing 
the lift to sto:p_ if. this device is mounted on·the governor 
c) the functioning of the electric safety device called for 
in E.9.11.2.(2) preventing all movement-of the lift when the 
governor has tripped 
d) the adherence of the rope in the gevernor pulley or the 
force of engagement to eperate the safety gear. 
2.2.2. Test procedure 
. (The tests may be effected by the Laboratery in the works wf 
the maker) • • ... 
... 
a) Twenty tes:t: steppages srJ.eaa- are.-malie in tae sp.e:ed ·t'i\llges ·fer' 
gageme~t corresponding to the speed range of rated speeds 
of the lift, indicated in 1.2.b) ab'eve. · · ~ 
.;. 
en-
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b) Notes : 
1) The majority of tests will be made at the extreme 
values of the range of operating speeds. 
2) The acceleration to reach the engagement speed shall 
be as lew as possible in order to eliminate the effects 
ef inertia. 
2.2.3. Interpretatien of the test results 
a) In the course of 20 tests the engagement speed, shru.l lie 
within the limits called fer in Clause E.9.1. 
~ : If the limits laid dewn are exceeded an adjustment 
may be made by the maker and 20 new tests be carried 
eut. 
b) In the course of the 20 tests the •pP.ration cf the devices 
fer which the test is required in 2.2.1.b) and 2.2•1.c) 
above shall be effective within the limits laid down in 
Clause E.9.11.2. 
c) The force which can be transmitted by the rope when the 
QVerspeed governor trips shall be at least twice that re-
quired by the maker f•r engaging the safety geart with a 
minimum •f 300 N• 
NOTES : (1) Unless particularly required by the maker and 
specified in the test report, the arc of engagement 
shall be 180°. · 
(2) In the case ef devices operating by gripping 
of the rcpe it must be checked that there is n~ 
permanent deformation c.f the rcpe. 
3• Test Certificate 
The test certificate will indicate : 
-the name of the.maker, 
- the type of speed governor, 
- the mark of the Laboratery and the test number, 
- the maximum and minimum rated speeds of the lift for which the 
everspeed governor may be used, 
- the diameter cf the rope and its construction, 
- in the case f'lf a speed governor with traction pulley, the m:Lnimum 
tensioning fGrc~ • 
.;. 
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CHAPTER E 
APPROVAL OF HYDRAULIC BUFFERS 
16 Request fer Te~ts 
The request shall state the range ef operation required (maximum 
impact speed, minimum al"ld maximum leads). 
1.1. Documents to submit with the initial request for tes·t; . 
The following are to be provided : 
• detailed and assembly drawings showing ~he mode of construc-
ticn and operation and materials used, the dimensions and 
tolerances of the components. 
There must.also be shown the graduation (openings for the pas• 
sage of the oil) as a function of the plunger stroke. 
- specification for the oil used. 
On the request ~f the Laboratory these documents may be requi-
red in triplicate. The Laboratvry may likewise call for sup-
plementary information which may be necessary to them for the 
examination .and· test. 
2. Test specime~ 
The construction of the specimen must conform t·o the documents sub-
mitted in accordance with 1.1. 
The necessary oil must be sent separately • 
. '
3· Test 
-3.1. Procedure for test. 
The buffer is tested with the aid of weights, corresponding t~ 
the minimum and maximum loads, falling in free fall to reach 
at the mcment of impact the maximum impact speed called .~or. 
The speed is to be registered at least at the mement ef impact 
ef the weights. 
The acceleration and the deceleration are to be measured ~ a 
function of time througho.ut the movement of the weights._ 
3~2. Equipment to use. 
The equipment shall satisfy at least the following conditions t 
3.2.1. The weights falling in free fall. 
The weights shall oor~espond to+ 1% the maximum.and minimum 
-l~ads. 
They shall be guided vertically with the minimum of friction • 
. ; . 
... 
• 
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3.2.2. R~cording equipment. 
The recording equipment shall. permit recording of phenomena 
which occur in the apace of time af 0.01 s9 
3.2.3. Measurement of speed. 
The speed istt be measured at the moment tf impact .of the weights 
on the buffer or throughout the travel of the weights, with a 
tolerance of + 1 %. · 
-3•2.4 .• Measurement of the deceleratiCJn. 
The device for measurement shall be placed as ~ear as possible to 
the axis •f the buffer, the tolerance on its measurement is 
+ 2 % •
• 
3.2.5. Measurement of time 
T~e pulses of a durati3n 0.01 s shall be registered, the tole-
rance on the measure is + 1 %. '1 
-
~.3. Ambient temperature. 
The ambient temperature shall lie between 15 °C and + 25 °C. 
The temperature of the oil shall be measured with a tolerance 
of ! 5 oc. 
3.4. Mounting of the buffer. 
The buffer shall be placed and fixed in the same manner as in 
normal service. 
' 3·5• Filling of the buffer. 
The buffer is to be filled up to the index mark. 
In order to oheck that it is ce~pletely filled the buffer shall 
be compressed slewly at low speed. Then it shall be permitted 
to reset and after an interval of 10 minutes the oil level shall 
be rechecked,. If necessary the 5il sh·)uld be topped up to the 
index mark again. This process should be repeated until the oil 
level is completely stable at the c&rrect level. 
3.6. Testa. 
3.6.1. Deceleratien tests. 
The height ef free fall of.~he weights is chosen in such a wa:y 
that the speed of the mcment of in1pact 'corresptmds to the speeds 
stipulated in the application for test. 
.;. 
'· • j 
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The deceleration shall conform .. t.o .. the· ~equirements ·of Clal,J.se 
F.4.2.J. of ~~ne~ I of the present directive. 
A first te~t .~s made with .maxim~· loc.d, wit!\. a· check on the decelilration. •· 
A second test is made with mi.n'-mum load_, will:m1 a check. on the 
_decele~.ation • .,_ · · • ., 
}.6:.~ .• Check of the plunger return• 
After each test the plunger shall be held in the completely 
cempressed state fo~· five minutes. .The plunger. is then freed 
to permit its return to hormal position. ·· · • 
When the buf_fer .is one with spring or gravity return the po-
sition of complete resetting'shall be reached in a maximum 
period of 120 seconds. Before proceeding to anoth&r decele-
ration t~st there must be a delay· of 30 minutes to· permit the 
oil to return ·into th~ ~eservoir and f~r bubbles of air to 
escape. 
3.6.3. Check of the oil less. 
The level of eil is to be checked· after having made the. t~o 
deceleration tests required in Clause 3,6.1. After an inter-
val of 30 minutes theJlevel:of· oil should again be· sufficient 
to ensure correct functioning of the buffer.· 
.}.Qe4. Check of the condition of the buffer after ~esta~ . 
. • •• • .. l' 
After the.tw~ deceleration testa require~ in 3.6.1. there shall 
be no permanent deformation or other damage to the buffer. 
~}.?. Procedure in the case where the re~u:i,.J;"ements of the test ar.e not 
satisfied for the loads called for'in the request. 
When the teat results are not satisfactory with the minimum and 
maximum loads called for 7in the request.the Laboratory may in 
agreement with the applicant eatablish~·ether acceptable limits 
for load. 
4. Certification 
•,' 
. .. 
The certificate must be provided in t~iplicate : 
- 2 for the applicant, 
- one to· remain .at the Laboratory·. 
.. . 
.; . 
"' -. 
• 
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The certificate must indicate : 
-·the name of the buff~r maker; 
• the type of buffer; 
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. . 
•· the mark of the Laboratory and the number ·e·r eertifio~t~; 
- the maximum impact speed; 
- the ms.ximum load.; 
the minimum load; 
- the specification of the oil and its temperature in the tests. 
4.1 .• -Attachments to the certificate. 
-The do~ument indicated in 1~1·· 
- The test ~rocedure. 
- The name of the makers, the type numbers and serial nu~bers 
~f the measuring instruments used. 
- The recovery time o.f the plunger. 
- Observations concerning the loss of oil or deformation of 
the buffer. 
. •, 
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~TNEX I 'II].! . 
- J.U:HORIZA~ION PRIO~~ :N3TALLATION 
....... ,l • ... 
. . 
When prel~~inar,y authorisati•n is required by national regulations, a 
dessier to be provided to enable conformity to t·e.qu!temants to b~ • 
assessed should comprise all or the ap!)repriate part ·of- the details 
and documents figuring in the ·roliowing list. · 
. ·. 
1. General. 
Names and addresses of the -lift make~, the.ewner and the.usero 
Address of th·} ~nstallation.,· 
Type of equipment'·- Rated load - Rated· spee·d -- Number of· passengers. 
Travel of the lift M Number of landings served. · 
Waigh'!;_ o-! the car and 'o·r• the counterweigh~. 
Means et·accoss'to the·machine room, and to the pulley room, if 
there is one. 
2~ Techni~~~etails and plans 
Plans and necessary cross sections covering the lift installations, 
including machine rooms, r: ylJll.liy. .~oontBJ llbd U:rquipment. 
These plans are not intended for giving details of construction, but 
they shall contain the necessary particulars to verify conformity 
to reqAt~em~nts and par~icularly the following : 
- Ov~rtravel distances in the upper and lower ends of the well. 
- Any spaces below the well. 
- Access to t~e pit. 
- Guards between the lifts if there are more than one in the same 
well. 
• Provision for holes for fixing~. 
- Position and principcl. dimens:!.ons of the machine room with the 
foundations for- the machine and principal devioes. Dimensions 
of traction sheave. Ventilat~on holes. Reaction loads on the 
b11ilding. 
- Lccese to the machine room. 
- P~sition and pr~ncipal dimensions of the pulley rooms~ 
- Position and dimensions of pulley~, position of other devices in 
this pulley room~ 
~ A~cess to the pulley room~ 
., Position and principal dimensions ef landing doors. It is not 
necessary to show all the doors if they are identical and if the 
distances between the floors are indicated. 
~ Position and dimensions of access and emergency doors. 
./. 
.. 
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• Dimensions of the car and of its entrances. 
- Distance from the sill and from the car doer to the facing wall 
Qf the well. 
• Distance affording entry between car door and landing door. 
- Principal characteristics of the suspension.: lifting r~pes (number, 
diameter, construction, breaking load), chains (type, construction, 
pitch, breaking load). Compensation ropes where providedo 
• Guides. Characteristics, condition and dimensions of rubbing 
surfaces. 
3. Schem&tiu di~gr~ 
Outline electric schematic diagrams of the principal circuits and 
of safety circuits. 
These schematic diagrams shall be clear and have a table explaining 
the symbols used. 
4. Certificates 
Copies of type t~st c~rtificates for locks, landing doors, safety 
gear, speed governor, hydraulic buffers. 
If necescary, copies of certificates for other oomp•nents (ro~est 
chains, materials, fire resistance). 
Setting Up certificate for the safety gear, provided by the lift 
manufacturer and calculations of the compression of the springs. 
5. Check of calculation of certain items and their cenformity to the 
directive 
a) ~~~~~-2!-~~~E~~!~2~ 
Checking of the requirements of Chapter E. (for the ropes, e.g. : 
number, diameter, minimum breaking l~ad, construction, relation 
between the no~inal diameter of the ropes and the pitoh diameter 
of pulleys or sheaves). 
b) Adherence of the suspension ropes in the grooves of the traction 
slieaves: .. 
The following formula shall be satisfied. 
• 
is the ratio of the maximum and minimum static lGads in the 
pertions of the rope situated on either side of the traction 
sheave in the £ollowing conditione : 
• car stationary at the laweet landing with a load equivalent to 
125 % of the rated load; 
car stationary at the highest landing level, unloaded. 
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c1 _ coefficient taking.into account ... a~~elerations, deQelerations and the peculiarities of the installation. 
01 
=·g +a g being the gravity accel~ration in m/s2 
g - a a bei~g •the braking deceleration 9( the car in m/s2 
The, coef·fieient shall be calculated in each particular case for ~he 
high speed lifts. 
In other cases the fellowing minimum values may be accepted. for 01. 
1,10 for rated speeds vn ~ o,63 m/s 
1,15 for l'ated speeds 0,63 m/s < V ~ 1,00 m/s n 
1,20 for rated speeds 1,00 m/s < V n s;. 1 , 60 m/ s 
1,25 for rated speeds 1,60 m/s < v n 
coeffi-cient taking. ac-count •f the variation of profile of .the 
groove due to wear~ 
c2 = 1 for semi-circular or undercut grooves 
02 = 1.2 f.or · V grooves 
e is the base of natural logarithms; 
f i·s ·the friction ~oefficient of the ropes in· the -grooves; 
-~ f = --:---...,~ 
sin ~/2 fer V. grooves 
f. = 4,M ( 1'- '&in P/2) 
1i - fl - sin_fo 
for semi-circular grooves or under• 
cut grooves. 
~being the angle of wrap ~f the ropes on the traction. &heave. in radians; 
/~ being the angle of th! groove in radians ( p = 0 for semi-circular grooves) 
I , 
!(being the angle of the~ v. of .the gr~ove, in radians; 
~being the coefficient of friction between steel ropes and cast-iron 
sheaves = 0.09. 
~. 
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c) ~~!~!!!~.E;!!!~!! 
The specific pressure is calculated in accordance with the ~ollowing 
formulae 
p T 4.5 for gro11ves in V = n.d.D • sin '172 
p T 8 e cos/J{.2 ffiJr undercut ~semi oircular = n.d.D • --:-(- ,1- sinft Gr grooves 
d being the diameter of the ropes in mm; 
D being the diameter ef the traction sheave in mm; 
n being the number •f ropes; 2 p being the speeific pressure in N/mm 
T being the static load of the car side, the oar with its rated 
load being stationary at the l~west level. 
The specific pressure must be such as to satisfy the conditions for 
adherence specified in E.3.1. 
1 - Lifts 
--1111!'--
·In any case.th~ ropes must not excee4 the following values 
because of specific pressure, the car being loaded to rated 
load c 
vc.~ 1.6 m/s maximum pressure 9.0 N/mm2 
V ~ 1.6 m/s maximum pressure 7.5 N/mm2 q 
p. = 12.5 + 4 vc 
1 + v 
c 
is the rope speed cerresppnding to the 
rated car speed in m/s. 
d) Guides· 
-
___ .... __ 
The stress in each gu~.de at the moment of operation of the safety 
gear is calculated accordi~g to the f~llowing formulae : 
• instantaneous safety gears (except captive roller type) 
,.,..k. c:: 2 .. 5 ( F + ~'-· I w 
. A 
- captive roller ty.pe safety gear 
O'""'k 1·2-· (F + Q~ • ~ .. ::; A 
- progressive safety gear 
tr"k (F + ~) • :X. = A 
r'k n•t to exceed : 140 N/mfh2 for steel of 370 N/mm~ · 
210 N/mm2 for steel of 520 N/mm 
F is the dead load· . on the carside 
Q is the.rated lead 
A is the cr•ss sectien of the guide in square centimetres 
.;. 
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w is read in the follewing tables as a function of A.. 
A.=~ 
i ~ is the distance between guide attac~ents in centimet;e·s · 
- .. ,~ ~I 
i is the radius ·of gyration of the ·guide · • · 
•· .~' o,' 
e) ~!!.,~2~~2! .. !!!~!!~~ .. 
They may. be ev~uated in the following manner .: ... , ·. 
-under the buffer S\lpports: 4 tiltles·th~ weight (car+ load) 
or the cou~terweights 
- under the guides : weight ef the guid~s added to the reaction in 
the case of safety gear operatiop. 
·Values ~f W 
'2 Steel 370 N/mm 
I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8·· 9 
.. 
'1.06 "1;o6 1,07. ~ 1.08 1,04 1.04 1,04 1.05 1.05' 1,07 
1,08 1.09 1.09 .1..10 1.10 1.11 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.13 
1.14 1.14 1.15_ 1.16 1~ 16 . 1.17 1.18 1.tJ9 1.1_9 1.20 
1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23. 1~.24 1.2!? 1.26 1.-27 1.2~ 1.29 
1.30 1.31 1.32 1.33 1.34' 1 ~35 1.36 '1.37 1.39 1.40 
t.41 ; 1-.42 1.44 ·1.;5 1.46 1.48 I 1e49 1.50 1.52 1.53 
1.55 .. '1'.56 1.58 1.59 '1'.61 '1.62': ·1.64 ,. 1.66· 1•6~ 1.69 
1.71 1.73 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88 
1.90 1.92 h9l+ 1.96 1.9ts 2.00 2.02 2.05 2.07 2.09 
2~ 11 2.14. 2.16 2.18 2.~1 2.23 2.27 2.31· 2.35 2.39 
2.43 2.4? 2.51 2.55 2.60 2.64 2.68 2.72 2.77. 2.81 
2.85 2.90 2.94 2.99 3.()3 3.08 3.12 3.17 3.2a 3.26. 
3 • .2_1 _}.)_6 _3.41 3_.45 3_ .. 50 3.55 2_.60 3.65 -3.70-- . 3·75' 
).~o ?-~5 3.90 3-95 Ll-.00 . '+.06 . 4.11 4.16 4.22 4.27 
4.32 4.38 4.43 4.49 4.54· 4.60 4.65 4.71 .. 4.71. 4.82 
4.88 4.94 5.00 5.05 '5.11 5.17 5·23 5.29 5-35 ',5.41 
,5.47 ,5.53 5.59 5.661 5-72 5.78 5.84 5.91 5~97 6·.o5 
6.10 6.16 6.23 6 • .29 6.36: ·6.42 6.4$ 6.!25 6.62 6.69 
6.75 6.~2 6.89 6.~~· 7.03 7.10 ?.17 ?.24 7.31. ?·3~ 
7.45 7.52 ?.59 ?.66 7-73 7.8'1: ?.88 . 1-.951 8.03 .e ..• 1o 
8.17 8 • .25 8.32 8.40 8.4? 8.55 8.63 8.?0 8.78 8.86 
a.93 9o01 9.09· 9-.17 ; '9 .• 25. .. . 9 • .33 9.41 9.49 . 9.57 9·65 
9.?3 9.81 _2.89 9.97 10.05 10.14 10 .. 22·10.30 10.39 ho.4? 
10.55 \ t ' : .. -
The intermed~ate resistance quality· ef steel is determined by the 
linear interpol~J,tion value of ~ • . 
.·• 
... . .. 
)... I 
20 
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90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 I 160 170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
24o 
.I 
Steel .520 N/mm2 
A. I 0 1 2 3 
20 1.06 1.06 1.0? 1.07 
30 1.11' 1.12 1.12 1.13 
' - 40 1.19 1.19 . 1.20 1.21 
50 1.2~ 1.30 1.31 1.32 
60 1.41 1.43 1.44 1.46 
70 1.58 1.60 1.62 1tt64 
80 1.79 1.81 1.83 1.86 
90 2,05_ 2.10 2.14 2.19 
100 2 • .531 2 ·.5(S· 2 .. 64 2.69 
110 3.06 I 3,12 3.18 3.23 
120 3o65 t 3-71 3·77 3.83 
130 4.28 i 4.35 4.41 4.48 
14o 4.96 .5 • Olf. 5.11 5.18 
150 5.70 5·7~ 5.~5 .5-93 
160 6.48 6e57 6.6.5 6 .. 73 
170 7.}2 7.41 ?.49 7.58 
180 8.21 8.}0 8.39 8.48 
196 9.14 9.24 9.34 9.44 
200 10.13 10.23 ' 10.}4 10.44 
210 11.17 11.28 11.38 11.49 
220 12.26 12.37 12.48 12.60 
230 13.40 13o52 I 13.63 13.75 
240 14.59 I 14.71 l 14.83 14.96 
2.50 15.~3! ! t ' 
.. 
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: I : lr .5 6 7 8 9 
1.08 1.oaj 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 
1~14 , 1o1.5 I 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.18 
1 c22 1.23 1 .. 24 1.25 1.26 1 ;27 
1.33 1.35 1.3o 1.37 1.39 1.40 
1.48 1.49 1.51 1.5.3 1.54 1.56 
1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.77 
1.88 1.91 1.9~11.95 1.98 2.01 2.24 2.29 2.33 2o38 2.43 2.48 
2.74 2.79 2c~5J 2.90 2~95 3.01 
3-29 3·35 3.41 ,3.47 3~.53 3·59 
3·89 3.96 4.02 4.09 4, 1.5! 4.22 
4 • .55 4.62 4.69 4.75 4.82 4 .. 89 
5.25 5.33 5.40 5.47 I 5•55 5.62 
o.o1 o .. o9 o.1o o.2tt 6.32 0~40 
6.81 6.90 6.98 7.06 7 .1.5j 7e23 
'(.67 7.76 7.85 7.94 8.03 8.12 
8.58 8.6? 8.76j 8.86 8.95 9.0B 
9·53 9.63 9· 73 9.8_3_ 9.9; 10.03 
10.54 10.65 10 .. 75 10.(S5 10.961 11.06 
11.60 11.71 111.82 11.93 12.04 12.15 
12.71 12.82 12 .. 94 13.05 13.17 13.28 
13.87 13.99. 14 .. 11 14.23 14.35 14.47 
15.08 15.20 15.33i1.5.45 1.5.58 15._'l_1 
I I I I i I 
-
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Annex IV 
ANNEX IV 
INSPECTION BEFORE GOING INTO SERVICE 
. ' ' . ~. ' ~ . . ' 
.. ~ ~. ... ~ ' : . 
Aft"er the erection ~f the lii't and before puttin-g--it ::!:nt-0 .servioe- the 
following ~hecks ~d testa shall be ?arrie~ out. . 
comparison of the installati•n with the documents lis~ed in Annex III 
(if there is a~equireme~t for_p~eliminary. .authorisation) and with 
the requirements of the direc.tive; · · · · · 
- c9mparis~>n •f the deta~ls ·gtyen in._the approva.l." ~ertificates·,for..:the­
items f9~ whioh type t~sta;~e re~uiped, with~~heidttails-of" the 
equipni._en~ provided; ' - · · · · · 
.;. check of the mechanic~- and electric safety devicei:l; " .. 
~ ' ' ' 
- ctJ,eck of, the means of' ~uspension and their a,ttachments; 
- check of the area of ventilatien cpenings; 
- t~st ·c,r the al·a~ devices; 
.• 
- .. : ... 
-.visual check of the application of. the: rules.· of. good· ccnstruction to 
the components for_ which the d.11reat:bYS has. not ·any spec;lal req11irements. 
The_ foilowing te~ts shall in particular be carried ~ut. · 
. . . . 
No-te that 'for a series -~f ia~ntical lifts it ·is ··n:9·t""necessary to repeat · · · 
on e"ach item..;of equipment the •check of comp·on.ents,:which fire ind.ependent" 
of the indiVidual installatio~ (for·example adherence)• 
• -1, Adherence . .. ,. ,_ ' I 
·--h -·--. 
-~·a) The adherence shall be checked in the upward direction of travel 
with the·car·empty. 
The tests consist~ in making several stops with the brake set at 
its m•st severe normal setting compatible with the installation. 
At each test the complete st~ppage of the car shall be achieved. 
b) It must be checked that the empty car cannot be raised, when the 
counterweight rests on its compressed buffers. 
e) Checking of the conformity of the counterweight balance with the 
value given by the maker. This check may be made by current 
measurement. 
2. Car safety gear and, where provided, counterweight safety ~e~ 
As the safety gear has been type tested, the aim of site test is 
solely to make sure that it is in working order. 
The tests shall be made with empty car at reduced speed (for example 
at relevelling speed or inspection speed). 
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Annex IV 
3• Overspeed sovernor 
The mechanical tripping speed of the governor shall be checked, 
. with. the governor di_sconnected from ~he car. 
4. Buffers functioning through energy dissi~ati~a 
The test will be carried •ut in the following way : 
• the car with its rated l9ad (likewise the counterweight if appro-
priate) is br~ught into contact with the buffers at rated speed, 
or at the reduced speed if use is made of reduced speed buffers, 
To carry out this test the final limit switches and terminal limit 
switches $hall be rendered inoperative. 
5. Liftins roEes or chain~ 
It must be checked that the characteristics are those indicated en 
the data plate en the car sling and in accordance with Annex III, 
6, Mechanical brake 
The mechanical brake is tested with the car descending at rated 
speed with rated lond or ascending empty. 
In the case of cars without counterweight the car is loaded with 
125 % of rated load. 
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Annex V 
ANNEX V 
••••••• # ... • ~ •, •• '\ 
INSPECTIONS MADE PERIODICALLY OR AFTER 'AN IMPORTANT MODIFICATION 
OR. AFTER AN ACCIDENT 
1. Periodical examinations 
Periodical examinations shall be made at least·once every two years 
to check the satisfactory condition of the lift and of the safety 
devices. 
. . 
If in the course of his"examination the inspector considers it neces-
sary to make tests these shall not be such that through their repe• 
ti tion they provoke excessive wear or impose -~tr.es~e~ , lik~J.y to· 
diminish the safety· of the installatien. 
. . 
In any'event such tests shall not be more stringent than .those re-
quired when the lift is being put into service for the first time. 
The examination should bear particu~arly on the following ·poi·nt~ a . 
• locking devices; 
safety gear; . 
.. overspeed governor; 
.. buffers; 
- lifting repes or chains; 
.. mechanical brake; 
• alarm systems. 
The tests shall be made under the same conditions as for the check 
before putting into service. 
I! the mechanical braking elements are such that in case of failure 
of one of them the ~ther is not sufficient to retard the car, a de-
tailed examinaticn shall be made of the nuts, spindles, linkages etc. 
to ensure that there is no wear.corrosion or deterioration affecting 
their satisfactory operation (it is not necessary to make a parti-
cular check on adherence. This weuld beceme self evident during nor• 
m.al running) • 
2. Examination after an important_modif~ation or after an accident 
After an important modification of one of the components !or which 
details are called !or in Annex III (preliminary authorisation) the 
new documents or particulars necessary shall be sent to the person 
or organisation in charge of the inspectiens. 
The modifications or accidents shall be recorded in the register 
called fer in M.5. 
The inspector will judge whether it is necessary to proceed to a test 
of the medified or replaced components • 
• This test would at mast be that required for the eriginal component 
at the time of the lift first going into service. 
.; . 
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Annex VI 
ANNEX VI 
Inspecting Authority 
Date : 
Designation of lift c~mpenent : 
Manufacturer's Name and Address : 
Application of Council Directive 
Nr. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,.f -· ••••.••••••• 
Distinctive EEC type approval fer 
components code Nr. •••••••••••• 
Type of component for •••••••••• 
The undersigned hereby declares that he has : 
-·verified that the testsprescribed at points •••••• of Annex II of 
the Directive~ carried out successfully, on ••••••••••• under 
the type heading submitted. 
General remarkS : the plan which was the subject of approval is annexed 
hereto. 
Done and certified this ••••••••••• day of ·•••••••••• at ••••••••~•• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• {signature and capacity) 
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